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1. Introduction

The well-known classical forward converter [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] needs
three windings. Two are used to transform the energy and the third
one is necessary to demagnetize the core. The new combined
forward-flyback converter (Fig. 1) needs only two windings [6].
The transformer is therefore easier to manufacture, is smaller, has
lower weight and is therefore cheaper. No additional component
compared to the classical forward converter is necessary. Some other
concepts for forward converters are published [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12
and 13].

2. Function

To explain the principal function, the following assumptions are
made: ideal devices, discontinuous inductor current mode (DICM),
the circuit is in steady state condition, the output capacitor is so
large that the output voltage is constant, and the input of the circuit

is fed by a constant voltage source. The switching period can be
divided into three states (Fig. 2).

A. State 1
The circuit diagram of state 1 is shown in Fig 2a. The active

switch S is closed. The input voltage is applied to the primary
winding N1 and the input current rises linearly (dot and dash line).
The voltage (N2/N1)V1 is now across the secondary winding N2.
The secondary current now closes over the diode D1, the output
inductor L, and the secondary winding N2 (dotted line). The current
rises linearly according to 

. (1)

The load is supplied by the capacitor C (long dashed line).
The input current consists of two components: the transformed
secondary current and the current to magnetize the transformer
(primary inductancewhich has N1 turns)

(2)i
N
N

L
V

L
V

tN1

1

2

1

1
2

1
$ $= +e o> H

di
N
N

L
V

dt
N2

1

2 1
$=
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Felix A. Himmelstoss – Helmut L. Votzi *

A combined forward and flyback converter with a simple two windings transformer, an inductor, an active switch, two diodes and a buffer
capacitor is explained. The voltage transfer ratio and the demagnetizing condition are derived. The voltage transfer ratio of the new converter
is significantly higher compared to the forward and the flyback converters. The converter is useful for applications where a flyback converter
is too small and a forward converter with its complicate transformer is too expensive. By shunting the two diodes by a third one the efficiency
can be increased and due to the reduced losses the cooling is easier. The state space equations of the different states of the converter are
derived.
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Fig. 1 Circuit of the combined forward-flyback converter

Fig. 2a State 1 of the combined forward-flyback converter
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B. State 2
The circuit diagram of state 2 is shown in Fig 2b. The active

switch S is turned off. As the magnetic fluxes have to be steady,
two new current loops start to function. The current through the
storage inductor L closes via capacitor C and the diodes D1 and
D2 (short dash line). The magnetizing current commutates from
winding N1 into winding N2 and closes via capacitor C and the
diode D2 (dotted line). The value of the magnetizing current in N2

jumps at this moment to 

(3)

and increases according 

(4)

until the current reaches zero and the transformer is demagnetized
(cf. Fig. 3b). As in state 1 the load is parallel to the capacitor C
(long dashed line). To avoid the loss caused by the series connec-
tion of the two diodes, a third diode in forward direction between
the anode of the second diode D2 and the cathode of the first
diode D1 has to be connected.

C. State 3
The circuit diagram of state 3 is shown in Fig. 2c. Both the

transformer and the storage inductor are demagnetized. The load
is supplied by capacitor C (long dashed line). Stage three ends
when S is turned on again. The circuit is now in state1 again.

3. Voltage Transfer Rate

A. Combined forward-flyback converter

dt

di
L
V

N
NN2

1

2

2

1
2

$=- e o

i
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V

tN2

2

1

1

1

1=

To calculate the voltage transfer rate of the combined forward-
flyback converter, the assumption is used that the output power
must be the same as the input power when ideal components are
used

. (5)

The current in the inductor L (Fig. 3.a) rises during the on-
time of the switch S according to

(6)

and leads to a stored energy at the end of the on-time of the active
switch of

. (7)

The magnetizing energy of the transformer increases with the
magnetizing current, which reaches 

(8)

at the end of the turn-on time of the active switch leading to 

. (9)

During the off-time of the active switch this energy has to be
decreased to zero, so that both inductive components are demag-
netized again. Within one second the absorbed power of the con-
verter is 

. (10)

The output voltage can now be calculated according to

(11)

with KC as a constant consisting of the converter parameters induc-
tor L, magnetizing (primary) inductance L1, winding ratio N2/N1,
and switching frequency f.

To compare the combined converter with the conventional
forward and the conventional flyback converter, we have to calcu-
late the output voltage in the discontinuous mode. The discontinues
mode is necessary to demagnetize the inductive devices completely.
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Fig. 2b State 2 of the combined forward-flyback converter

Fig. 2c State 3 of the combined forward-flyback converter

Fig. 3a Current through the inductor L
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The transformer has to be demagnetized before the active switch
is turned on again.

Duty cycle requirement
The converter has to be operated in the discontinuous mode.

The maximum current through the inductor is 

(12)

and the time that is needed for demagnetizing this coil is 

. (13)

It must be valid

(14)

and therefore we get the constraint 

. (15)

The transformer has to be demagnetized completely. The
maximum magnetizing current (8) on the primary side has to be
converted by the winding ratio to the secondary side. The neces-
sary demagnetization time of the converter is now 

. (16)

It must be valid

(17)

and therefore we get again the constraint 

. (18)

The demagnetizing time is the same for the inductor and the
transformer.

With (11) and (18) we can write 
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with converter coefficient 

. (20)

B. Forward converter
To calculate the output voltage of the forward converter (Fig.

4), only the energy in the inductor has to be taken into consider-
ation, the magnetizing energy of the transformer is fed-back to the
input voltage source via the additional winding N3. The maximum
stored energy depends on the maximum inductor current which is
reached at the end of the on-interval of the active switch

. (21)

Within the time 

(22)

the inductor is discharged. The mean value of the inductor current
must be the same as the load current.

The input power of the converter is the input voltage multiplied
by the mean value of the input current. The input current is trian-
gular in shape. The input power is therefore

(23)

and this must be equal to the output power

. (24)

The output voltage of the forward converter in discontinuous
mode can now be evaluated according to

. (25)

C. Flyback converter
The circuit diagram of the flyback converter is shown in Fig

5. Under the assumption of ideal components the output power
must be the same as the input power
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Fig. 3b Current through the secondary winding N2

Fig. 4 Circuit of the classical forward converter
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. (26)

The magnetizing energy of the transformer increases with the
magnetizing current, which reaches 

(27)

at the end of the turn-on time of the active switch leading to.

(28)

. (29)

The output voltage can now be calculated according to

, (30)

with KF as a constant consisting of the magnetizing inductance L1,
and the switching frequency f.

4. Theoretical Results

The voltage transfer ratio of the three converters is compared
for the same different load resistances, constant input voltage, and
the same component values for all three topologies L1 � L3 � 
� 300 μH, L2 � 75 μH, L � 50 μH.

The scales are the same for all diagrams. Fig. 6a shows the
voltage transfer ratio of the combined forward-flyback converter
and Figs. 6b and 6c show the voltage transfer rate for the forward
and the flyback converter, respectively. The voltage transfer ratio of
the new converter is significantly higher compared to the forward
and the flyback converters.

5. Statespace Description of the Combined Converter

The state variables are the flux φ of the transformer, the induc-
tor current iL, and the capacitor voltage uC. The input variable is
the input voltage u1. The fixed forward voltage of the diodes (the
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diodes are modeled as fixed forward voltages VD1, VD2 and addi-
tional voltage drops depending on the differential resistors of the
diodes RD1, RD2) are included as additional vectors. The parasitic

Fig. 5 Circuit of the classical flyback converter
Fig. 6a Voltage transfer ratio of the combined forward-flyback converter

Fig. 6b Voltage transfer ratio of the classical forward converter

Fig. 6c Voltage transfer ratio of the classical flyback converter
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resistances are the on-resistance of the active switch RS, the series
resistance of the coil RL, the series resistor of the capacitor RC,
and the differential resistors of the diodes RD1, RD2. With the AL

value of the transformer material the primary inductor is L1 �
� AL � N2

1 and the secondary inductor is L2 � AL � N2
2. The abbre-

viation RC//R describes the parallel connection of the serial resis-
tor of the output capacitor and the load resistor.

In discontinuous inductor current mode there are three states.
In state one the active switch is turned on and also the passive
switch D1 turns on. Fig. 7a shows this switching state one. There
are other possibilities to analyze circuits with different methods
like shown e.g. in [14]. This would be especially useful for calcu-
lating the spectrum for EMC analyses. The leakage inductor is not
included. (The leakage inductor is small because of the bifilar
winding and leads in practice to small reduction of the input voltage.
The energy which is stored must be transformed into heat by
a snubber circuit when the overvoltage across the active switch is
too high.) The complete flux which is connected with the winding
is ψ � N � φ.

The state space description is

In state two the active switch S is turned off, the passive switch
D1 is still conducting, and the second passive switch D2 turns on.
Fig. 7b shows this switching state two. The state space description
is

When the transformer and the coil are demagnetized the load
current discharges the capacitor. Fig. 7c shows this switching
state three. The change of the capacitor voltage is now 

. (33)

6. Measurement Results

Now some experimental results of the new converter topology
will be shown. In Fig. 8 the voltage across the active switch (Ch2:
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Fig. 7a Equivalent circuit for stage one

Fig. 7b Equivalent circuit for stage two

Fig. 7c Equivalent circuit for stage three
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20 V/div) and the current through the inductor (Ch1: 2 A/Div)
can be seen. The results follow as predicted. 

For more convenient measuring, a two-diode-combined-forward-
flyback converter with a tapped inductor (autotransformer) was
built (Fig. 9). The winding ratio is one to one and the windings are
bifilar. The inductor L was realized with an isolated stranded wire
and with a gapped core. No snubber was necessary because of the
low leakage inductance of the autotransformer. The converter was
used with open loop control. 

Figs. 10 and 11 show (up to down) the voltage across the
active switch, the current through the inductor, and the current
through the winding N1; the input voltage is 24 V, the load is 11
Ohm and the duty cycle is 16% and 45% respectively. The output
voltage is 14 V with the small duty cycle, and 38 V with the higher
one.

The most interesting signal is the current through the auto-
transformer winding N1. During the on-time of the active switch,
the current is the same as the one in the filter inductor. When the
transistor turns off, the current of the inductor is freewheeling,
and through N1 now flows the magnetizing current of the auto-
transformer.

7. Conclusion

The combined forward-flyback converter with two diodes has
three interesting aspects. Due to the fact that the voltage across
the secondary winding N2 and across the inductor L is the same,
the converter must be used in the discontinuous mode. The trans-
former has to be demagnetized before the active switch is turned
on again. This has the advantage that from the control point of
view the converter is only a first order system, as all magnetic ele-
ments have no energy at the beginning of all switching periods.
All diodes turn off naturally, no forced commutation occurs and
this leads to reduced switching losses and a better efficiency. For
the same values of the components more power can be transformed
compared to the forward and flyback converter. A higher output
voltage can be achieved by the same duty ratio compared to the
forward and flyback converter. The converter is useful for appli-
cations where a flyback converter is too small (flyback converters
have the disadvantage that for higher power ranges a big trans-

Fig. 8 Current through the inductor (Ch1: 2 A/Div) and voltage across
the active switch (Ch2: 20 V/div)

Fig. 10 Voltage across the active switch (Ch3: 20 V/div), current
through the inductor (Ch1: 2 A/Div), and current through the winding
N1 (Ch2: 2 A/Div); input voltage 24 V, duty cycle 16%, output voltage

14 V, load 11 Ohm.

Fig. 11 Voltage across the active switch (Ch3: 20 V/div), current
through the inductor (Ch1: 5 A/Div), and current through the winding
N1 (Ch2: 5 A/Div); input voltage 24 V, duty cycle 45%, output voltage

38 V, load 11 Ohm.

Fig. 9 Autotransformer two-diode-combined-forward-flyback converter
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former has to be used) and a forward converter with its compli-
cated transformer is too expensive. By shunting the two diodes by
a third one, the efficiency can be increased and due to the reduced
losses the cooling is easier. The converter is especially useful for
renewable energy applications and for compact systems.
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1. Introduction

A NGN is a packet-based network able to provide services
including Telecommunication Services and able to make use of
multiple broadband, QoS-enabled transport technologies in which
service-related functions are independent from underlying trans-
port-related technologies. It supports generalized mobility which
will allow consistent and ubiquitous provision of services to users.

Evolution to NGN is a process in which parts of the existing
networks are replaced or upgraded to the corresponding NGN
components providing similar or better functionality, while main-
taining the services provided by the original network. One of the
most attractive ideas is the design and implementation of a UMTS/
WLAN interworking architecture.

In telecommunications, Internet and Mobile Telecommuni-
cations services are deemed as the most important breakthroughs
over the past decades. Through Third Generation (3G) systems
Mobile Telecommunications gained access to the Internet. Univer-
sal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) is the most widely
deployed 3G network. UMTS provides high mobility and wide cov-
erage area but lacks in means of data rate and cost. Conversely,
Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN) services are inexpensive
and have a high bandwidth but cover small areas and allow limited
mobility. These complementary characteristics of both wireless
technologies in conjunction with their high penetration prompt the
idea of interoperability.

This requires inter-technology MM, which can take place in
several layers of communication. MM is divided into two tasks:

Location Management and Handoff Management. The former
enables the system to track the locations of Mobile Nodes (MNs)
between consecutive communications. The latter is the process by
which a MN keeps its connection active when it moves from one
access point to another. The most important characteristic of the
Handoff Management is the Handoff Delay, which is the time
interval between last packet received before the link loss and the
first packet received through the new link. In NGN there are two
types of handoff: Horizontal and Vertical. A horizontal handoff is
a handoff between two network access points (AP) that use the
same network technology where as a Vertical handoff is a handoff
between APs of different network technologies.

Several MM protocols have been proposed through the years
implemented in different layers of protocol stack. The Mobile
Internet Protocol (MIP) [1], [2] is the most well known Network-
layer solution for MM. Despite the fact that is a mature protocol
it has been slowly deployed in real networks as it suffers from high
Handoff Delay due to Triangular Routing, high packet loss rate
and conflicting security issues. On the other hand, mobile Stream
Control Transmission Protocol (mSCTP) [3] is a Transport-layer
efficient solution with main characteristic the multi-homing, which
allows a MN to be reachable through different IP addresses. Finally,
in the Application Layer, the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [4]
has been proposed as a MM protocol.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2
a brief description of the most important candidate protocols for
MM is given. In Section 3 a theoretical analysis of Handoff Delay
for the most efficient extensions of the basic protocols is presented.
In Section 4, the results were obtained through simulation using
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OPNET Modeler 15.0 are discussed. In Section 5, we conclude
the paper by summarizing our findings and suggesting potential
future research efforts.

2. Basic Mobility Protocols

2.1 Mobile IP

The MIPv4[1] was introduced to allow the MN to gain access
to the Internet by utilizing two IP Addresses, one for identification
called Home Address (HoA), the other for routing called Care of
Address (CoA). According to MIPv4, every domain must have
a router called Home Agent (HA), so as to allow roaming of its
users and a router called Foreign Agent (FA), so as to accept vis-
itors. Every time a MN enters a Foreign Network, it registers with
the FA and obtains a CoA. Then the FA informs the HA of the
MN’s current CoA. Every time a Correspondent Node (CN) estab-
lishes a connection with the MN, it sends packets to MN through
the HA. This deficient way of communication is called Triangular
Routing and is one of the main downsides of the protocol. Some
other drawbacks of the protocol are the limited number of IP
addresses and the vulnerability against malicious attacks. The Mobile
IPv6 (MIPv6) [2] was introduced as a standard that surpasses the
drawbacks of the previous version. A fundamental sub-protocol of
Mobile IPv6 is the Return Routability Protocol (RRP). The RRP
is a procedure by which a CN carries out a minimal verification
that a MN owns an address (HoA) and is reachable at another
(CoA). With the RRP the CN can be informed for the CoA and
send packets directly to the MN, solving the problem of Triangu-
lar Routing. Moreover, MIPv6 also eliminates the use of FA as the
MN is capable of performing its own mobility procedures, involves
more sophisticated security procedures and provides a wider range
of IP addresses.

2.2 Mobile SCTP

Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) is a Transport-
layer protocol which was designed to face the drawbacks of TCP.
A dominant characteristic of SCTP is multi-homing, making it
a candidate protocol for Handoff Management in all-IP networks.
To accomplish that, a new module was added called ADD-IP which
leaded to the extension named mSCTP [3]. On the other hand,
mSCTP does not support Location Management and must be used
along with another mobility protocol such as MIP or SIP. A con-
nection between two SCTP-endpoints is called an association. Multi-
homing allows each point of the association to maintain more
than one IP Address. Among that set of addresses one is used as
Primary Address. The ADD-IP module allows the endpoints to
add, delete or change the Primary IP address dynamically during
the handoff procedure. As a result, a MN can prepare a new path
before the breakdown of the active one and perform a soft handoff.
mSCTP can be used to provide seamless handoff without requiring
any additional mobility agents. So, the only requirement for pro-
viding the soft handoff is that both the MN and CN are equipped
with the mSCTP implementations.

2.3 Session Initiation Protocol

SIP [4] is a signaling protocol which was initially used to
handle multimedia sessions such as Voice over IP (VoIP). SIP was
accepted as a 3GPP signaling protocol and permanent element of
the IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) architecture for IP based
streaming multimedia services [5]. Additionally, SIP resides at the
Application Layer and can support MM. SIP introduces several
new entities like User Agent (UA), proxy server and registrar. An
UA is an interface agent responsible for initiating, exchanging
messages and terminating a SIP session. A proxy server is an inter-
mediate entity that receives a request and forwards it on behalf of
the requestor. Proxy server uses location services to trace an UA
and checks its ability to communicate. Finally, the registrar server
enables clients to alter the address at which they can be contacted.
The SIP user address is called Uniform Resource Identifier (URI)
and has an email format (user@host). The SIP protocol supports
two kinds of handoffs. The former is called Pre-Call as it deter-
mines that the MN enters a new foreign network before the initi-
ation of a session. The latter is called Mid-Call because the MN
enters a new foreign network while having an ongoing session. In
this case the SIP re-INVITE method is used. One of the advantages
of SIP is that it supports session mobility without any modifica-
tions of lower layer protocols. As for data delivery, with SIP data
are exchanged directly between MN and CN without involving
any tunneling. 

3. Handoff Delay Analysis

Below, the Handoff Delay analysis of the four more efficient
extensions, as indicated in publications, of the forementioned basic
protocols is presented. As mentioned before, two types of handoff
occur in an integrated UMTS / WLAN architecture: horizontal and
vertical. The horizontal handoff procedure can be divided in four
stages. Firstly, the MN detects it has moved to a different network
(Move Detection – MD) and authenticates itself to an Authenti-
cation, Authorization, and Accounting (AAA) server so as to get
access to the network. Afterwards, the MN obtains a new IP
address (Address Configuration – AC). Finally, MN registers its
new location and address (Registration-REG).

In the vertical handoff scheme, assuming that the MN can use
the two different interfaces simultaneously, the MD and AC pro-
cedures are performed while the connection with the CN is con-
tinued. Thus, the vertical handoff delay is decreased to the AAA
and REG delay. In further analysis, the delay of procedure X is
denoted by TX and the one-way transmission delay between node
X and Y by TX–Y.

3.1 Route Optimization in MIPv4

The most important extension of MPIv4 is the Route Opti-
mization in MIPv4 (MIPv4-RO) [6], which solves the Triangular
Routing problem. The handoff procedure comprises the following
steps. Firstly, the MN moves into a new subnetwork and the MD
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process is initiated. Then the MN performs the AAA process. The
MD process is performed by receiving an Agent Advertisement
(AA) message from the new Foreign Agent (FA), containing the
network prefix. Then, the MN obtains a new Care-of-Address (CoA)
from the FA or a DHCP server. In the end, the REG process takes
place by sending a Registration Request (RR) to the FA. FA for-
wards a BU to the HA. The HA replies with a Binding Acknowl-
edgement (BA) message. The FA notifies the MN of the successful
registration with a Registration Reply (RRp) message. Direct com-
munication between MN and CN is possible through Route Opti-
mization. The MN can send a registration packet to the CN to
inform it for its new CoA. The CN, then sends a BA to both MN
and HA. For our analysis we assume that THA–CN � TCN–MN, and
so we use the latter. Therefore, the TREG is:

, (3)

While, the horizontal handoff delay:

, (4)

3.2 Proxy Mobile IPv6

PMIPv6 is a protocol implementing MM procedures in network
part without involving the MN. For that purpose, two new func-
tional entities are introduced in PMIPv6, the Local Mobility Anchor
(LMA) and the Mobility Access Gateway (MAG).The LMA is the
topological anchor point for the MN’s home network prefix, receiv-
ing any packets that are sent to the MN by any node in or outside
the PMIPv6 domain. The LMA is Home Agent with enhanced
capabilities for supporting PMIPv6. The MAG is a new functional
entity that emulates the MN’s home link on the access link. To do
so, the MAG sends Router Advertisement messages, containing
the MN’s home network prefix. Typically, it is a function runs on
an Access Router (AR). PMIPv6 supports multihoming by allow-
ing the MN to connect to a domain through multiple interfaces
for simultaneous access. By this means, PMIPv6 does not require
move detection and address configuration procedures to be per-
formed during handoff reducing handoff delay and signaling. Addi-
tionally, network-based mobility management is compatible with
current devices and reduces signaling exchange through the wire-
less link, so as to accomplish the initial goals.

In this analysis, we investigate only the handoffs occurred
between PMIPv6 subnets. When a MN enters the serving area of
a MAG performs the AAA. Then the MAG obtains the MN’s
profile and sends PBU to the LMA. Finally the LMA replies with
a Proxy Binding Acknowledgement (PBA) and sets up a bidirec-
tional tunnel with the MAG in order to use the MN’s home network
prefix over it.

So the registration delay, which is also the vertical handoff
delay (VHO), is constrained to the messages exchange between
MAG and LMA and the transmission of packets from the MAG
to the MN: 

, (1)T T T T2REG
PMIPv

VHO MAG LMA MAG MN
6 #= = +- -

D T T T THO
MIPv RO

MD AAA AC REG
MIPv RO4

1
4= + + +- -

T T T T TREG
MIPv RO

HO MN HA HA CN CN MNV
4 = = + +-

- - -

And the horizontal handoff delay:

, (2)

3.3 Cellular SCTP

The Cellular SCTP (cSCTP) [9] is an extension of mSCTP.
In contrast with mSCTP, the cSCTP does not await the ADD-
IP_set_primary chunk to be sent to the CN but sends duplicate
packets through old and new path by the receiving of the ADD-IP
ASCONF-ACK chunk. With this extension the registration delay
is reduced and less packet retransmissions occur as the data are
transferred via two different paths reducing the probability of MN’s
missing the packets. cSCTP is proposed to be used with SIP because,
as mSCTP, doesn’t support Location Management. Hence, the reg-
istration delay for the cSCTP is the time between sending an
ASCONF_add_ip chunk and receiving an ASCONF-ACK_add_ip
chunk: 

, (5)

The horizontal handoff delay is:

, (6)

3.4 Mobility Management Using SIP Extension

MMUSE [10] is an important extension of SIP as shown by
the results. MMUSE introduces a new intermediate entity named
Mobility Management Server (MMS) to be in charge of managing
terminal mobility. The MMS can be considered as an extended
Session Border Controller (SBC). A SBC is a router which is located
at the border of the Home Network and acts as a SIP proxy for
signaling. With the legacy SIP re-INVITE method signaling mes-
sages are exchanged between the MN and the CN, whereas with
the MMUSE approach the exchange is between MN and MMS.
By controlling the location of MMS, MMUSE decreases the handoff
delay. Additionally, as the CN is not involved in the handoff pro-
cedure legacy devices can be used. In MMUSE, when the MN
enters a new subnet, it obtains a new IP address through a DHCP
server. Afterwards, the registration process is performed where the
MN sends a SIP HO-Reg to the MMS, which responds with a 200
OK message. Then, the registration delay is:

, (7)

And the horizontal handoff delay is:

, (8)

For analytical purpose, we will take the following assumption:

1. Based on the protocol architectures the entities introduced
from each protocol follow the mapping shown in Fig. 1. For
example, the FA location of MIPv4 is the same as the MAG

D T T T THO
MMUSE

MD AAA AC REG
MMUSE

2= + + +

T T T2REG
MMUSE

VHO MN MMS#= = -

D T T T THO
cSCTP

MD AAA AC REG
cSCTP

2= + + +

T T T2REG
cSCTP

VHO MN CN#= = -
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PMIPv

AAA REG
PMIPv6 6= +
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of PMIPv6 because both reside in the AR of the Foreign
Network.

2. The delay of DAD procedure is extremely high and it is inef-
ficient to use it. As our main goal is to examine the handoff
signaling delay of the protocols we will not take in to account
the DAD delay.

3. The AAA procedure (like DIAMETER) is the same for all
evaluated protocols.

Moreover, we have made the following calculations:
1. The SIP and mSCTP protocols do not support any MD mech-

anism and thus they use the one implemented by the Network
Layer called Router Discovery. In [2] it is specified that routers
must send unsolicited RA in small intervals with MinRtrAdv-
Intrvl as smaller value and MaxRtrAdvIntrvl as maximum. So
the MD mechanism is the same for all the protocols with
a mean value of :

, (9)

2. For the current analysis, we will consider Stateful Address
Configuration through a DHCP server. For MIP-based proto-
cols, this is a one round-trip process, so:

, (10)

For SIP-based protocols, this is a two round-trip process, so:

, (11)

Fig. 2 summarizes the message flows of the forementioned
protocols.

4. Experimental Handoff Analysis

The simulation results were obtained by OPNET Modeler
15.0. The main idea was to create a custom node model (named
Mobility Node) which intervenes between the MN and CN and
simulates the mobility's protocol behavior similar with [11]. In

T T4AC MN DHCP2 #= -

T T2AC MN DHCP1 #= -

T
MaxRirAdvIntrvl MinRtrAdvIntrvl

2
MD =

+

[11] the assumption that TREG and TMN–CN are proportional is
made. According to previous analysis TREG is also affected by
TMN–HA. In our proposed model TREG is calculated based on our
analysis showing the influence of both factors.

In Fig. 3 the Logic Diagram of our proposed model is presented.
Each time a new packet arrives to the Mobility Node, it is checked
if the packet is a handoff initiation message. If so, the Mobility
Node is set to handoff mode. Then, the handoff delay is calculated.
The Mobility Node stays in handoff mode for a time interval equals
to the handoff delay, dropping every packet that arrives during
this interval. The Mobility Node returns to normal mode when the
handoff delay time passes. If the arriving packet is a data packet,
it is checked if the Mobility Node is in handoff mode. If so, the
packet is dropped, if not it is forwarded, adding the related trans-
mission delay. In our simulation, both IEEE 802.11g WLAN and
UMTS operate at full mobility (80 km\hr). That results to a data
rate of 384 Kbps for UMTS and 15 Mbps for WLAN. An extra
delay is added or subtracted due to wireless link's data rate.

For our analysis, we used the parameters that are outlined in
Table 1. All these values are similar to those given in related work
in [8], [12].

Firstly, in order to evaluate the four handoff mechanisms we
plot the handoff delay as function of TMN–CN (Fig. 4) and as func-
tion of TMN–HA (Fig. 5).

Fig. 1 Architectural Model

Fig. 2 Message Flow

Fig. 3 Logic Diagram
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It can be observed that handoff delay of PMIPv6 is the small-
est, because the MD and AC procedures are not required. More-
over, the protocol is not affected by the change of TMN—CN or
TMN—HA. On the other hand MIPv4-RO is affected by both factors.
The MMUSE is only affected by TMN—HA whereas the cSCTP is
only affected by TMN—CN. Both protocols have a greater slope than
MIPv4-RO.

Consequently, we evaluated the protocols on both non real-
time (FTP) and real-time (VoIP) applications. For FTP, the impor-
tant metric is the throughput which is affected by the transmission
delay. For MIPv4-RO, cSCTP and MMUSE the transmission delay
is the same as these protocols enabled direct communication
between MN and CN, resulting to same throughput. On the other
hand, in PMIPv6 the traffic is sent through the tunnel between

LMA and MAG, resulting to larger transmission delay. Fig. 7
shows the impact of all types of handoff that can occur in a UMTS
/ WLAN network on throughput. It is observed that PMIPv6 has
smaller throughput than other protocols especially in WLAN
where the wireless link delay is smaller. 

For VoIP we used the G.711 codec which provides a data rate
equal to 100 packets/sec and we set TMN—CN � TMN—HA � 30 ms.
The important metric in this simulation is the number of lost
packets during handoff. As shown in Fig. 8 PMIPv6 achieves less
packet loss for all types of handoff.

Fig. 4 Handoff Delay vs. delay between MN and CN

Fig. 7 Throughput vs. Technology

Fig. 8 Lost Packet vs. Type of Handoff
(TMN—CN = TMN—HA = 30 ms.)

Fig. 9 Lost Packet vs. Type of Handoff
(TMN—CN = 30 ms, TMN—HA = 40 ms.)

Fig. 5 Handoff Delay vs. delay between MN and HA

Parameter setting values Table 1. 

Parameter Value Parameter Value

TAAA 12 ms THA—MN 20 ms

TMN—CN 20 ms TMN—MMS 10 ms

TMN—DHCP 12 ms TMD 50 ms

TMAG—LMA 10 ms THA—CN 10 ms
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Furthermore, we repeated the simulation in order to observe
the impact of TMN—HA, by increasing its value to 40 ms. As shown
in Fig. 9 PMIPv6 and cSCTP are not influenced as Handoff Delay
is the same. On the contrary, in MIPv4–RO lost packets increased
by one and in MMUSE by two.

Finally, we set TMN—CN to 40 ms. As shown in Fig. 10, in this
case PMIPv6 and MMUSE are not influenced as Handoff Delay
is the same. On the contrary, in MIPv4–RO lost packets increased
by one and in cSCTP by two. 

5. Conclusions

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first article that eval-
uates PMIPv6 against the most efficient protocols for mobility
management in integrated UMTS/WLAN networks. In this article,
we presented a PMIPv6 protocol overview. Firstly we obtained
analytical results for performance evaluation of the candidate pro-
tocols and then proceeded to simulations for both real-time and
non-real-time applications PMIPv6 is proven to be the best solu-
tion, in terms of handoff delay as it does not have any dependence
on the distance between MN and both CN and HA because the
MD and AC are not required. As a result the PMIPv6 is the pro-
tocol with the least packet loss during handoff. Simulation results
showed that PMIPv6 is a feasible solution even for real time appli-
cations such as VoIP.

However, the deficiency of the protocol is the tunneling between
LMA and MAG, adding delay to packet transmission. As a result
PMIPv6 provides lower throughput than the other candidate pro-
tocols. Simulation results showed that this reduction is greater in
WLAN as the wireless link delay is smaller. Moreover, PMIPv6
does not support global mobility and future research should focus
on better protocol design to cope with these drawbacks.Fig. 10 Lost Packet vs. Type of Handoff

(TMN—CN = 40 ms , TMN—HA = 30 ms.)
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1. Introduction

Induction heating is a process that nowadays belongs to widely
spread and well elaborated technologies of heat treatment of metal
bodies from both theoretical and practical viewpoints. The process
is based on the induction of electric currents (and consequent pro-
duction of heat) in the body, usually as a consequence of one of
the two following mechanisms – exposition of the body by a time
variable magnetic field (the most frequent case) or movement of
the body in a static magnetic field.

The theory of induction heating is well known. The principal
mathematical model of this process consists of two partial diffe-
rential equations describing the distribution of magnetic and tem-
perature fields in the system. Magnetic field is usually formulated
in terms of magnetic vector potential A [1–3], while temperature
field is described by the heat transfer equation [4, 5].

Nevertheless, from time to time we must face problems where
this classical way of solution fails. Such problems are typically char-
acterized by geometrical incommensurability. This means that one
dimension of the investigated system is much smaller than the other
dimensions, but it is also important and cannot be neglected. We
can mention, for instance:
� nonferromagnetic plate 1 of very small thickness δ locally exposed

by a time varying irrotational magnetic field Bext generated in
magnetic circuit 2 by field coil 3 and concentrated by appro-
priate magnetic focusators 4.1 and 4.2, see Fig. 1,

� electrically conductive band 1 of very small thickness δ moving
at a velocity w between two systems of direct current-carrying
field coils or appropriately oriented permanent magnets 2.1 and
2.2 (see Fig. 2).

Handling such a problem as a geometrically 3D task (depen-
dent on quantities x, y, z, t), formulating it in the classical manner
(in terms of magnetic vector potential A) and solving it by the finite
element method is often unreal. This is because the thickness δ of
the plate (or band) is negligible with respect to its remaining dimen-
sions, which represents the fundamental complication for building
the finite-element mesh. Moreover, the definition area of the task
is three-dimensional and often large, which leads to a long com-
putation time.

INDUCTION HEATING OF VERY THIN METAL PLATES
MODELLED BY ELECTRIC VECTOR POTENTIAL
INDUCTION HEATING OF VERY THIN METAL PLATES
MODELLED BY ELECTRIC VECTOR POTENTIAL
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δ

Fig. 1 Induction heating of a very thin plate (δ �� a,b):
1–locally heated thin nonferromagnetic plate,

2–laminated magnetic circuit, 3–field coil, 
4.1, 4.2–ferromagnetic focusators of magnetic field
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On the other hand, considering the problem as a 2D task
described by the magnetic vector potential A (thickness δ being
neglected) is also counterproductive because it is not possible to
numerically approximate the boundary conditions for this quantity
along the plate.

In similar cases it is often advantageous to use for modeling
of the electromagnetic field the electric vector potential T, as is
shown in this paper.

2. Formulation of the Problem

Consider a very thin nonferromagnetic and electrically con-
ductive circular plate of thickness δ → 0 and electrical conductiv-
ity γel , whose surface is denoted as Ω1 and its boundary Γ (see Fig.
3). The plate is locally (in a subdomain Ω2 � Ω1) exposed by
a time variable external irrotational magnetic field Bext(t). 

Denoting the electric field strength in the plate E, the corre-
sponding eddy current density induced in it is

, (1)

and the corresponding volumetric Joule losses are

. (2)

The aim of the paper is to determine the distribution of Jind

and wJ,ind in the plate, whose knowledge is the crucial condition
for finding the time evolution of its temperature.

If the problem were solved in the classical way using magnetic
vector potential A, the quantity Bext(t) would be a boundary con-
dition over the locally exposed surface Ω2 of the heated plate. But
in this case the plate would have to be considered 3D and when
its thickness δ would be small, meshing of the plate could cause
crucial difficulties.

The method described in the paper uses the electric vector
potential T. As we will see in the next section, this allows the exter-
nal irrotational magnetic magnetic flux density Bext(t) becoming
the right-hand part of the partial differential equation describing
the distribution of T. The numerical discretization is now only
carried out in the 2D area Ω2(x,y), no matter how small is the
thickness δ. The only disadvantage of this approach is that the
density of eddy currents along the thickness of the plate is uniform.
But with respect to very small value of δ this error plays no sig-
nificant role.

3. Continuous Mathematical Model

Introduce the electric vector potential T by 

. (3)

Now the second Maxwell equation describing the electric field
in the plate reads

, (4)

where B is the total flux density in the plate. This consists of two
parts: the mentioned external magnetic flux density Bext from the
external source and magnetic flux density Bind produced by the
induced eddy currents Jind (1). Now, we can transform (4) into
the form

. (5) 

Using the first Maxwell equation as the relation between Jind

and Hind (the displacement currents being neglected)

(6)

we can write

, (7)

E curl T=-
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Fig. 2 Induction heating of a very thin electrically conductive band 
δ �� a moving at a velocity w in time invariable magnetic field gener-

ated by a system of permanent magnets: 1–moving band, 2.1, 2.2–
systems of permanent magnets, 3.1, 3.2–front roll stand

Γ

γ

Ω
Ω

τ

δ
Fig. 3 General arrangement of a very thin (δ → 0) nonferromagnetic

plate exposed by local time variable magnetic field
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and hence

, (8)

where ψ is an arbitrary scalar function. But in our case T repre-
sents the electric vector potential only produced by the induced
magnetic flux density Bind. That is why we can put ψ � 0 and

. (9)

After inserting (9) into (5) we obtain the fundamental equa-
tion for the electric vector potential in the form

. (10)

The initial and boundary conditions for potential T can be
derived from the physical aspects of the problem.

The initial condition follows from the fact that before the
plate is exposed by external magnetic field, Bext(Ω2, t � 0) � 0, so
that E(Ω1, t � 0) � 0, and, hence, curlT � 0. This results in T �
gradΦ, where Φ is any scalar function. Without any loss of gen-
erality we can put Φ � 0, so that T(Ω1, t � 0) � 0.

The boundary condition follows from the fact that the currents
induced in the plate in the direction of its any outward normal to
the plate vanish (Jn,ind(Γ, t) � 0. This gives �γel � �T(Γ, t)/�τ �
� 0 ⇒ T(Γ, t) � C (symbol τ denoting the tangent, see Fig. 3),
where C is a constant vector. In order to preserve the consistency
with the above initial condition T(Ω1, t � 0) � 0, we immediately
obtain C � 0.

From the above formulas we can see two principal advantages
of introducing the electric T potential for such kinds of problems:
� Potential T is only defined in the electrically conductive domain,

in our case only in the plate. On the other hand, the magnetic
vector potential A would have to be determined everywhere in
the whole system (i.e., inductor, magnetic cores, flux concentra-
tors, ambient air), which would require much larger 3D mesh.
The transversal discretisation of the thin plate, moreover, could
lead to complications. 

� The boundary conditions for the electric vector potential T can
be derived very easily. On the other hand, finding the value of
the magnetic vector potential A along the boundary Γ is impos-
sible and for solution we would have to introduce a sufficiently
distant artificial Dirichlet boundary.

� The only drawback of the presented approach is that the cur-
rents induced in the disk have the same density along its thick-
ness. But this is not very significant when thickness δ of the
plate is substantially smaller than the depth of penetration.

Solution of (10) provides the distribution of the electric vector
potential T and, consequently, distribution of all remaining electric
and magnetic quantities in the plate. Distribution of current density
in the plate is then given by formula

(11)J E curlTind elc c= =-

curl curlT
t
T

t

B
el

ext

0
2

2

2

2
c n+ =_ i
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B

B T
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0&
c n
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T B grad
1

el
ind

0c n
}=- -

and the corresponding volumetric Joule losses are

. (12)

4. Analogy with Magnetic Vector Potential 
for Planar Plates

In this section we will show an important analogy of equation
(10) with the equation for vector potential A in case that the plate
under inspection is planar (it lies in the plane x,y in Cartesian
coordinates) and vector Bext is perpendicular to it (it is parallel
with the z-axis.

For this specific case equation (10) can be written in the form

, (13)

because now both vectors T and Bext have only the -components
Tz and Bz,ext.

Consider another situation. An infinitely long massive non-
magnetic cylindrical body V1 (with the axis identical with axis z)
of electric conductivity γel and cross section Ω1(x,y) carries time-
variable electric current i(t) of density γz,ext(x,y,t) that passes in
the z-direction through body V2 of cross section Ω2 (see Fig. 3).
The region Ω2 is insulated from Ω2 � Ω2 by a perfect, infinitely
thin insulating layer.

Now, the time variable magnetic field in the whole body pro-
duced by current i(t) can be described by the well-known partial
differential equation of parabolic type for magnetic vector poten-
tial A (that also exhibits only one nonzero component Az in the 
z-direction) in the form

, (14)
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Fig. 4 Infinitely long nonmagnetic cylindrical body carrying time-
varying current: 1–infinitely thin perfectly insulating interface
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It is obvious that equations (13) and (14) are quite analogous.
The same holds for the derived quantities: in case of the electric
vector potential T we have

(15)

while in case of the electric vector potential A we analogously
obtain

. (16)

This analogy results in the fact that the indicated linear problem
described in terms of the electric vector potential Tz can easily be
solved by any software working with the magnetic vector potential
Az (while the codes working with the magnetic vector potential A
abound, practically no professional code – except for user’s pro-
grams – works with the electric vector potential T). We can proceed
in the following way:
� First we model the arrangement in Fig. 4. Then we substitute 

for Jz,ext the value and put Az(Γ1, t) � 0.

� After computing the distribution of Az � Tz using (14), we cal-
culate the distribution of Bx, By (16) and multiplying them by
γel we immediately obtain the corresponding distribution of
Jx,ind and Jy,ind .

5. Illustrative Example

Consider a thin circular aluminum plate (Fig. 5) of dimen-
sions δ � 0.001 m, rmax � 0.1 m and electrical conductivity 
γel � 3.4 � 107 S/m. The plate is exposed by an external magnetic
field Bz,ext(t) in a concentric circle of radius rmin � 0.02 m. 

The time evolution of magnetic flux density Bz,ext(t) is described
by periodic saw-like oscillations whose parameters follow from
Fig. 6.

The aim of the solution is to determine the spatial and tempo-
ral distribution (module of the corresponding vector) of the induced

t
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current density Jϕ,ind(r,t) (ϕ denoting the circumferential direc-
tion) and volumetric Joule losses wJ(r,t).

All the results presented in the following figures correspond
to the situation in the 10th period, which practically means the
steady state (with one exception that will be discussed later).

The orientation of the induced current density Jind(r,t) �
� ϕ0Jϕ,ind(r,t) in the period is obvious from Figs. 7a, 7b. It is con-
nected with the change of sign of the time derivative dBz,ext(t)/dt,
see Fig. 6.

The time evolution of module Jϕ,ind(r,t) along different radii
of the plate is depicted in Fig. 8. The highest values are on the
circle of r � rmin � 0.02 m, i.e., along the boundary of the domain
exposed by the external magnetic field Bz,ext(t). But not too far
from this boundary, for example along the radii r � 0.015 m or 
r � 0.025 m, its values are significantly lower.

δ

Fig. 5 Thin aluminum circular plate exposed 
by time-variable magnetic field 

Fig. 6 Time evolution of magnetic flux density Bz,ext(t) and its time
derivative (f = 1000 Hz, tp = 0.001 s, Bmax = 1 T)

Fig. 7a Distribution of the induced current density Jind(r,t) 
in the plate in the first half of the period
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The distribution of module Jϕ,ind(r,t) of vector Jind along the
radius r of the plate at different time levels of the 10th period,
depicted in Fig. 9, also confirms the above conclusions. The figure
shows that the highest values of the induced current density occur
just on the radius r � rmin � 0.02 m, i.e., on the external bound-
ary of the area exposed by the magnetic flux density Bz,ext(t).
These values vary with time, similarly as the mentioned magnetic
flux density.

The distribution of the volumetric Joule losses wJ,ind(r,t) along
different radii of the plate within the 10th period (depicted in Fig.
10) also confirms the above statements. The highest losses are also
produced on radius r � rmin � 0.02. On the other hand, observ-
able is there certain disproportion between the value wJ,ind(r �
� 0.02, t/tp � 0.5) and other value wJ,ind(r � 0.02, t/tp � 1),
where t/tp is relative time in the period of length tp . This is prob-
ably connected with the asymmetry of the distribution of Jϕ,ind(r,t)
(see Fig. 8). It is obvious that the 10th period is not yet the ideal
steady state.

6. Conclusion

Electric vector potential seems to be a powerful tool for model-
ing induction heating in linear systems characterized by geometri-
cally incommensurable elements, because it allows handling specific
3D arrangements as 2D problems. Another advantage consists in
the formal similarity of equations for the electric vector potential
and magnetic vector potential, which makes possible to use clas-
sical FEM codes for numerical computation of such tasks.

Next work in the field will be aimed at the following problems:
� Application of the method in case that the external magnetic

field is generally rotational.
� Model of heating taking into account the temperature variations

of physical parameters of the system. 
� Modeling of the whole problem in the hard-coupled formulation

(heating of the plate affects its electrical conductivity) together

Fig. 7b Distribution of the induced current density Jind(r,t) 
in the plate in the second half of the period

Fig. 9 Time evolution of Jϕ,ind(r,t) for three various radii 
of the plate within the 10th period 

I. – t/tp = 0, II. – t/tp = 0.2, III. – t/tp = 0.4

Fig. 10 Time evolution of volumetric Joule losses
wJ,ind(r,t) for three various radii of the plate within the 10th period 

(t/tp being the relative time in this period)
I. – r = 0.015 m, II. – r = 0.02 m, III. – r = 0.025 m

ϕ
i

Fig. 8 Time evolution of Jϕ,ind(r,t) for three various radii of the plate
within the 10th period ( being the relative time in this period)

I. – r = 0.015 m, II. – r = 0.02 m, III. – r = 0.025 m
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with the thermoelastic changes (leading to small variations of
its dimensions) using our own library Hermes [6] with interface
Agros based on a fully adaptive higher-order finite element
method.
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1. Introduction

It’s known that direct converters can be operated from AC
network (or generator) by voltage with relative low frequency of
50-, 60-, 100-, 400 Hz using triac- (or thyristor) switches with phase-
control. On the other side, matrix converters with fast IGBT and
MOSFET switching devices can operate with relatively high fre-
quencies of tens- up hundreds kHz. The AC voltage source can be
effectively created by LLC type resonant converter.

Overal connection of converter system
The block scheme of converter system is presented in Fig. 1,

[1], [3]. 

Converter system consisting of two branches operates with two
phase output voltage shifted by 90 degrees created by matrix con-
verters MXC1 and MXC2. High frequency transformers provide

galvanic insulation and increase battery voltage to the rate value
for the motor. LLC resonant converters work at switching frequency
of 10- up hundreds kHz and must be synchronized each to other.

2. Operation of One Single Branch

Power circuitry scheme of converters 
The main power schemes are depicted in Fig. 2.

Operation of 1-stage LLC converter is illustrates in work [2].
Important is that converter operates at zero-voltage-switching (ZVS)
mode with consequently minimal switching losses. 

Design of LLC resonant converter is described in detail in [2]
– [4]. Regarding to its simulated output quantities it is shown in
Figs. 3 and 4 that current is well sinusoidal and the voltage can be

CHOOSING MODULATION STRATEGIES FOR 2-STAGE 
COMBINE LLC- AND DIRECT CONVERTER–MODELLING,
SIMULATION, APPLICATION
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The paper deals with design of switching and control strategy of 2-stage combine LLC- and matrix converter, supplied from DC voltage
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depletion mode control and packet-mode control. Numerical harmonic analysis for total harmonic distortion is used. Simulation and
preliminary results of experimental verification are given in the paper.
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Fig. 1 Block scheme of converter system 

Fig. 2 Circuit diagram of single branch of the system 
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sinusoidal or trapezoidal one depending on type of the load (linear
or nonlinear rectifier load.

Output voltage is slightly decreasing during each half-period,
and at higher switching frequencies it can be more trapezoidal and
distorted one according to fixed dead-time of the converter switches
(see experimental section).

The second stage matrix converter can be in half- or full bridge
connection. It also operates at ZVS mode. Its output voltage can
be controlled by different control modes with different achieved
quality.

3. Modelling and Simulation of Half-Bridge Matrix
Converter with RL Load at Different switching
Strategies

Simulated time waveforms of the output voltage and current
are shown in the next Figs. 5 – 8 using different switching modes.

3.1 Phase-mode control using low frequency triac-switches and sinu-
soidal input voltage [7]

3.2 Sinusoidal PWM mode control using fast IGBT switches and
rectangular input voltage [10]

3.3 Pulse-depletion-mode control using fast IGBT switches and
sinusoidal or rectangular input voltage

3.4 Packed-mode control using fast triac or GTO switches and sinu-
soidal or rectangular input voltage

Fig. 3 Principle time waveforms of LLC converter

Fig. 5 Time waveforms of output voltage and current at 400 Hz 
input frequency using phase-mode control 

Fig. 6 Time waveforms of output voltage and current at 20 kHz 
input frequency using sinusoidal PWM control 

Fig. 7 Time waveforms of output voltage and current at 20 kHz 
input frequency using pulse-depletion mode control 

Fig. 4 Time waveforms of LLC converter at 20 kHz frequency
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This type of control mode uses also unequal sample- and
switching frequency. So, during sample interval the packet of pulses
of input voltage is generated. Its average value could follow average
value of reference voltage.

4. Qulaity of output Quantities of the Converter 
System Comparison Using Numerical Fourier
Analysis and THD Calculation

4.1 Numerical analysis and THD calculation of output voltages 

The numerical Fourier analysis was used for content of har-
monics of investigated voltage waveforms (detailed in appendix).
� Low frequency triac switches converter – phase control mode

Calculated value of THD referred to fundamental harmonic
component:

THDu � Uz/U1 � 1.8237    182.366  %

Calculated value of THD referred to total rms value of voltage
waveform:

THDu � Uz/U � 0.8711       87.107  %

� Fast triac/GTO switches converter – phase control
Calculated value of THD referred to fundamental harmonic
component:

THDu � Uz/U1 � 0.8280    82.797  %

Calculated value of THD referred to total rms value of voltage
waveform:

THDu � Uz/U � 0.6374    63.737  %

� Fast IGBT switches converter – S-PWM control

Calculated value of THD referred to fundamental harmonic
component:

THDu � Uz/U1 � 0.82108     82.108  %

Calculated value of THD referred to total rms value of voltage
waveform:

THDu � Uz/U � 0.63423   63.423  %

� Fast triac/GTO switches converter – depletion mode control

Fig. 8 Time waveforms of output voltage and current at 20 kHz 
input frequency using packed mode control 

Fig. 9 Voltage amplitude spectrum of low frequency triac converter 
at 400 Hz

Fig. 10 Voltage amplitude spectrum of fast triac- or GTO 
converter at 20 kHz

Fig. 11 Voltage amplitude spectrum of IGBT converter at 20 kHz
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Calculated value of THD referred to fundamental harmonic
component:

THDu � Uz/U1 � 0.75474     75.475  %

Calculated value of THD referred to total rms value of voltage
waveform:

THDu � Uz/U � 0.60203      60.204  %

� Fast triac/GTO switches converter – packed mode control
Calculated value of THD referred to fundamental harmonic
component:

THDu � Uz/U1 � 0.7882     78.8185  %

Calculated value of THD referred to total rms value of voltage
waveform:

THDu � Uz/U � 0.6186      61.8647  %

4.2 Numerical analysis and THD calculation of output currents

The numerical Fourier analysis was also used for content of har-
monics of investigated current waveforms (detailed in appendix).

Worst case calculation:
� Fast triac/GTO switches converter – packed mode control

Calculated value of THD referred to fundamental harmonic
component:

THDI � Iz/I1 � 0.0638     6.3766  %

Calculated value of THD referred to total rms value of voltage
waveform:

THDI � Iz/I � 0.0636      6.3575  %

Regarding to rather high frequency and advanced mode control
the current harmonic contents are very small ones, from: 

THDI � Iz/I � 0.0072      0.7209  %

up to

THDI � Iz/I � 0.0131      1.3192  %

5. Experimentation with 2-Stage Converter System
Under R-L Load

Experimental verification was done using a single-phase LLC
inverter and single-phase bridge matrix converter for test rig system,
Fig. 14 and 15, respectively. 

Output voltage and current of first-stage LLC converter are
depicted in Fig. 16a.

Output voltage and current of matrix converter stage are
depicted in Fig. 16b.

The second stage was assembled with classical IGBT devices
type of IRG4PH40KD, Fig. 14. It is also possible to use bidirec-
tional types.

Fig. 12 Voltage amplitude spectrum of fast triac- or GTO 
converter at 20 kHz

Fig. 13 Voltage amplitude spectrum of fast triac- or GTO 
converter at 20 kHz

Fig. 14 Physical model of single-phase inverter and matrix 
converter based on [1]
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As application there are shown: 
Power supply with sinusoidal output voltage in Figs. 17–18, and

2-phase electric drive with matrix converters and 2-phase induc-
tion motor in Figs. 19–20.

6. Conclusions

The LLC-connection and the half-bridge connection of matrix
converters with bipolar PWM modulation were chosen for the next

Fig. 15 Physical model of LLC – converter based on [2]

Fig. 17 Power supply with matrix converter and sinusoidal 
output voltage

Fig. 18 Time-waveform of output voltage of the matrix converter 
with bipolar PWM modulation and passive LC filter

Fig. 19 Connection diagram of matrix converters and investigated 
2-phase induction motor 

a)

b)
Fig. 16 Output voltage and current of the physical model of LLC
converter (a), output voltage and current of the physical model of

single-phase inverter and matrix converter system (b)
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applications. Using of those the number of power switching ele-
ments of the two-stage converter can be reduced and smaller then
those of classical three-phase voltage inverter. 

Comparison of different switching mode showed that since
the sinusoidal PWM mode is the best from point of view of total
harmonic distortion of the output quantities, the pulse depletion
mode is the most suitable from the point of view of switching losses
of the converter in bridge connection. So, the trade-off between
both strategies should be taken into account. Let's notice that LLC
operates with soft commutation and switching-off process of matrix
converters is provided by AC interlink. So, the switching-off losses
of the converters are minimized, and the efficiency higher than
classical connection. 

Experimental verification shows very good agreement between
experimental- and theoretical analysis results, so far for R-L load.
Based on this it is possible to provide the design and power dimen-
sioning of the converters.

APPENDIX – Voltage- and Current Analysis of AC/AC Half –
Bridge Matrix Converter System 

Equivalent circuit diagram of half-bridge single phase converter
(one of two-phase orthogonal systems) is depicted in Fig. 21a, and
bipolar pulse-width modulation in Fig. 21b.

Switching-pulse-width can be determined based on equivalence
of average values of reference waveform and resulting average value
of positive and negative switching pulses during switching period

(Fig. 14b). There are defined both amplitude- and frequency mod-
ulation ratios ma and mf as

where U1m is reference amplitude of fundamental harmonic, U is
magnitude of supply voltage, fs is switching frequency, f1 is funda-
mental frequency.

So, the peak amplitude of the fundamental harmonic compo-
nent (equal to reference voltage) is ma times U, and varies linearly
with ma (provided ma � 1). 

Then total voltage time waveform will be [8]:

where switching instant is equal to:

and 

and SΔ(k) is area under sinewave during k-switched interval:
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The frequency modulation ratio mf should be an odd integer.
Choosing mf as odd integer results in an odd symmetry [f(�t) �
� �f(t)] as well as half-wave symmetry [f(�t) � �f(t 	 Ts/2)]
with the time origin shown in Fig. 17b. Therefore, only odd har-
monics are present and the even harmonics disappear from the
wave form of ua. Moreover, only the coefficients if the sine series
in Fourier analysis are finite; those for the cosine series are zero.
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1. Introduction

In the field of DC/DC converters for switching power supplies,
the main focus is on implementation of digital control, which
means use of microcontrollers or DSP with implemented control
algorithms and functions for communication with user as well.
Analog control systems are well known and their design procedure
is mastered, so it is easy to convert analog (continuous) controller
into discrete and consequently implementing in microcontroller
and DSP. But these methods ignore sample and hold effect of A/D
converter and computing time of microprocessor. For proper dis-
crete controller design, the method named direct digital design
can be used. This method uses transfer function of converter in
discrete form, including effect of sampling and computation delay
[1].

For controller design purposes, transfer function of converter
is necessary. This transfer function is based on model of power
stage of controller. For PWM converters such as buck, boost, etc.
the averaging method is widely used, but for new resonant topolo-

gies such as LLC converter, with this averaging method, the control
to output transfer function cannot be used. 

Resonant converters are well-known due to their high efficiency
and low EMI (Electromagnetic Interference) noise. Despite of
that, their utilization in most of industry and consumer applications
is still limited due to their disadvantages [2, 3, 4, 5].

The perspective topology for such application is LLC resonant
converter (Fig. 1), which exists for very long time but because of
lack of understanding of characteristic of this converter, it was used
as a series resonant converter with passive load. The benefit of fre-
quency controlled LLC resonant converter is narrow switching
frequency range, with light load and ZVS (Zero Voltage Switching)
capability with even no load also with wide input voltage range [6,
7].

In this paper, new simulation based method for obtaining the
transfer function of converter is discussed. This method uses MAT-
LAB and OrCad PSPICE environments for revealing the transfer

SIMULATION BASED METHOD FOR DESIGN AND APPLICATION
OF DIGITAL CONTROL SYSTEM
SIMULATION BASED METHOD FOR DESIGN AND APPLICATION
OF DIGITAL CONTROL SYSTEM

Peter Drgona – Anna Prikopova – Michal Frivaldsky – Martin Priecinsky *

With increasing number of microprocessors and DSP use as a control system in power semiconductor converters, the new approaches for
design of digital control system must be implemented. Designing a digital control system requires use of control to output transfer function.
For new, frequency controlled resonant converters, like LLC converter, standard averaging methods cannot be applied for revealing the transfer
function. Instead of that, new simulation based, numerical methods must be employed.

* Peter Drgona, Anna Prikopova, Michal Frivaldsky, Martin Priecinsky
Department of Mechatronics and Electronics, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, University of Zilina, Slovakia, E-mail: drgona@fel.uniza.sk

Fig. 1 Principal scheme of LLC converter

Fig. 2 Process of transfer function evaluation
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function. Advantage of this method is that it can be used for every
type of power converter. Next in the paper, the direct digital design
of controller based on transfer function is discussed. This method
uses MATLAB environment for designing the discrete controller.

2. Transfer Function of Converter 

Design of digital control system for power converter requires
control-to-output transfer function. Based on this transfer function,
digital controller can be obtained. For PWM converters, standard
“averaged” methods can be used for revealing the transfer function
of converter. One method with good results is “direct circuit aver-
aging”. This method defines “local average operator”, which means
average value of parameter during unit of time. 

(1)

The operator is defined at neglected ripple, which is caused
by switching of semiconductor devices. After application of above
mentioned operator, switching elements in power converter changes
into blocks represented by functions of duty cycle and state vari-
ables. This method can be easily implemented for standard PWM
converters such as boost, buck, flyback etc. Transfer function
obtained with this method has a duty cycle as an input value and
output voltage as an output value.

Unlike the PWM converters, the control transfer function of
frequency controlled resonant converters cannot be obtained by
the state space averaging method, due to different ways of energy

x t
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t T
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processing. While the state space averaging methods eliminate the
information about switching frequency, they cannot predict dynamic
properties of resonant converters, so the proper control-to-output
transfer function cannot be evaluated.

There are several methods for solving this problem, but some
of them are too simplified and idealized, others are too complex
and difficult to use [2, 3]. In this paper, a new simulation based
method for revealing the control transfer function is proposed.

This method is based on PSPICE simulation and use of System
Identification Toolbox in MATLAB environment. First, the simu-
lation of main circuit in PSPICE must be created. The simulation
in PSPICE must be exact with all parasitic components taken into
account. Using of PSPICE simulation, the dependency of output
(voltage, current) on input (switching frequency, duty cycle) can
be simulated. Data acquired from simulation in PSPICE are used
in MATLAB System Identification Toolbox. Whole process used
in this method is shown in Fig. 3. 

Using this toolbox offers several models for identification of
the system. With use of different models from System Identification
Toolbox (SIT), identification of all converters is possible.

System Identification Toolbox includes a number of models in
continuous or discrete form, which can be used for identification
of systems:
� ARX (Auto Regressive Exogenous Input Model) 
� ARMAX (Auto Regressive Moving Average Exogenous Input

Model)
� OE (Output Error Model) 
� BJ (Box-Jenkins Model), SS (State-Space Model). 

The simplest model is ARX, best accuracy offers models
ARMAX, BJ and OE. Accuracy of the model depends also on degree
of polynomials used in transfer function. Fig.4 shows accuracy of
identified transfer function on its polynomial degree for ARMAX

Fig. 4 Accuracy of ARMAX models with different degree 
(up to down 4, 3, 2)

Fig. 3 Simulation based method for identification of transfer function
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model of LLC converter. In most types of converters degree from
2 to 4 is sufficient. All models are in discrete form (z-domain), so
the exact specification of sampling interval is necessary [8]. Sam-
pling interval used for models in SIT must be equivalent with inte-
gration step used for simulation in OrCad PSPICE. Requested
discrete transfer function is in form:

(2) 

The coefficients of the transfer function were acquired from
ARMAX model of 2nd degree. This model was chosen due to its
best accuracy (79%). After acquiring the transfer function, the
proper discrete controller can be designed.

3. Design of Discrete Controller

Due to implementation in microprocessor, the controller must
be in discrete form. There are two ways to design a discrete con-
troller - design by emulation and direct digital design [5].

In the design by emulation approach, also known as digital
redesign method (see Fig. 5), first an analog controller is designed
in the continuous domain, by ignoring the effects of sampling and
hold of A/D converter and computing delay of microprocessor.
In next step, the controller can be converted into discrete-time
domain by one of discretization method. 

This approach is good for systems of lower degree, but in dis-
crete systems of higher degree, the transient responses does not
reflect the required values because of ignoring sample and hold
and computation delay effects.

On the other hand, the direct digital design approach offers
design of controller directly in z-domain, without conversion, includ-
ing effects of A/D converter and microprocessor. Block diagram
of this approach is in Fig. 6. 

Sampling of measured value with A/D converter can be rep-
resented by ideal Zero-Order-Hold block with sample time Ts . Gain
of A/D converter is represented by block Kadc . Computing delay
of microprocessor, also with delay from PWM module are repre-
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sented by block Tcomp. A/D converter with PWM module together
form a sampling-and-hold device. Sample and hold block brings
additional time delay of Ts/2 and phase lag of ωTs/2, which means
that reconstructed signal has time or phase lag [1, 9, 10, 11]. The
s-domain transfer function of sample and hold device is:

(3)

Block Tcomp represents delay between conversion of A/D con-
verter and PWM duty cycle or modulo update. Time between these
two events is necessary for computing the values for PWM block.
Transfer function of block Tcomp is:

(4)

Discrete transfer function of the whole converter including
Zero-Order block, Sample-and-Hold effect and gain of A/D con-
verter is:
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Fig. 5 Design of discrete controller by emulation Fig. 7 Effect of "sample and hold" in discrete system

Fig. 6 Direct digital design control loop.
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Fig. 8 shows effect of sampling interval with computing delay
on stability of closed control loop. Table 1 shows different transfer
functions with different sampling intervals and different compu-
tational delays. Transfer functions without computing delay, are
marked Gz1 and Gz2. In transfer functions marked Gdlyz1 to
Gdlyz4, the effects of computing delays from 3 to 6 μs are imple-
mented. Sampling times were used from A/D converter included
in DSC 56F8013 also the computing times were used from same
processor. Application was for digital control system for 200 kHz
multiresonant converter. In this system discrete regulator of third
order was used [4]. 

From Fig. 8 is clear that computing delay has significant effect
on stability of closed control loop. With rising computing and
sampling time stability of control system drops. 

For design of controller in z-domain, all above mentioned
delays must be taken into account. With use of MATLAB Siso
Design Tool, the proper discrete controller can be designed. This
tool offers a wide palette of tools, including Graphic User Inter-
face for direct controller design in discrete or continuous domain.
Advantage of this tool is possibility of direct placing of zeroes and
poles of controller on point diagram of closed or open loop. After

placing the poles or zeros of controller, the different responses of
closed control loop can be displayed for verification.

4. Implementation in DSC

Discrete controller proposed in previous chapter was imple-
mented into 16b digital signal controller (DSC) Freescale 56F8013,
which is primary designed for motor and converter control. Advan-
tage of this microprocessor are high performance peripherals which
can operate with 96Mhz clock frequency. On the other hand, dis-
advantage of this processor is low core frequency – 32MHz, and
fixed point arithmetic. For better performance, fraction arithmetic
with intrinsic functions were used in this DSC [12, 13].

Block scheme of digital control system with DSC 56F8013 on
200 kHz LLC converter is in Fig. 9. For better performance and
lower amount of additional hardware, the concept with micropro-
cessor on secondary side of converter was used. Also, new available
fast digital isolators were used instead of standard optocouplers. 

Another option for implementation is use of 32b microproces-
sor ColdFire V1 which offers better computing performance, but
sampling time of A/D converter is twice as in DSC 56F8013. For
measurement of output voltage, this time is sufficient, but for
current sensing, the A/D converter on ColdFire is too slow. This
problem was eliminated by use of special algorithm for computing
of diode current from value of output voltage, value of load and
ripple of output voltage. This algorithm is based on computing of
output current from output voltage drop, during load connection.
Detailed method is described in [3]. Times required for comput-
ing on both processors are in Table 2.

5. Verification ofProposed Full Digital System

Measurements of the full digital control system were realized
on 60V/25A LLC converter with use of 16b 56F8013 DSC. The
block scheme for measurement circuit is shown in Fig. 9. For correct

Fig. 8 Effect of sample and hold and computation delay on stability of
control loop

Fig. 9 Block scheme of full digital control system with DSC 56F8013

Sampling times and computational delays Tab. 1
for transfer functions in Fig. 6

Sampling time Ts Computing delay Tcomp Mark

5 μs 0 Gz1

10 μs 0 Gz2

5 μs 3 μs Gdlyz1

10 μs 3 μs Gdlyz2

5 μs 6 μs Gdlyz3

10 μs 6 μs Gdlyz4
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start of the converter, the soft-start algorithm, when switching fre-
quency is twice as normal (400 kHz), was used. Fig. 10 shows
point when soft-start ends and algorithm takes control. 

Waveforms from digital control system at no load condition
are shown in Fig. 11 – output voltage 58.8V at 201 kHz switching
frequency. 

For measurements of control systems at full load conditions,
the requested output voltage was changed to 50V due to lower tol-
erance of used MOSFETs against current peaks. Input voltage was
325V due to verification of dynamic properties of controllers. Fig.
12 shows waveforms from digital control system with microproces-
sor. Output voltage was 48V at 160 kHz switching frequency. 

6. Conclusion

In this paper the new approach for design of digital control
system with discrete controller is described. Proposed method for
revealing the control to output transfer function is based on numeri-
cal simulations from widely used OrCad PSPICE environment.
Major advantage of this method is possibility of use for every power
semiconductor converter, non-isolated, isolated, PWM, PSM or
frequency controlled. Also, the exact analysis of operating intervals
is not necessary, because this method requires only two values –
control (input) and output.

Consequently, for discrete controller design, two methods were
proposed. While both methods of digital controller design “design
by emulation and direct digital design – have their benefits to the
developer, the first method, namely design by emulation, allows
the power supply designers to do the control design in the familiar
s-domain and then convert it to a discrete/digital controller. Dis-
advantage of this method is inaccurate representation in digital
control system.

The second approach known as direct digital design, allows
digital controller design directly in z-domain and results in better

Sampling times and computational delays Table 2
for two processors

Processor Bits
Core

frequency

A/D
sampling

time

Computing
of control

loop 

Computing
of current

value 

56F8013 16b 32Mhz 1.126μs 2.98μs 3.01μs

ColdFireV1 32b 50.3Mhz 2.252μs 1.8μs 1.12μs

Fig. 10 Measured waveforms during soft start: (top to down): output
voltage (2), load current(1)

Fig. 11 Measured waveforms with digital control system - no load: (top
to down): pwm pulses(1), transistor voltage(3), transistor current(2),

output voltage(4)

Fig. 12 Measured waveforms with digital control system - full load: (top
to down): pwm pulses(1), transistor voltage(4), transistor current(2),

output voltage(3)
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dynamic performance for the closed loop operation of the con-
verter – especially with use in microcontroller or DSP. All of these
MATLAB based designed controllers were finally validated by
experimental results. Comparison of measured waveforms at full
load shows good accuracy for digital control system. On the other
hand, from measurements at no load condition results that digital
control system has lower resistance against EMI [14, 15]. Also, the
stability of digital control system was low, due to longer computing
time compared to switching frequency of converter (200 k Hz).
This problem can by solved by the use of faster microprocessor as
described in the paper, or by eliminating of current control loop with
special algorithm for computing of output current – this option is
described in [4].

All experimental results are described more in detail in [2, 3,
4].
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1. Introduction

The living organism in general, can be described as a complex
system of many component systems. Cardiovascular system is highly
complex structure able to regulate itself under physiological condi-
tion. Despite this fact some pathological conditions may develop
and interfere with self-regulation mechanism (e.g., a fat deposit can
reduce vessel section diameter – stenosis, an aneurysm may develop
or the arterial wall may become more rigid due to aging). The con-
sequences of these pathologies on the hemodynamical quantities
as well as the possible outcome of a treatment may be studied by
simulations. Such a model requires patient’s data that can be
acquired via standard angiologic diagnostic methods (e.g. CT, MRI,
angiography, USG).

The principle of duality among hemodynamic characteristic
variables and electric variables can be utilised in the process of
model development. This approach makes possible to transform
physical process from one environment to the other easier solvable
one. Despite this, in relation to utilised model type the description
of whole circulatory system can become far too complex and sim-
ulation model computationally expensive. For detailed description
it is usually chosen only small area of interest, which can be exactly
separated from the rest of system and its relationship to the other
parts can be well defined and described. Comparison of boundary
model elements influence to the simulation results for simplified
and more complex model of human upper limb is the object of
this paper.

2. Theory

The blood flow is formally analogical to propagation of electric
current along electric lines. Differential equations of hydrodynamic
processes in a tube are similar to those describing transmission of
electric charge in an electric line.

The blood flow in physiological case is considered to be laminar.
As the blood vessels forks, the sum of diameters of all branches
can differ from the diameter of the original vessel. This sudden
change of tube diameter usually followed with change of tube direc-
tion can cause reflections in propagating flow. Reflections or other
hydrodynamic processes can occur also in pathologic case, when

THE INVESTIGATION OF TERMINAL SEGMENT EFFECT 
ON BLOOD PRESSURE PROPAGATION PATTERNS IN
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM MODELS

THE INVESTIGATION OF TERMINAL SEGMENT EFFECT 
ON BLOOD PRESSURE PROPAGATION PATTERNS IN
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM MODELS

Daniela Gombarska – Barbora Czippelova – Ivo Cap *

The electro-mechanical analogy method is used for the simulation of blood flow in blood vessels. Particularly the subject of this paper is
the investigation of the influence of terminal segment topology on the blood pressure propagation patterns. The cardiovascular system is widely
branched and therefore very complex. Thus, it is impractical to create the simulation model consisting of all blood vessels and attention is
focused to development of models for smaller parts of vascular system. The selection and adjustment of terminal segments for such simulation
model is important on behalf of the model accuracy. Three different types of terminal segments were implemented in order to show their
influence to the blood pressure and blood flow propagation patterns in two model complexities.

* Daniela Gombarska, Barbora Czippelova, Ivo Cap
Faculty of Electrical Engineering of the University of Zilina, Slovakia, E-mail: gombarska@fel.uniza.sk, web: http://fel.uniza.sk/ktebi/

a) b)

Fig. 1 Analogy of a tube with liquid and an electric line: a) Section of a
homogeneous tube, b) Section of a homogeneous two-wire line.
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the sudden change in vessel diameter is caused by disease, for
example stenosis in vessel wall. [1]

The analogy of hydrodynamic process in a tube and transmis-
sion of electric current can be demonstrated by schematic drawing
in Fig. 1. Longitudinal impedances ZL* and ZL represent conser-
vative and dissipative components, transversal admittances YT* and
YT describe cross elasticity and inter-wire capacity and cross losses.
The detailed depiction of equivalent circuit for one blood vessel
segment is shown in Fig. 2 (a) and is in more detail described in
[2]. Values of longitudinal impedance parameters depend on blood
flow and blood pressure ratio. Formulas for estimation of elements
in longitudinal and transversal part of equivalent circuit are based
on work of Gaelings [3]. Elements of equivalent circuit of blood
vessel can be derived by means of equations describing hemody-
namics (Navier – Stokes equation, continuity equation) and by using
electromechanical analogy.

, (1)

,  n � 1, 2, 3 (2)

where r0 is radius of the vessel wall, ρ is the blood density, η –
dynamic viscosity, E is the volume stiffness of the tube wall and
ηw – coefficient of internal friction (cause of deformation losses),
κ – geometrical factor. All the longitudinal and transversal para-
meters of the equivalent circuit are per-unit values. 

The cardiovascular system can be divided into cascade sequence
of small segments. The model of cardiovascular system is then
composed of equivalent circuits of these segments linked together
[3, 4, 5]. Despite the electric circuit analogy computation efficiency,
modelling of each individual vessel of blood circulatory system is
impractical. Therefore, the detailed model is created only for the
area of interest and all the contiguous and distal parts are lumped
together and substituted by equivalent circuit, Fig. 2b, c and d.

For comparison of terminal segment influence on blood circu-
lation simulation results three types of lumped equivalent circuits
are utilised. The simplest model of terminal segment, named Case
A, is two-element Windkessel model, shown in Fig. 2b. Parame-
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ters RT , CT of equivalent circuit represent peripheral resistance
and compliance. One possible estimation method of these para-
meters is by impedance matching. In context of the electrical theory
analogy these parameters are derived from characteristic imped-
ance of vessel equivalent circuit. We assume the output imped-
ance of vessel model to match the input impedance of terminal
segment. The characteristic impedance of equivalent circuit is

, (3)

where Z�L is longitudinal impedance and Y�T is transversal admit-
tance of vessel segment equivalent circuit. The terminal segment
impedance is

, (4)

The reflection in pulse and blood flow wave depends accord-
ing to electric transmission line theory on the difference between
the impedance of the line at the joint and impedance at the ter-
minal segment. 

, (5)

Because in general within the periphery blood circulatory
system is supposed to operate without reflections the reflection
coefficient r� � 0 and Z�T � Z�0 . Thus the RT , CT parameters of
equivalent circuit are derived combining equations (3) and (4),
from real and imaginary parts of Z�0 .

Second type of terminal segment topology, Case B in Fig. 2
(c), is three-element Windkessel model. Calculation of the para-
meters R1, R2 and C2 is also derived from electric transmission
lines theory – vessel segment characteristic impedance and termi-
nal segment impedance [8].

, (6)

Total terminal resistance RT is in this type of terminal segment
equal to sum of R1 and R2. For derivation of R1, R2 and C2 are
applied the same assumptions as in two-element Windkessel model.
However in this case the derivation leads to quadratic equation and
only physically meaningful results should be taken into account.
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Fig. 2 a) Equivalent circuit of one segment of distributed parameters model, b) Case A, c) Case B and 
d) Case C are equivalent circuits of terminal segment
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Case C in Fig. 2d is topologically similar to the Case B.
However, for the parameter estimation the different approach is
chosen. In previous two cases the transmission line is supposed to
be lossy. Here we assume that the cut-off line is infinitely long and
lossless [9]. Thus the characteristic impedance is frequency inde-
pendent and depends only on the longitudinal inertia per segment
length L and the compliance per segment length C

.  (7)

The characteristic impedance Z�0 and resistance of distal seg-
ments Rv compose the total terminal resistance RT � Z0 	 Rv .
Compliance of the distal part behind the end segment Cv can be
calculated with time constant τ

. (8)

According to [9] the typical value for τ is 1.5 s.

In all three terminal segment models is total terminal resistance
expressed by means of mean pressure and mean flow with α the
percentage of the cardiac output flowing through the vascular bed
behind the end segment [9]

. (9)

3. Simulation and Results

For examination of terminal segment effect we chose human
arm arteries, Fig. 3.

From the complexity point of view, two model structures are
simulated. The first one, more complex model of human upper limb
arterial tree consists of 24 segments of arteries (Brachialis, Radialis,
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Ulnaris and Arcus Palmaris) and 8 terminal segments for outgoing
arteries (Profunda Brachii, Superior Ulnar Collateral, Inferior Ulnar
Collateral, Interosseus, Policis and three Digitalis). The simplified
version of the model consists of 19 segments of arteries (Brachialis,
Radialis and Ulnaris) and 6 terminal segments for outgoing arter-
ies (Profunda Brachii, Superior Ulnar Collateral, Inferior Ulnar
Collateral, Interosseus, two parts of Arcus Palmaris). 

Pressure waves are computed at two parts of model – at A.
Radialis and A. Digitalis. The computation at A. Radialis is carried
out at four points – on input of segments 16, 17, 18 and 19 for both
the complex and simplified models. In more complex model the
additional computation point is joined at A. Digitalis for compar-
ison with sample of clinical measured data. The results of simula-
tions are compared together to evaluate the influence of terminal
segment type on pressure wave form.

Fig. 3c shows typical waveform and amplitude of pulse wave
on A. Radialis. The results of simulation for both the model com-
plexities and all three types of terminal segments are displayed in
Fig. 5a, b and c.

The influence of terminal segment on the waveform match
between the complex model and the simplified one is apparent
from Fig. 5a, b and c. In accordance with transmission lines
theory the blood pressure wave depends not only on time but also
on the distance on the vessel, Figs. 6, 7 and 8. The amplitude of
blood pressure increases with distance from the beginning of the
vessel. This effect originates from circulatory system geometry, espe-
cially in branching parts. Similarly with the transmission line theory,
there are segments there, terminated with impedance different from
its characteristic impedance. Also the difference between pressure
results for more complex and simplified model depends on the
distance x on the vessel. The computed mean value of blood pres-
sure difference Δε between complex and simplified model is shown

Fig. 3 a) scheme of arm arteries, b) model of arm composed of equivalent circuit segments, c) pressure waveform example in A. Radialis
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Fig. 5 Pressure waveform in A. Radialis in x=21,3cm for: a) Case A terminal segment, 

b) Case B terminal segment and c) Case C terminal segment

Fig. 6 Calculated pressure waveform vs. sample and distance x in A. Radialis for case A, complex and simplified model

Fig. 7 Calculated pressure waveform vs. sample and distance x in A. Radialis for case B, complex and simplified model
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in Fig. 9. The Case B terminal segment appears to have best match
between simplified and complex model.

For illustration of the model nature the pressure in A. Digi-
talis for complex model is computed, Fig. 10a and the measured
pressure wave example is shown in Fig. 10b. It is apparent that for
the comparison with physiological values the model should be
adjusted to the measured subject parameters. However, the pres-
sure waveform of Case A and B show a good affinity to the mea-
sured one.

4. Conclusion

To show the difference between the three models of terminal
segments Case A, Case B and Case C we used the two models of
arm arterial tree. First one was the more complex one and the
second was simplified by cutting the lower part of arteries off and
substituting them by the same type of terminal segments as in a
more complex model. 

From all the simulated cases the best matching showed the
Case B – three element Windkessel model. The Case A – two
element Windkessel model had similar influence on the pressure
wave on the beginning of the vessel, but the difference increases

Fig. 8 Calculated pressure waveform vs. sample and distance x in A. Radialis for case C, complex and simplified model
�

�

Fig. 10 a) Calculated pressure waveforms in A. Digitalis; b) Measured pressure waveforms in A. Digitalis
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Fig. 9 Mean Δε vs. distance x
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with the distance. The third model of terminal segment Case C
appears to be unsuitable for arterial circulatory system simulation
purposes. 

The human vascular system is highly complex structure with
self-regulation ability. It should be emphasized that for the com-

parison with physiological values the model parameters should be
adjusted for the measured subject. Also some regulatory mecha-
nisms of the system should be considered in the model. All para-
meters for simulated arteries were obtained from the literature
[11], [12]. Therefore the results of this study should be consid-
ered as strictly theoretical.
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1. Introduction

Operation reliability of an electrical transmission or distribu-
tion system is markedly affected by the operation reliability of its
nodes – power substations.

A power substation is a distributed system built from high
number of power and control devices. Its key component is sub-
station control system because it’s necessary for proper coopera-
tion of high number of power substation’s devices (there can be
hundreds of devices in a substation).

Many concepts of substation control system architecture were
developed in the past, based on different control techniques (from
oldest relay based systems to modern systems based on intelligent
equipment and new communication technologies). The evolution of
power equipment, protection and control devices, and of course
evolution of communication technologies, led to development of
new standards in substation automation like UCA2 and IEC 61850.
These standards are very flexible. The system can be designed as
strongly centralized or highly decentralized, according to local con-
ditions and specific user needs. Improper design can cause markedly
decrease of systems performance or unexpected behavior. There-
fore, computer simulation can be very useful to simulate and predict
the behavior and performance of such a system.

There are some tools for simulation of substation operation,
mostly focused on simulation of protective relays and control system.
But these tools are proprietary, have (relative) limited functional-
ity and it is difficult (or impossible) to extend the application and
add new functions.

Therefore, we decided to develop own substation operation
simulation software. The software should be flexible and extensi-

ble, usable by solving wide range of problems. The scope of use
should be primary the testing of new control and protection func-
tions, developing of algorithms for autonomous substation control
and analysis of system behavior in different operation situations
(primarily by faults). Another important application of this soft-
ware is in teaching various subjects related to control of power
substations, protection of electrical systems and use of informa-
tion systems in energetics.

2. The Power Substation Simulator

The power substation simulator consists of three independent
cooperating applications – power system simulation (PSS), control
system simulation (CSS) and graphical user interface (simple
SCADA application). This structure is well corresponding with real
operation of a power substation.

The power system simulator performs the calculation of state
values (voltages, currents, device state signalization, etc.) and con-
tains models of power equipment (switching devices, power trans-
formers, instrument transformers or sensors). The physical model
was created in Matlab/Simulink and uses user defined library of
hardware models, based on SimPowerSystems library. The com-
munication with the control system is realized using blocks for
TCP communication from Instrument Control Toolbox library.
The use of Simulink, as modeling environment, enables to modify
the device models easily, so the user can add or remove their func-
tionality according to actual demands.

The control system simulator performs simulation of control
and protection devices and their communication. The control system
reads the actual state values sent from physical model, process
this data and if needed, sends requests for hardware state changes

SIMULATION OF A POWER SUBSTATION’S CONTROL 
SYSTEM OPERATION
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SYSTEM OPERATION
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(e.g. opening a circuit breaker). It also generates reports for user
interface application containing information about important state
changes (change of switch position, reactions of protections).
Detailed specification of this software is introduced later in this
paper.

The user interface application provides user with information
about actual system configuration, measured values and important
events in graphical form. The application supports control of the
power equipment using the hardware manipulation functions of
the control system. It also creates an events log to a simple text
file and optionally to a SQL database.

The data exchange between these applications is realized over
TCP/IP protocol, so each of these applications can run on differ-
ent computer, which allows effective use of computing capacity of
multiple computers.

3. The Control System Simulator

The control system simulator is an application simulating the
operation of intelligent electronic devices (IEDs), of which modern
substation automation systems are built. The application simu-
lates the behavior of each device (protective, control and system
functions) and also simulates communication between devices.
This application is a key component of the simulation suit of sub-
station operation.

Today, an object oriented approach to modeling of substation
automation system is used and this approach is also used in modern
standards for communication in power substations (e.g. UCA2 or
IEC 61850). Therefore, the application was developed in C# lan-
guage – an object oriented language based on C language and .NET
framework.

A power substation is a very complex system and it’s difficult
to identify all necessary functions and develop optimal object
structure, so the object structure and basic communication prin-

ciples were adopted from international standard IEC 61850. But,
this software is not the implementation of this standard. The full
implementation of this standard would be too complicated and in
fact useless for the planned scope of use of the application. The
object structure, mapping of communication services and config-
uration language were simplified and modified to meet our needs.
The simplified structure of the application in UML notation is in
Fig. 1. 

On the top of the structure is the Program class. It’s the root
element of the structure. This class loads the configuration on
startup and builds the data structure according to configuration
specified in a file in XML format. After startup, it provides user
interface services and commands interpreting. Program class con-
tains a single instance of Substation class.

Substation class acts as a container for Server class instances
representing IEDs building the automation system. This class itself
has no functionality and is used only for better organization of
Server instances.

Simulation interface (SI) class provides the interconnection
to physical model over a TCP/IP connection and controls the exe-
cution of functional cores of Server class instances. Simulation
interface creates a TCP listener and then waits for incoming raw
data from physical model. Each data is transmitted with a tag
describing the source of the data. SI reads the tag, then searches
the signals mapping table for this tag and if an association is found,
writes the data to input buffer of associated logical node. If there
is no association defined in the signal mapping table, the data is

Fig. 1 Structure of power substation simulator Fig. 2 Simplified structure of control system simulator
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ignored. Reversely, if a logical node needs to change state of
a device in physical model, it writes the command and its own ref-
erence to command buffer of the SI, SI searches the signal mapping
table and if an association is found, it sends the signal code (and
optionally additional parameters) over TCP back to physical model.
The last important function of SI is time synchronization. With
each raw data message from the physical model the actual simu-
lation time is transmitted to the SI. When a time update signal is
detected, SI updates the system clock and runs functional cores of
Server class instances. The signal mapping table is stored in a file in
XML format and can be modified manually in every text editor or
using an auxiliary tool (created as part of the software suit) able to
automatically detect all available signals and related logical nodes.

Server class instance represents a single IED. It contains services
for communication with other Server class instances and services for
data manipulation on physical device level. Communication ser-
vices are protocol independent and the final mapping to a real
protocol is done using instances of SAP class (Service Access
Point class used for general purpose communication), TPAA class
(Two Party Application Association which supports peer to peer
connection services) and MPAA class (Multiple Party Applica-
tion Association class supporting multicast services). Server class
also contains one or multiple instances of LD class. The SAP class
developed with the simulator provides the mapping of services 
to TCP/IP and supports the binary serialization of data object
instances, so they can be transmitted over TCP. In the future, it’s
possible to develop a service interface for other network technolo-
gies and protocols like SPABUS or MODBUS over a serial line,
or map the services to MMS as defined by IEC 61850. For the
binary serialization a standard binary formatter provided with .NET
framework is used. For proper deserialization of received data in
applications created in other programming environments (e.g.
LabVIEW) a special data handler must be created in C# (or other
.NET language) and imported as .NET component.

LD class acts as a container for logical node instances. Using
multiple instances of LD class helps keep the data structure more
compendious. Typical example of using multiple LD instances is
using one instance of LD for bay control functions and other LD
instance for protective functions. Each LD must contain one
instance of LLN0 (Logical Node Zero).

LN class represents an elementary system function of SAS
(e.g. overcurrent protection). These elementary function blocks
are called logical nodes. IEC 61850 defines 86 different logical
node classes (one for every known elementary system function)
divided to 13 basic categories. The requested functionality of an
IED is than performed by a collection of cooperating LN instances.
The LN instance uses DATA class instances as an interface for
communication with other system blocks. DATA is a collection of
attributes providing elementary information describing setting of
logical node, current state of logical node and additional infor-
mation, related to the specific function of the LN.

A special kind of logical node is the LLN0. This class doesn’t
perform any system function, but it contains data describing health,

mode and vendor of the device and acts as a container for CtrlBlk
(Control Block) instances and DataSet instances.

Control blocs are classes derived from CtrlBlk class. These
blocks perform messaging and logging functions. Instance of
a control block observes a collection of data or data attributes ref-
erenced by a DataSet instance. Each dataset member ought to have
definition of trigger conditions indicating which event should invoke
the control block to create and send a message (or write a new log
entry). Trigger conditions can be set to data change, quality change
or data update. When control block detects an event correspond-
ing to trigger conditions, a report or data message is sent using the
appropriate message handling object (e.g. TPAA or a MPAA instance
associated with the control block), or a log entry is added to
archive (if the control block is Log Control Block).

Of course, this is only brief description of the structure. The
real structure is much more complex, similar to the object struc-
ture defined in standard IEC 61850-7.2

The configuration of a substation is described in a collection
of configuration files. There are three types of configuration files. 

The .sub file describes the structure of a substation and table
of all IEDs building the system and device configuration files
assigned to these IEDs. It is the main project file and normally
each project contains only one file of this type.

The .cid file describes the configuration of a single IED. It
contains all information about the internal structure of a Server
class and setting of all necessary attributes. Format of this file is
derived from CID file format defined in IEC 61850-6. There is
one .cid file for each server instance.

The .sig file configures the simulation interface. It contains
the signal mapping table, describing all transmitted signals, source
devices and related logical nodes. If this file is not specified, sim-
ulation interface simple ignores all incoming data except the sim-
ulation time.

These file types are all in XML format and it is theoretically
possible to create and edit these files in any ordinary text editor.
But a single .cid file can contain more than two thousand lines of
configuration code, so it is practically impossible to create and
handle the configuration files without a specialized configuration
tool developed as an auxiliary tool for the substation operation
simulator. This tool enables to create the whole configuration
through a user friendly graphical interface, keeps the consistency
of the configuration and contains tools for automatic code gener-
ation witch rapidly speeds up the process of creating a new project
configuration.

The run of the application is as follows: on startup, applica-
tion reads configuration files describing the automation system,
configuration of each IED and configuration of simulation inter-
face. After the initialization phase, system waits until physical model
connects. As mentioned above, interconnection between control
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system simulator and physical model realizes an instance of sim-
ulation interface class. When the connection is successfully estab-
lished, simulation interface waits for incoming raw data (state
signalization, instantaneous values of voltages and currents, actual
simulation time). The simulation interface reads the signal code of
each received signal and maps the signal to corresponding instance
of logical node. SI also controls the execution of simulation; SI
starts functional cores of IEDs each time when a time update
signal is received from physical model, so both simulations are
synchronized. If the connection to PSS is lost, execution of IED
cores is terminated until the PSS reconnects. Sometimes, mostly
when debugging new configuration, it’s necessary to run the sim-
ulation without connection to physical model. Therefore, the SI
enables to run the simulation cores using internal timer with user
defined step size and delay. This internal timer is controlled using
console commands.

The user interface is realized as a simple console with command
prompt. Build–in command interpreter supports various commands
for data manipulation, browsing the data structure and applica-
tion control. Command interpreter also supports simple scripting
– when frequently performing the same sequence of commands
(e.g. initialization of substation to a specific configuration other
then default state), the sequence can be stored to a text file and
simple reused using the run command.

This console interface is primary used for testing and debug-
ging of new configuration. As a standard user interface, SCADA
application should be used.

This software suit should be primary used for analysis of
control system’s behavior. Therefore the simulator is able to store
many types of events (value changes, state changes, sending and
receiving messages) to SQL database for further analysis. This
enables to study behavior of the system in various operation con-
ditions and response of the system to various events.

4. Configuration Utility

The configuration of a single IED can contain thousands of
configuration code lines. Even relative small substation contains
about 15 IEDs. Because it’s difficult to keep the configuration
code consistent for a single device, on substation level it is practi-
cally impossible, the configuration utility has been developed.

This application has an easy to use graphical user interface.
User simply creates the configuration in graphical form by drawing
the configuration schema using built-in drawing tools. This process
of configuration creation has two phases. 

First phase is creating the power equipment structure of the
substation. For better orientation in bigger substations, the equip-
ment is concentrated to bays and each bay is related to a voltage
level. This hierarchy is used also for addressing of equipment. Each
component needs to have a unique system address. This so called
object reference is a combination of the related voltage level name,

related bay name and the bay component divided by dots (e.g.
a circuit breaker QM1 located in bay Q1 related to voltage level E1
has the object reference E1.Q1.QM1). There are often more bays
with the same equipment structure in a substation. Therefore a bay
cloning function is implemented. It allows the user to use existing
bay structures for creating new ones. Afterwards the user is asked
to specify the name for a new bay and the program automatically
changes the object references according to the new bay name. The
user can also define physical connections between power equip-
ment components, but for SAS configuration is the specification
of interconnections not necessary (connections are used for proper
physical model creation). The whole power system configuration
is stored in an .xml file and can be also used in other application
(e.g. SCADA application).

When the power system contains at least one bay with an
IED, the configuration process can continue to the second phase
– IED configuration creation. The user can start building the IED
configuration from scratch using the generating tool in Device menu
or assign an already existing configuration to the IED instance.

The generating tool creates a new configuration file, associates
this file with the IED instance and creates a basic configuration
structure with a single LD and all necessary logical nodes accord-
ing to the structure of power system of the bay containing the IED
instance. Then, user can freely add or remove logical devices, logical
nodes and other configuration objects according to tasks the IED
should perform. After creation of the configuration structure, user
has to configure each LN, ControlBlock, DataSet instance (e.g. to
define the DATA structure, set triggering conditions, add data ref-
erences do dataset, etc.). The system automatically checks the
consistency of the settings and doesn’t allow to create improper
data structures (e.g. it doesn’t allow to add DATA to a logical node
instance, if the specific LN class doesn’t support this DATA class
or to add a DATA reference to a DataSet, if the referenced DATA
doesn’t exist). At last, the user must define the relation between
blocks. These relations are displayed as wires connecting the blocks.

Fig. 3 Example of a simple IED configuration
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Assigning an existing configuration is useful when the substa-
tion contains bays with the same or very similar configuration.
When assigning an existing configuration to an IED, the system
checks if the configuration structure is compatible with related
power equipment structure. If the configuration is compatible,
a copy of the source configuration file is created and all object ref-
erences are updated automatically.

The configuration of each device is stored in a separate file in
XML format, so it’s possible to edit the configuration using an
ordinary text editor or XML editor, but this is not recommended
(because the consistency of so created configuration is not longer
guaranteed).

5. Conclusion

The software described in this paper is a key part of an inte-
grated software system for complex simulation of a power substa-
tion operation. It provides the simulation of a substation control
system operation. The complete suit also contains a power system
simulator, SCADA application and some additional tools speeding
up the process of configuration of a new substation model (control
system configuration tool and physical model configuration tool).
In contrast to proprietary software, which is mostly closed and dif-
ficult to modify or extend, this system can be modified, extended
and upgraded according to our current needs. There are several
possible applications of this software.

The first possible application is analysis of data exchange within
the substation for purpose of minimization of transferred data
volume. The experiences with the real operation of control systems
based on IEC 61850 showed that some optimization is often nec-
essary.

The second application is analysis of processes and reactions
of the system on faults on distribution lines and acquisition of
knowledge usable by fault location on 22 kV distribution lines – the
localization of failures in compensated networks with tree structure

is a difficult problem. The tree structure of the network causes that
many fault location methods can’t exactly specify the fault point
and are returning more possible fault points. The use of some kind
of knowledge processing algorithm could provide additional infor-
mation about the fault, because the system could specify the prob-
ability of correct fault location for each detected potential fault
point and so provides additional information for dispatcher saying
how trustworthy is the information form fault locator. 

Developing and testing of algorithms for autonomous substation
operation control is another possible application of this software
suit. Such a system could handle most of situations occurring by
the operation of a power substation and solve most of problem sit-
uations without need of operator’s intervention.

Of course this software is well applicable in education process
and can help by teaching subjects related to substation automa-
tion.

The development of this system has not been finished yet, but
the software components are now in final stage of development
(testing of stability, bugs fixing, some code cleanup). After finishing
this phase, the system will be ready for planned use and start of
development of a new generation is planned.

The new generation of the control system simulator shall have
more modular structure based on plug–in modules for faster and
easier development of new function blocks (or modifying the exist-
ing). Also some changes in configuration language are planned, the
syntax is still unnecessarily complicated. It is also planned to
create new service access point classes implementing real protocols
(e.g. SPABUS), so it will be possible to connect the substation
model with real devices and create some kind of hybrid model (the
system will be built particularly from simulated and particularly
from real devices).
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1. Introduction

Switching power supplies for electroplating processes are cha-
racterized by low output voltage (tens of volts), which is compa-
rable to the voltage drop of rectifying elements and large current
output (thousands of amps). Permissible output current ripple is
2–5% of the average current. Ripple of the output voltage is 1%.
Significant losses are caused by current flow through semicon-
ductor structure for required parameters.

The goal of research is minimizing switching power supply
losses using synchronous rectifier. It is necessary to use a transistor
with low resistance in the conducting state of structure. It is also
necessary to select an appropriate topology of the synchronous
rectifier circuit with respect to the number of transistors. Very impor-
tant part of topology is control of MOSFET transistors, which
enables the transistor to conduct current from zero voltage UDS.
Commutation failure is not acceptable. The article describes the
issue of power supplies for electroplating processes, their activi-
ties and various topologies; control and principle of synchronous
rectifier. It also brings experimental verification of the synchro-
nous rectifier, efficiency comparison of switching power supply
using a synchronous rectifier and a diode rectifier, where body
diode of MOSFET transistor is used for rectification [1].

2. Requirements for Power Supply

All technological processes take place in an environment of
galvanic baths of various sizes and designs. Their activities require
(with some exceptions) power supplies of small DC voltage with
high output currents. In the aspect of required performance we can
divide resources for electrochemical applications to several cate-

gories. Power supplies with minimal performance (up to 1 kVA)
are less important and used for technological processes as degreas-
ing e.g. Medium performance (up to 40 kVA) is typical for the
metallization and small refinery links and big performance supplies
(from 100 kVA) are used for large refining links and production
of chlorine and aluminum.

Supplies specific characteristics depend on the character of
electroplating techniques. It is a particular need for low output
voltage, very high currents. The fact that the bath is a source of
reverse voltage of variable level is important, too. For some techno-
logical processes, it is also necessary to allow change the polarity
of the output voltage of power supply. Output current with minimal
ripple allows achieve superior surface in most cases, i.e. homoge-
neous layer of deposited metal. In the case of minimal current ripple
of metalized material surface, liquid products are removed worse
and we must remove it with additive surface washing. The optimal
value of current ripple is topic of debates for years, but acceptable
level of current ripple is set to 2–5% of current average value [1].

3. Synchronous Rectifier

In synchronous rectifier, diodes are replaced by MOSFET
transistors. Diodes must be engaged with respect to the fact that
in presence of driving signal in the gate transistor works in the
third quadrant of the static output characteristics (Fig. 1). In the
third quadrant, the body diode is conductive, because it is polar-
ized in forward direction. If the supply output voltage is polarized
reverse, transistor works in the first quadrant of its static character-
istics and transistor is closed. We can also see that the body diode
is in the blocking state. MOSFET transistors are able to conduct
current at zero voltage UDS . This is not able in the diode due to

CONVERTER WITH SYNCHRONOUS RECTIFIERS
FOR ELECTROPLATING
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its threshold voltage value. Threshold diode voltage in its conduc-
tive state causes loss proportional to the product UTH.IF(AV). In
synchronous rectification this part of the losses is eliminated.

If the transistor is open and operates in the third quadrant of
its output characteristics, it can conduct current from the zero
voltage without applying the threshold voltage of the body diode.
Voltage drop on RDS(on) increases with increasing current; in point
A this drop reaches the body diode threshold voltage value, the
diode opens and starts to conduct current. In this time, both ele-
ments are conductive simultaneously as parallel elements and hence
the total resistance of MOSFET transistor is formed by parallel
connecting RDS(on) and dynamic resistance Rd of body diode (Fig.
2). Increasing voltage on structure (from zero to the threshold
voltage of body diode) has characteristic slope of RDS(on). Next
increasing of voltage has characteristic slope of parallel connected
RDS(on) and Rd . Values of current depend on a value of voltage drop
on transistor and body diode. In point B, both currents are equal.
In next increasing of voltage higher current is flowing through
diode than through the transistor [2] and [3].

Power losses of the MOSFET transistor for voltage drops from
zero to the value of body diode threshold voltage are expressed in
equation 1; losses from A to B are expressed in equation 2. These
losses represent a voltage drop of synchronous rectifier:

, (1)

. (2) 

The diode is characterized with permanent voltage drop due
to its threshold voltage and the voltage drop due to the dynamic
resistance Rd. Power losses of diode are expressed in equation 3:

. (3) 

Fig. 3 shows a comparison of conduction losses for synchro-
nous and diode rectifier.

In addition to conduction losses, in semi-conductive structures
we can calculate switching losses, control losses and loss in the
rectifier commutation. These losses depend on the topology of the
rectifier circuit. The energy required for charging and discharging
of MOSFET input capacity generates control losses and they are
increasing with increasing frequency. 

4. Synchronous Rectifier Control

Basic topologies of synchronous rectifiers are derived from
conventional ones. There are two types of control, external control
and self-control of synchronous rectifier transistors.

An example of external control is in Fig. 4. Control of syn-
chronous rectifier MOSFET transistor contains control and driver
circuit, which generates control signal. We must set precise timing
of control signals, which is the most critical point of this work.
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Fig. 2 The resulting output characteristics structure Fig. 4 Control synchronous rectifier
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Timing of control signals can be obtained by two ways. The first
is to obtain control data from the primary site of converter, from
control circuit of the converter. Galvanic isolation of control signal
in the secondary side of converter from the primary one is needed.
Precise timing of control signals to the gates of MOSFET is
important.

Additional control losses occur in the external control. The
advantage of the external control is non-dependency of control
signals due to load variations, simple gate protection and particu-
larly accurate timing of control signals.

In self-driven synchronous rectifiers voltage from secondary
transformer side is directly used for transistor control. The self-
driven synchronous rectifier is shown in Fig. 5. With the power
supply topology on the primary side of transformer the shape control
curves are changing. Certain requirements are placed on the control
curve. The voltage levels must be high enough for safe switching
of transistors, but not too high because of the security of the gates.
Energy for control used to charge the parasitic capacity of MOSFET
transistors can be used from the magnetizing or dispersion trans-
former inductance [4] and [5].

5. Simulation Analysis Switching Power Supply

Simulation analysis is used for verification of the networks
operation. With the changing of circuit parameters, the values of its
variables (V, I, W) are checked. The most important value is power
dissipations on transistor without control signal, where only the
inner diode conduct the current, and with control of this transistor.
The simulation analysis contains only the power circuits [6].

Scheme of the inverter is shown in Fig. 6. This inverter is
powered from the DC voltage V1 � 25 V, where the R5 represents
the internal resistance of the input voltage source. To the input
side of converter is connected filter capacitance with the parasitic
serial resistance. Transistors are controlled by the generator of
voltage impulses with desired frequency and shape. Used transis-
tor is IRFI540N. Clamps PIN 1, PIN 2, 	V1 are connected to
transformer circuit.

Transformer is created by simplified substitution circuit, which
is shown in Fig. 7. The network contains the inductors L2 , L3 , L4 ,

L5, among which is ideal magnetic coupling. The values of these
inductances are specified by the ratio of transformer. Inductances
L6, L7, L8, L9 are representing the dissipation inductances of the
transformer and the effective resistances of winding are R3, R4

a R7 , R8 . The input pins PIN 1, PIN 2, 	V1 are connected to
output of inverter and PIN 3, PIN 4 and PIN 5 to the input of syn-
chronous rectifier.

Fig. 8 shows the circuit of diode rectifier. Used transistors
IRF1310NS are not controlled. With this setting, with zero gate
signal, the internal diode of the structure conducts the current. The
transistor acts as a diode. The inductor L presents as output filter
of the rectifier. Capacitor C2 is output capacitance with serial par-
asitic resistance R1. Resistors R11 and R12 are used for elimination
of the convergence of the computation in simulation. Input clamps
PIN 3, PIN 4 and PIN 5 of the rectifier simulation analysis are
connected to output pins of the circuit of the transformer.

Circuit of the synchronous rectifier is shown in Fig. 8. The
transistors IRF1310NS are also used. The drive voltage supplies
are set on 10V. Switching of these transistors is synchronous to
the switching of inverter. Input pins PIN 3, PIN 4, PIN 5 are con-
nected to the output of the network of the transformer.

Fig. 5 Self-driven synchronous rectifier

Fig. 7 Scheme of the power transformer used for simulation analysis

Fig. 6 Scheme of the inverter for simulation analysis
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Simulation analysis was done with input voltage of V1 � 25 V.
Frequency of the impulse generator of 45kHz. Changing of the
current was achieved by changing of the output resistance R1 and
the demanded value of the output voltage of 3.5 V with the right
value of duty cycle of the PWM driving signals for inverter and
rectifier.

Fig. 9 shows the comparison of the efficiency of the switching
converter with diode and synchronous rectifier. It is easy to see
that the efficiency of synchronous rectifier is higher. The largest
efficiency, 74.613% is with output current 7.44 A. With the
nominal output current 18A it is 74.3%. The biggest difference of
the efficiency is when the output current is 3.333A.

In Fig. 10 is shown the comparison of power dissipation on
the transistor with and without drive, where it acts as diode. With
the increasing output current, the power losses increased too.

In Figs. 11 and 12 are waveforms of the electrical values of the
circuit's simulation analysis. It was done with input voltage V1 �

� 25 V, input current IIN � 0.99 A, output voltage VOUT � 3.5 V
and output current IOUT � 5.22 A.

From the waveforms of the voltage on transistor VT1 it is
easy to see that used control of synchronous rectifier is not so effi-
cient, because the transistor was not open at full time until the
current dissolves. The inner diode is applied for a long time. With
better control, the power losses on the transistor will decrease.

The ripple of output current is lower than 5% of its average
value (Fig. 12). This satisfied the condition for the source used for
electroplating.

6. Switching Power Supply Experimental Verification

In experimental verification we used the push-pull inverter con-
nection (Fig. 13), which uses the entire hysteresis core. Converter
is able to work with 50% of the pro-open. Control is ensured with

Fig. 8 Scheme of the diode and synchronous rectifier used for
simulation analysis

Fig. 9 Efficiency characteristics

Fig. 10 Comparison of the losses on transistor 
with and without control

Fig. 11 Waveform of the voltage UDS on the transistor VT1

Fig. 12 Waveform of the output current and the current through 
filter inductor
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the UCC28083 circuit for both inverter and synchronous rectifier.
Parameters for designing switching power supply are as follows: 
– input voltage 20–36 VDC
– output voltage 3.5 VDC
– output current 18 A
– switching frequency 45 kHz

The waveforms are captured for input voltage UIN � 25 V,
input current IIN � 0.99 A and output voltage UOUT � 3.5 V, output
current IOUT � 5.22 A. The system uses control, which is shown
in Fig. 7a. In the waveform of transistor voltage VT1 (Fig. 15) of
the synchronous rectifier we can see that the regulation is not fully
effective, because the transistor isn't switched throughout the period
when current is conducted through a given branch. This fact is
caused by the body diode of transistor. Therefore, we used the fol-
lowing synchronous rectifier control circuit, which is in Fig. 14b.
The waveform of transistor voltage with this control is shown in
Fig. 16. 

Measurement of efficiency was made at the input voltage 
UIN � 25V. The efficiency was measured without transistors drivers,
when only the body diodes of transistors were applied. To measure
the diode rectifier we set the maximum output current on 8A,
because the transistor didn't have additional cooling and could be
destroyed. Measurement results are in Fig. 17. The transistor effi-
ciency is much better when using drivers. This fact is well visible
from characteristics. Efficiency for small output current decreases,
which is caused by increasing of mutual ratio between driving the
switching losses due to transferred power source. With increasing
output current above 8A, efficiency decreases too, because of
increasing the conduction losses. In the alternative control, effi-
ciency increased because the body diode wasn’t applied.

In Fig. 18, we can see thermal image of uncontrolled transis-
tors rectifier. Thermal images of the rectifier with the first control
are in Fig. 18b and those with the second one in Fig. 18c. Images
were made at an output current 5.2 A. In the case of the second
control, transistor has the lowest temperature because of there are
no losses on the body diode.

6. Conclusion

The main goal of this experiment (simulation analysis) was to
increase efficiency of switching power supply using a synchronous

Fig. 17 Efficiency characteristics 

Fig. 13 PUSH-PULL converter with synchronous rectifier

Fig. 15 Waveform of transistor voltage VT1 (1-UG, 2-UDS)

Fig. 16 Waveform of transistor voltage VT1 (1-UG, 2-UDS)

a) Control 1 b) Control 2
Fig. 14 Switching diagram of control signals
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rectifier. The efficiency of switching power supply at output current
18A is 76.9% in the case of “control 1”. The maximum efficiency is
81.636% at an output current 7.8 A. In the second type synchro-
nous rectifier control (control 2) the efficiency is 80% (output
current is 18A). The maximum efficiency is 81.591% at output
current 8.1A. Greater efficiency could be achieved using a suitable
transistor synchronous rectifier, where static and dynamic para-
meters of the transistor and also its body diode are very important:
the smallest internal resistance in the conductive state RDS(on) ,
body diode threshold voltage and dynamic resistance RD . Used
topology for this synchronous rectifier is suitable for high currents,
because the current always flows through only one transistor to

reduce the losses. The results of this experiment will help in the
design of the source with output current of thousands of amps for
electroplating industry.
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1. Introduction

Many structures require periodical inspection to keep safety,
reliability as well as quality of various processes. Recent trends in
maintenance are embracing the so-called damage tolerance appro-
ach, wherein an element is actively used up to a certain point, beyond
which the structural integrity of a structure could be affected.
Replacement is thus performed at the end of the service life of the
element, which helps in lowering running costs of the whole
system. Degradation detection of the construction material must
be accompanied by interpretation of the measured data in order
to estimate the extent of the degradation and predict future devel-
opment thereof.

The damage tolerance approach includes four phases – detec-
tion, evaluation, analysis and prediction. In case a degradation of
construction material is detected, the extent thereof is evaluated
along with influence on the behaviour of the whole system and
future development. The first two phases are inherently associated
with non-destructive evaluation (NDE) of materials.

Different physical principles are utilised for the NDE of mate-
rials. Eddy current testing (ECT) is one of the widely utilized elec-
tromagnetic methods. It originates from the electromagnetic induc-
tion phenomena. The principle of ECT underlies in the interaction
of induced eddy currents with structure of an examined body [1].

Commercial ECT systems provide raw data with limited or
absent capability of their quantitative interpretation [2]. The
progress in powerful computers has allowed developing of auto-
mated procedures to estimate dimensions of a detected anomaly;

however, they are not commercially available yet. The stochastic
or the deterministic methods are employed in the automated pro-
cedures for sizing of an indicated crack [3]. Usually, one dimen-
sional signal gained by scanning just above the crack along its
length is taken as an input to the evaluation procedure. Mostly
three variables of the crack are estimated, i.e. a depth, a length and
a position of its centre, while a profile, a width and the electro-
magnetic properties of the defect have to be adjusted in advance.
Satisfactory results are reported by several groups for evaluation
of artificial slits [4]. However, evaluation of real cracks, especially
stress corrosion cracking (SCC) from ECT response signals remains
still very difficult [4]. It has been found out that an SCC is par-
tially conductive [5] while its conductivity is not known in general
and can vary from one case to another case.

The paper deals with evaluation of uncertainty in depth esti-
mation of a detected partially conductive crack.

2. Principle of ECT

The principle of the ECT underlies in the interaction of induced
eddy currents with a structure of an examined body [1].

An alternating electromagnetic field is generated in the vicinity
of a coil driven by a time-varying current. It can be simply consid-
ered as a superposition of a primary exciting field and a secondary
one generated by eddy currents. The secondary electromagnetic
field counterworks to the primary exciting electromagnetic field
according to the Lenz’s theorem. According to the Ampere’s law:
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CONDUCTIVE CRACKS FROM EDDY CURRENT TESTING
SIGNALS
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,

,

,

where Hp , Hed , H [A.m�1] denote the magnetic field inten-
sity vector of the primary, secondary and resulting field, respec-
tively, and Jex , Jed [A.m�2] are the current density vectors of the
exciting current and of the eddy currents, respectively. Electro-
motive force is induced in a conductive object which is in prox-
imity of the coil according to the Faraday’s law:

,

where E [V.m�1] is the electromotive force vector and B [T] is
the magnetic flux density vector, while B � μH, and μ [H.m�1] is
the magnetic permeability.

Eddy-currents flow in the conductive object according to the
Ohm’s law:

,

where γ [S.m�1] is the electric conductivity. Their vector lines
must be closed due to:

.

The induction coupling therefore exists between the coil and
the conductive object. The resulting electromagnetic field of the
coil and the conductive object depends on geometrical parameters
of the system as well as on the electromagnetic parameters of the
conductive object.

The principle of the ECT has been known for several decades.
Nowadays, the most wide spread application area of the ECT is
the detection and possible evaluation of different discontinuities
in conductive materials.

Presence of a defect in a conductive material causes a local
change of the material electromagnetic parameters. As the eddy
current vector lines must be encircled, the presence of a defect
changes the eddy current density distribution and thus influences
the resulting electromagnetic field. The perturbation electromag-
netic field therefore occurs comparing to the no-crack situation and
this perturbation field can be sensed and further evaluated. The
ECT is a relative method and the perturbation signal is obtained
by subtracting of the crack signal and no-crack signal. The pertur-
bation signal carries quantitative information about an inspected
defect.

The ECT posses several benefits:
� high sensitivity for surface breaking defects,
� high inspection speed,
� contact-less inspection,
� versatility,
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H Jp ex#d = especially comparing to the ultrasonic testing, one of the most uti-
lized non-destructive techniques. These advantages determine con-
tinuously enlarging application area of ECT particularly in nuclear,
petrochemical and aviation industries.

On the other hand, also disadvantages of the method should
be mentioned. The ECT signals are integral values and they do not
carry explicit information about crack dimensions. It means that
the inverse problem is ill-posed. Therefore, evaluating the depth of
a defect from the ECT signals is quite difficult. In addition, the
skin-effect concentrates induced currents on the surface of a tested
material. Eddy current density decays almost exponentially into
material depth and thus increasing depth of a surface breaking
defect causes raising uncertainty of the depth evaluation because
of the ECT signal saturation. The situation gets even worse when
partially conductive cracks (i.e. SCCs) are expected and need to
be detected and evaluated.

3. Numerical Model

A plate specimen having the electromagnetic parameters of
a stainless steel SUS316L is inspected in this study. The specimen
has a thickness of t � 10 mm, a conductivity of σ � 1.4 MS/m and
a relative permeability of μr � 1. A surface breaking crack appears
in the middle of the plate. It is modelled as the cuboid having dif-
ferent electromagnetic properties from the base material. Config-
uration of the plate with the crack is shown in Fig. 1. A length of
the crack is fixed to lc � 10 mm.

Fig. 1 Layout of specimen

Fig. 2 Configuration of pancake coil probe
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A probe shown in Fig. 2 is employed to inspect the crack.
This probe is known as the pancake one and it is widely used in
practice. The probe is of self-inductance absolute type, i.e. one
coil is the exciter and the detector. Outer diameter of the probe
has a value of 3.0 mm, its inner diameter is set to 1.0 mm and
height of the winding is 1.0 mm in this case. The probe is driven
with the harmonic current having a frequency of 10 kHz. The
standard depth of penetration equals to δ � 4.2 mm under the
given conditions.

Response signals sensed by the probe are calculated by numer-
ical means. One dimensional scanning along the crack length as
shown in Fig. 3 is considered here. Such one dimensional signal
is usually used by an automated evaluation procedure. Clearance
between the plate surface and the probe, so called lift-off is adjusted
to 1 mm.

Three parameters of the crack are varied, i.e. its depth dc ,
width wc and conductivity σc to simulate various structures of real
conductive cracks. The depth is changed from 10 to 90% of the
plate thickness with a step of 10%. The width of crack wc is adjusted
to five values ranging from 0.2 mm until 1.0 mm with a step of
0.2 mm Considered conductivities of the crack are as follows: 0,
1, 2, 5 and 10% of the base material conductivity. Influences of the
crack parameters on the sensed ECT response signals are studied.
The results are presented and discussed in the next section.

4. Numerical Results and Discussion

Numerical simulations are carried out to evaluate influence of
the crack conductivity on uncertainty of the crack’s depth estima-
tion. A user developed edge-element code based on the finite element
method is used for the calculations. The code calculates the real
and the imaginary parts of the complex probe signal under the
harmonic excitation according to the symbolic-complex method.
The signal is calculated for each probe’s position along the scan-
ning line as shown in Fig. 3. The probe moves over the plate surface
without crack to get a reference dependence of the signal on the
probe position at first. The simulations are then repeated for the
cracked scenarios under the same conditions. The dependencies
of the crack response signals are calculated for each crack in such

a way that the reference dependence is subtracted from the depen-
dence gained under a cracked scenario. Following figures display
the dependences of the absolute value of the complex cracks’
response signals on the probe position relative to the crack centre
as well as they show the complex cracks’ response signals in the
complex plane.

The response signals of the non-conductive crack with various
depths are shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen that the crack signals
start to saturate when the crack is deeper than approximately 70%
of the plate thickness, i.e. 167% of the standard depth of penetra-
tion δ. Similar results are displayed in Fig. 5. However, the crack
is partially conductive in this case; the crack conductivity equals
to 10% of the base material conductivity. It can be seen that the
crack conductivity strongly influences saturation of the crack signals
as in this case it is quite difficult to find differences between the
signals when the crack is deeper than the standard depth of pene-
tration δ.

Fig. 3 One dimensional scanning pattern

a) dependences of the absolute value on the probe position relative to
the crack centre

b) dependences of the imaginary part on the real part of the detected
signal with respect to the phase of exciting voltage

Fig. 4 Signals of the non-conductive crack with a width of wc = 0.2 mm 
and various depths, i.e. dc = 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 mm
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Influence of the crack conductivity on the crack signals can
be observed for the results presented in Fig. 6. The depth of crack
is adjusted to 5 mm and its width is set to 0.2 mm in this case
while the crack’s conductivity is varied. The presented results clearly
show that the crack’s conductivity strongly influences the response
signals, while a crack with higher partial conductivity provides the
response signal with lower amplitude.

Several studies [4] have concluded that in case of conductive
cracks also a width of the cracking significantly affects the measured
responses.

Figs. 7 and 8 show the crack response signals for the crack
with variable width, while the crack’s depth is adjusted to 5 mm.
The crack’s partial conductivity is set to 0% for the first case and
to 10% of the base material conductivity for the second case. When
the crack is non-conductive the response signals only slightly depend

on the crack’s width; however, when the crack is partially con-
ductive the influence of the crack’s width on the response signals
is more significant.

Ambiguity of crack’s depth estimation due to crack’s conduc-
tivity is evaluated in a following way. Gained response signals of
the crack with variable depth and conductivity are compared in
such a way as the deterministic evaluation methods work. A dif-
ference between signals of two cracks denoted as A and B is cal-
culated based on:

,

as proposed in [6]. ZA,i represents the response signal of a crack
being considered as an inspected one at the ith scanning point.
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a) dependences of the absolute value on the probe position relative 
to the crack centre

b) dependences of the imaginary part on the real part of the detected
signal with respect to the phase of exciting voltage

Fig. 5 Signals of the crack with a width of wc = 0.2 mm, a partial
conductivity of σc = 10 % of the base material conductivity and various

depths, i.e. dc = 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 mm

a) dependences of the absolute value on the probe position relative 
to the crack centre

b) dependences of the imaginary part on the real part of the detected
signal with respect to the phase of exciting voltage

Fig. 6 Signals of the crack with a depth of dc = 5 mm, a width of 
wc = 0.2 mm and various values of the partial conductivity, i.e.

σc = 0, 1, 2, 5 and 10 % of the base material conductivity
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Thus a depth of this crack is taken as the true one. ZB,i represents
the response signal of a crack being considered as a model of the
inspected one at the ith scanning point. Its depth is denoted as the
estimated one. Total number of scanning points is n. Every possible
combination of two cracks with different parameters is treated in
this manner. If the calculated difference εAB between the response
signals of cracks A and B is lower or equal to 1%, depth of the
crack A is estimated to be equal to that one of the crack B.

Fig. 9 shows relationship between the true and the estimated
depths of the crack A. Only non-conductive cracks with different
depths are considered in this case. The full line corresponds to the
ideal case when the estimated depth equals to the true one. The
relation between the true and the estimated depth according to the
above defined criterion is represented by the stars. It can be seen
that the uncertainty in the crack depth estimation increases when
the crack gets deeper than the standard depth of penetration δ (40%

of the plate thickness in this case) due to the signal saturation as
mentioned earlier. 

It means that the non-conductive crack with a depth of 90% is
likely to be underestimated at maximum of approximately 30% of
its true depth.

When the crack conductivity is taken into consideration the
situation gets considerably worse as shown in Fig. 10. Even depth
of shallow cracks can be highly underestimated. 

It clearly comes from the presented results that one needs to
be very careful when estimating depth of a conductive, i.e. stress
corrosion cracks.

a) dependences of the absolute value on the probe position relative 
to the crack centre

b) dependences of the imaginary part on the real part of the detected
signal with respect to the phase of exciting voltage

Fig. 7 Signals of the crack with a depth of dc = 5 mm, a partial conduc-
tivity of σc = 0% of the base material conductivity and variable width,

i.e. wc = 0.2, 0.6 and 1.0 mm

a) dependences of the absolute value on the probe position relative 
to the crack centre

b) dependences of the imaginary part on the real part of the detected
signal with respect to the phase of exciting voltage

Fig. 8 Signals of the crack with a depth of dc = 5 mm, a partial 
conductivity of σc = 10% of the base material conductivity and variable

width, i.e. wc = 0.2, 0.6 and 1.0 mm
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4. Conclusion

The paper focused on depth estimation of partially conductive
cracks from eddy current response signals. A plate specimen having
electromagnetic characteristics of a stainless steel SUS316L was
inspected in this study. Response signals of a crack with rectangular
shape were calculated by numerical means for a standard pancake
probe. Three parameters of the crack, its depth, width and partial
conductivity were varied to simulate heterogeneity of real cracks.
It was shown that partial conductivity of a crack strongly influ-
ences the response signal’s saturation level as well as highlights
influence of a crack width on the response signal. Thus the dimen-
sion of unknown parameters of a detected crack increases and the
inverse problem gets highly ill-posed. The presented results evidently
showed that ambiguity of dimensions’ evaluation of an indicated

crack considerably increases with crack’s conductivity. Thus, special
attention needs to be devoted to dimensions’ evaluation of stress
corrosion cracking where not all the ligaments are broken and the
crack is partially conductive.
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1. Introduction

Optical bistable devices have a large number of applications
in all-optical communication systems. They are building blocks of
optical logic, memories, switches, light power limiters etc. that are
crucial parts of optical network nodes [1–3]. Optical bistability is
a phenomenon in which the bistable device exhibits two stable
output states under one input state. The optical bistability arises
from the energy exchange between nonlinear optical medium and
electromagnetic field. The system is said to be bistable when it can
assume two output stable states for the same value of an applied
input signal over some range of input signal values, Optical bista-
bility requires a nonlinear medium in presence of feedback. When
the nonlinearities are optically-induced, and the feedback is also
provided in the optical domain, an all-optical device can be fabri-
cated [4]. The phenomenon of absorptive optical bistability was
first theoretically predicted in 1969 by Szoke [5]. Third-order non-
linear materials are mainly metal particles, semiconductors includ-
ing those of quantum confinement and organics [6–8]. Among
organic materials, π-conjugated compounds attract attention due
to unique electrical and optical properties including large third-
order optical nonlinearities, low-cost manufacturing and flexibility
of properties modifications by chemical synthesis as well as depo-
sition techniques. There has been a prolonged research of all-optical
switching in organic devices based on optical bistabilities [9]. Para-
meters of nonlinear medium should be properly chosen to achieve
the optical bistability. For the construction of optical bistable
devices of absorptive type, saturable absorbers and positive feed-
back are necessary. A lot of studies report on nonlinear absorption
in a great variety of organic compounds [10, 11]. Therefore, the
prediction of their bistable behaviour based on theoretical calcu-
lations with real experimental data gathered on specific organics is
of interest for designing optically bistable devices.

This contribution presents numerical studies of purely absorp-
tive optical bistabilities in saturable absorbers in the Fabry-Perot
cavity. Organic dyes with spectral sensitivities such as xanthene,
polymethene or coumarin dyes are known for their nonlinear optical
properties including saturable absorption. In this paper, we predict
and numerically demonstrate the optical bistability in two organic
dyes of the xanthenes type dispersed in glass and polymethene dyes
dissolved in organic solvents. We simulated their bistable behaviour
considering absorption parameters and positive feedback condi-
tions with experimental data from [8, 11].

2. Theory

A simple purely absorptive bistable device can be constructed
by placing nonlinearly absorbing medium inside a resonator, e.g.
Fabry-Perot cavity (Fig.1).

NUMERICAL STUDIES OF OPTICAL BISTABILITY 
OF ABSORPTIVE TYPE
NUMERICAL STUDIES OF OPTICAL BISTABILITY 
OF ABSORPTIVE TYPE

Eliska Jurisova – Jarmila Mullerova *

Theoretical analysis is presented to search for the purely absorptive optical bistability in a Fabry-Perot cavity filled with a saturable
absorber. A simple model of singlet absorption is used on numerically solving the relationships between the input and output light fields. The
proposed model corresponds well to organic compounds considered as novel optical materials with third-order optical nonlinearities. The effects
of saturable absorber parameters on the output light characteristics are studied and purely absorptive optical bistabilities are shown numeri-
cally to search for bistable behaviour. The simulated results are indications for promising applications in optical switches for all-optical com-
munication networks.

* Eliska Jurisova, Jarmila Mullerova
Department of Engineering Fundamentals, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, University of Zilina, Liptovsky Mikulas, Slovakia, 
E-mail: jurisova@lm.uniza.sk

Fig. 1 Fabry-Perot cavity filled with nonlinear absorber of the nonlinear
absorption coefficient α and the thickness l. M1 , M2 are mirrors of

reflectance R and transmittance T.
The notifications of electric fields are obvious from the scheme
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The cavity is formed by two parallel identical flat highly reflec-
tive mirrors and demonstrated to provide optical bistability.

The absorption coefficient α is an important wavelength-depen-
dent optical parameter expressing the decrease dI of the light inten-
sity I in the length dz of the absorbing medium 

dI � �αIdz (1)

Eq. (1) is the well-known differential form of the Lambert-
Beer law. It is easy to integrate if α is intensity-independent.
However, in a nonlinear absorber, α depends on the light intensity.
If the intensity of the input radiation is intense enough, the absorp-
tion of the medium decreases the consequence of what is the
increase of the medium transmittance up to the saturation. If the
saturation does not occur and at high intensities decreases again,
the so-called reverse saturable absorption occurs. This effect can
be used as optical power limiting [12]. According to the absorp-
tive optical bistability model of Szoke [5], the amplitude of elec-
tric field entering the Fabry-Perot cavity at normal incidence,
electric fields inside the cavity and the output field (Fig.1) obey
the following equations 

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

where l is the absorber thickness, k is the wavenumber, ρ and τ are
Fresnel amplitudes of mirror reflectance and transmittance. If
e�2ikl � 1 (the Fabry-Perot resonance condition), the relationship
between the electric field inside the Fabry-Perot cavity and the
input electric field can be expressed as [5, 13]

(6)

Then for the light intensities (I � E2) the following is valid

(7)

where mirror transmittance T � τ2, and reflectance R � ρ2 (R 	
	 T � 1, R 

 T). Moreover, if αl �� 1, the equation (7) can
be expresses as

(8)

If there is a nonlinear absorber in the Fabry-Perot cavity, 
α � α(I2). From Eq. (5) we can see that in case of αl �� 1 the
output electric field E3 � τE2 . Then the output intensity is simply
I3 � TI2. Therefore it is sufficient to analyze Eq. (8) to judge if
the absorber of the specific absorptive nonlinearity α � α(I2) will
exhibit the bistable output intensity I3 as a function of I1.

The simulations of Eq. (8) were performed with real experi-
mental data for nonlinear organic absorbers and the prospects to
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achieve bistable performance were modelled. The constant spatial
profile of the propagating pulses was supposed in our calculations
and the optical pulse durations were considered to be larger than
the lifetimes of the excited levels. Under this assumption the sat-
urable absorbers act as fast absorbers and the fast relaxation approx-
imation enables to expect their steady state behaviour.

3. Numerical Simulation

We numerically investigated the optical bistability in organic
dyes of molecules that contain conjugated bonds with delocalized
π – electrons that are responsible for large third-order nonlinear
susceptibilities [9]:
– The xanthene dye of fluorescein dispersed in boric acid glass

film (BAG) (with 10�4 M concentration) of optical parameters
as in [11]. Fluorescein is a bright green fluorophore commonly
used in fluorescence measurements. The maximum of the absorp-
tion spectrum is at � 460 nm.

– The xanthene dye of rhodamine 6G dispersed in boric acid glass
film (BAG) (with 10�4 M concentration) of optical parameters
taken from [11]. Rhodamine 6G is chromophore used often as
a tracer or a laser dye. The maximum of the absorption spec-
trum is at � 515 nm. 

– Polymethine dyes of cationic type dissolved in ethanol or polyure-
thane. Polymethine dyes are known as organic colorants and
media laser technique. The maximum of the absorption spectrum
is at � 1100 nm. The optical parameters for this study were
taken from [8].

All investigated organic dyes dispersed in BAG or dissolved in
organic solvents have energy level structure of singlet and triplet
states typical for organic media (Fig. 2) with the singlet S0 as the
ground state. 

After quick excitation to S1 the molecule may relax to S0 with
the probability A21 � 1/τ21 or to T1 with the probability A32 �
� 1/τ32 (τ21, τ32 are the relaxation times). The transition from T1

to S1 can be neglected. In liquid state, the dye molecules decay
very quickly to from T1 to S0. On the contrary, in dye-doped solids,

Fig. 2 Energy level model of singlets (S) and triplets (T) typical for
organic dyes under study. The model shows optical excitations (upward-

pointing arrows) of probabilities given by Einstein’s coefficients B13 ,
B24 . A31 , A32 , A21 are Einstein’s coefficients for the relaxations from

excited states (downward-pointing arrows)
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the T1 → S0 decay is on the millisecond scale. Moreover, by adjust-
ing the excitation wavelength only to the transition S0 → S1, the
triplet-triplet absorption T1 → T2 does not occur.

With these assumptions, the absorption coefficient depends
on the light intensity I2 in the cavity as follows

(9)

In Eq. (9) α0 is the absorption coefficient at low intensities of
light, β is the so-called parameter of nonlinearity. For the energy
level model in Fig. 2 the parameter β is [11] 

(10)

where τ31 � 1/A31, σ13 is the absorption cross-section for S0 → S1,
h is the Planck’s constant and ν13 is the frequency corresponding
to the S0 → S1 excitation. After substituting Eq. (9) into Eq. (8),
we have the following transcendental relationship between I2 and
I1

(11)

The product α0l of the linear absorption coefficient α0 and the
medium length l is the so-called linear absorbance that is related to
the initial linear transmittance T0 of the sample as T0 � exp(�α0l). 

The values of α0l and the parameter of nonlinearity β for ten
samples of fluorescein, four samples of rhodamine 6G doped BAG
[11] and for three solutions of polymethine dye structures, namely
cationic [7] used for the calculations are in Table 1.

In the first course of simulations the absorbers were settled in
the Fabry-Perot cavity of the mirror reflectance of R � 0.9 and the
mirror transmittance T � 1 � R.
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4. Results and Discussion

The numerical study of the relationship between I1 and I2

according to Eq. (11) was performed under typical input powers
from [10]. Results show that the optical bistability depends not
only on nonlinear parameter β but also on linear absorbance α0l
(Fig. 3). For the values of α0l 
 1.39 for fluorescein the output
intensity I2 is a two-valued function of I1 and the hysteresis loops
increase. The simulation shows that fluorescein under these con-
ditions would exhibit bistable behaviour even with relatively low
input intensities of light. From Fig. 3a) for fluorescein dispersed
in BAG we also see that onset of the optical bistability for increas-
ing α0l requires greater incident light intensities I1.

The similar results are in Fig. 3b) for rhodamine 6G. The
optical bistability could be achieved at input intensities 
 20 W/cm2

at α0l 
 1.79. The input intensities necessary for the optical bista-
bility are higher than those for fluorescein which could be explained
by lower values of parameter β representing the nonlinearity of
rhodamine 6G in comparison with fluorescein.

The optical bistability is evidenced in solutions of polymethine
dyes shown in Fig. 3c) and 3d). However, the input intensities
necessary for the bistable performance are much higher in compar-
ison with fluorescein and rhodamine 6G because the nonlinearity
represented by the parameter β is very small (Table 1). 

In the next course of simulations we investigated the influence
of the Fabry-Perot mirror reflectance on the bistable behaviour.
Several different values of the mirror reflectance from the range
of 0.6 � 0.98 were used (Figs. 4 and 5).

From Fig. 4a we can see that fluorescein requires mirrors
reflectance at least 0.85 to exhibit slight bistability in the Fabry-
Perot cavity. In Fig. 4b the numerical analysis for rhodamine 6G
with the same mirror reflectance is shown. We found out that
a potential bistable device based on rhodamine 6G of the above α0l
should be placed in the resonator of the mirror reflectance R � 0.9
at least. To improve the data visualisation, the numerical results in
3D are illustrated in Fig. 4 as well. The results proved the important
role of the positive feedback in an absorptive bistable device. 

The bistable behaviour was numerically investigated in solutions
of polymethine dyes (Fig. 5). We see that increasing reflectance R
facilitates the optical bistability occurrences, although at very high
input light intensities.

The absorption lines of organic dyes are often inhomogeneously
broadened inside a host material [6].The inhomogeneous broad-
ening of optical transitions originates from the dye – matrix inter-
action, especially from different positions of molecules in the matrix.
This could occur in case of dye molecules dispersion in glass matrix.
On that occasion the intensity-dependent absorption coefficient is
given by the following modification of Eq. (9)
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Table 1: Optical absorption parameters for fluorescein, rhodamin
6G doped BAG films [11] and for solutions of polymethine dye
solutions [8]

BAG doped 
by Fluorescein

BAG doped
by Rhodamine 6G

Solutions of polyme-
thine dyes

α0l β (cm2/W) α0l β (cm2/W) α0l β (cm2/W)

1 0.247 62.50 0.79 0.463 2.905 2.50 . 10�9

2 0.534 18.52 0.95 0.452 2.705 2.94 . 10�7

3 0.699 38.46 1.79 0.418 1.520 2.94 . 10�7

4 0.814 26.32 3.47 0.420

5 1.070 55.56

6 1.390 37.04

7 1.680 40.00

8 2.030 52.63

9 2.310 38.46

10 2.680 43.48
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Due to inhomogeneous absorption line broadening expressed
by Eq. (12) the following relationship between I2 and I1 as a result
of substituting Eq. (12) into Eq. (8) is valid

(13)

The results of numerical studies of the relationships between
I1 and I2 according to Eq. (13) are in Fig. 6 for BAG doped by flu-
orescein and for solutions of polymethine dyes. We found out that
the inhomogeneous broadening of the optical transitions results
in the decay of possible bistable behaviour. Similar results were
obtained for rhodamine 6G. Then either the inhomogeneous broad-
ening should remain small or a thorough choice of parameters of
the nonlinear medium with inhomogeneous broadening is neces-
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sary to achieve the bistable performance. This conclusion is in
agreement with the calculations in [15].

4. Conclusion

We numerically analyzed the optical bistable behaviour of
organic dyes. It is clearly shown that the bistable behaviour is
influenced by the linear absorbance, the parameter of medium
nonlinearity and by the Fabry-Perot mirror reflectance as a parame-
ter of positive feedback of a optical bistable device. We numerically
established linear absorbance thresholds for the optical bistability in
fluorescein and rhodamine 6G doped glass and for polymethine
dyes dissolved in organic solvents. At specific values of linear
absorbance of all organic dyes, we numerically determined the

a) fluorescein b) rhodamine 6G

c) polymethine dye solution 1

Fig. 3 Investigation of the optical bistability in a) fluorescein, b) rhodamine doped BAG and  c) polymethine dye solution 1 and 
d) solutions of polymethine dyes 2 and 3; R = 0.9

d) polymethine dye solutions 2 and 3
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a) fluorescein at α0l = 2.68

b) rhodamine 6G at α0l = 3.47
Fig. 4 Results 2D and 3D simulating optical bistability in BAG doped organic dyes

a) polymethine dye 1 at α0l = 2.905 b) polymethine dye 2 at α0l = 2.705

Fig. 5 Results simulating optical bistability in solutions of polymethine dyes
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optical bistability threshold of the cavity mirror reflectance. Addi-
tionally we found out that in case of inhomogeneous broadening
of spectral lines related to the optical excitations and relaxations,
the optical bistability is quenched in all investigated organic dyes.
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a) fluorescein b) polymethine dye solutions

Fig. 6 Investigation of the optical bistability with inhomogeneously broadened spectral lines (varied α0l and β, R = 0.9)
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1. Introduction

LLC resonant converter is multi-resonant converter and is
characterized by its unique DC – gain characteristic, which has two
resonant frequencies (f0 and fp). This converter has several advan-
tages compared to standard serial LC resonant topology. One of
them is possibility of stable regulation of output voltage in a wide
range of input voltages together with the change of output power
from 1% to 100%. The next advantage is achievement of ZVS
switching mode during various operational modes. LLC resonant
converter is composed of three functional parts (Fig. 1). It deals
with pulse generator, resonant circuit with high-frequency trans-
former and rectifier with capacitive filter. 

From the DC – gain characteristic of LLC converter it could
be seen that, when the input voltage is constant and the converter
operates at the switching frequency near to resonant frequency f0,
the gain of converter is independent on the variations of load,
which results in small regulation range. On the other hand at dif-
ferent operating conditions, the operating point varies between
lower and upper resonant frequency in relation to power loading
and input voltage. There exist restrictions which are determining
boundaries of reliable function and are described more in detail in

[1]. Mathematical interpretation of gain characteristic is described
by next equation:

2. Operation modes

Operation of LLC converter in different operational modes is
described by DC gain characteristic, which should be divided into
ZVS and/or ZCS region. ZVS region in dependency on the switch-
ing frequency can be further divided into:
� region with switching frequency equal to resonant (fs � f0)
� region with switching frequency higher than resonant (fs 
 f0)
� region with switching frequency lower than resonant (fs � f0) 
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This paper describes the design of the LLC resonant converter, which is done by means of fundamental harmonic approximation (FHA).
Output power of proposed converter is 1kW with output voltage 48 V at switching frequency of 500 kHz. Performance of converter at different
operational conditions was verified through simulation analysis by utilization of OrCAD PSpice software. The simulation results of multiple
parametrical experiments were obtained and consequently evaluated into graphical interpretation of efficiency of proposed converter.

* Pavol Spanik, Jozef Kandrac, Michal Frivaldsky, Peter Drgona 
Department of Mechatronics and Electronics, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, University of Zilina, Slovakia, E--mail: pavol.spanik@fel.uniza.sk

Fig. 1 Principal schematic of LLC converter
Fig. 2 DC – gain characteristics of proposed LLC resonant converter
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According to the operational modes of resonant converters the
operation of LLC resonant converter is rather difficult. The princi-
pal waveforms of transformer and output diode during each oper-
ating mode are shown in Fig. 3.

The impedance of series resonant circuit at the resonant fre-
quency is equal to zero. Therefore the reflected output voltage is
equal to the input voltage, which is described by the unity of voltage
gain thus the circuit then operates optimally. LLC resonant con-
verter can achieve gain greater, less or equal to 1. If the switching
frequency is less than the resonant frequency, magnetization induc-
tance is involved into the resonance of the circuit so the converter
can deliver higher gain. 

3. Design parameters of the main circuit

Target of the design is to determine the active and passive ele-
ments of the proposed converter. Main electrical parameters are:

f0 � 500 kHz, PO � 1 kW, UO � 48 V,
IO � 21 A, efficiency � 0.96

A. Estimated efficiency

For the low voltage applications, the efficiency varies from 0.88
to 0.92. For the high voltage applications, the efficiency varies from
0.92 to 0.96. In our case, we expect efficiency with a value of 0.96.
Input power is then calculated as:

B. Determination of the maximum and minimum input voltage

The advantage of LLC converter is its ability to work in a wide
range of input voltages. In our proposal we considered the follow-
ing values of input voltages:

.
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Minimal input voltage    Vinmin � 325 V
Maximal input voltage   Vinmax � 425 V

Regulation is based on frequency modulation, through which the
voltage gain can be changed. The main parameter that determines
the value of voltage gain, and thus the range of frequency control,
is ratio (“m”) of the magnetizing and resonant inductance. 

C. Determination of maximum and minimum voltage gains 

When converter operates at nominal input voltage VIN � 425 V
then the switching frequency is determined to be f0 � 500 kHz.
Also at the resonant frequency the voltage gain is determined from
the value of inductance ratio (m � Lm /Lr). During determination,
there exist some design tradeoffs. For example, the higher value of m
will results in the higher value of conduction losses, the higher reg-
ulation range and in the higher volume of the transformer core.
On the other hand, the lower value of m deteriorates transformer
coupling and reduces efficiency (Figs 4–6).

Selection of m value: m � 4

a) b) c)
Fig. 3 Waveforms of currents and voltages of LLC converter at different operating conditions a) fs = f0 , b) fs > f0 , c) fs < f0

Fig. 4 Dependency of parallel resonant frequency (fp), ratio of f0/fp and
IRMS on the value of m 
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For selected value of m � 4, the regulation range is 250 kHz,
whereby the lower resonant frequency fp is equal to 250 kHz and
upper resonant frequency f0 is equal to 500 kHz.

D. Determinations of transformer turns ratio

From the value of minimal gain, we can calculate the ratio of
transformer ration using the following formula:
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where Uo is output voltage of converter, and Uf is voltage drop of
the output diodes.

E. Determination of equivalent load resistance

From the value of transformer ratio we will calculate reflected
output load resistance to the primary side:

F. Design of resonant network

To ensure the stable operation of ZVS and sufficient gain it is
necessary to determine the correct value of quality factor Q. For
this purpose it is necessary to consider margin of voltage gain from
10 � 20% of Mmax . In this design the value of 15% of Mmax is
being considered. 

For m � 4 and MPEAK � 1.725 and from Fig. 7 the value of
quality factor is Q � 0.37.
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Fig. 5 DC gain characteristic of proposed LLC resonant converter for
various values of output power (m = 4)

Fig. 6 DC – gain characteristics for different values of m (2.25 to 9)
and for 100% of output power

Fig. 7 Peak gain (attainable maximum gain) 
vs. Q for different m values
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After determination of required quantities, we can calculate
parameters of a resonant tank using the following formulas:

4. Simulation analysis of the operational modes of
proposed LLC resonant converter

Operational modes of LLC resonant converter was verified in
OrCAD PSpice simulation software. Simulation model of the main
circuit of proposed converter is shown in Fig. 8.
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As switching transistors the CoolMOS types from fy Infineon
(IPW60R165CP) are being used. Rectifiers are low voltage-drop
Schottky rectifier diodes from STMicroelectronics.

Fig. 9 shows the waveforms of voltages and currents on the
primary side of transformer, and time waveforms of current of
output rectifiers, during simulation experiment, when the switch-
ing frequency fs � f0 � 500 kHz. This is a simulation experiment
when the performance of LLC converter is expected to be optimal,
since the impedance of a series resonant circuit is zero. Input
voltage is clamped on the magnetizing inductance, and the voltage
gain at resonant frequency is almost equal to 1.

Fig. 10 shows the time waveforms of voltages and currents of
the same elements as in the previous experiment, but the switch-
ing frequency fs 
 f0 and fs � 630 kHz. Current through resonant
circuit is slightly deformed, as well as the current of output recti-
fier diodes, which is caused due to discharge process of the inter-
nal capacitances of switching transistors and its consecutive turn
on. 

Fig. 11 shows the same situation as in previous cases, but these
results were obtained from simulation experiment during which
switching frequency fs � f0 and fs � 360 kHz. Non-sinusoidal
shape of the currents is caused due to transfer of stored energy
from the magnetizing inductance into the resonant circuit thus con-
verter is then able to increase output gain and, therefore, output
voltage. In next simulation analysis, proposed converter was sub-
jected to experiment during which output power was changed. We
made 4 different experiments whereby output power was 1 kW
and 252 W, at input voltage of 425 V and 325 V.

Fig. 8 Simulation model of main circuit of proposed LLC converter

Fig. 9 Time waveforms during the simulation experiment at fs = f0 (from top – driving signals of transistors X1, X2, 
voltage on the primary side of transformer, current on the primary side of transformer, currents of the output diodes D1, D2)
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Fig. 12 represents results from the simulation experiment, when
LLC resonant converter operates at full load (POUT � 1008 W)
when input voltage UIN � 425 V. In this mode, transistors are oper-
ating with ZVS conditions and output diodes with character of
ZCS switching. The unwanted effect of reverse recovery was elim-
inated by utilization of Schottky rectifier diodes. Fig. 13 shows the
simulation experiment at 25% of load at the input voltage UIN �
� 425 V. The picture shows that even at the reduced output power
the switching transistors are maintaining excellent operating char-

acteristics of the ZVS mode. In the case of output diodes the ZCS
switching character is also still achieved. 

Fig. 14 shows the simulation experiment, when LLC resonant
converter operates at minimal supply voltage UIN � 325 V and at
full load condition. Simulation experiment confirmed proper design
of converter. Transistor’s current has sinusoidal shape until mag-
netizing inductance became participating in resonance with other
circuit parameters. Output diodes are operating in discontinuous

Fig. 10 Time waveforms during the simulation experiment at fs > f0 (from top – driving signals of transistors X1, X2, 
voltage on the primary side of transformer, current on the primary side of transformer, currents of the output diodes D1, D2)

Fig. 11 Time waveforms during the simulation experiment at fs < f0 (from top – driving signals of transistors X1, X2, 
voltage on the primary side of transformer, current on the primary side of transformer, currents of the output diodes D1, D2)
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Fig. 12 Time waveforms of voltages and currents during the simulation experiment: UIN = 425V, POUT = 1008W
(from top - transistor X1a X2, transformer primary side, output diode D1 and D2)

Fig. 13 Time waveforms of voltages and currents during the simulation experiment: UIN = 425V, POUT = 252W
(from top - transistor X1a X2, transformer primary side, output diode D1 and D2)

Fig. 14 Time waveforms of voltages and currents during the simulation experiment: UIN = 325V, POUT = 1008W
(from top - transistor X1a X2, transformer primary side, output diode D1 and D2)
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ZCS mode. The last experiment has been done at the input voltage
UIN � 325 V and at output power POUT � 252 W. As can be seen
in this operation mode the inverter is still able to achieve ZVS
conditions for the main transistors. Soft commutation with ZCS
conditions are also achieved for output rectifier diodes, which are
operating in discontinuous mode. After simulation experiments had
been made, we made multiple graphic interpretation of converter’s
efficiency in dependency on converter’s output power and input

voltage (Fig. 16). These results are good indicators of converter
design and are good starting point for experimental verifications. 

5. Conclusion

This paper describes design procedure of the LLC resonant
converter. The property of converter is its ability to operate with
very high switching frequency. The operation of converter at various
operational modes was done through simulation analysis, which
confirmed proper design of converter. In terms of design it is impor-
tant to make the compromise in selection of the inductance ratio
m. Future work will be focusing on the examination of influence
of the parasitic components on the operation of LLC converter.
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Fig. 15 Time waveforms of voltages and currents during the simulation experiment: UIN = 325V, POUT = 252W
(from top – transistor X1a X2, transformer primary side, output diode D1 and D2)

Fig. 16 Efficiency of the proposed converter in dependency on output
power and input voltage (UIN = 425 V, UIN = 325V)
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1. Introduction

In the real world one need to find parasitic parameters of real
electronic components. This is sometimes a non trivial problem,
because of limited measuring equipment capabilities. This paper
describes usage of iterative algorithm to compute elements of mathe-
matical model. These components represent parasitic parameters
of the real electronic elements. Mentioned iterative algorithm is
based on the differential evolution. Mathematical models of basic
real electronic components are described in subsequent text. 

Equivalent circuit representation of a resistor
Resistor is a most common circuit element in low frequency

electronics, whose purpose is simply to produce a voltage drop by
converting some of electric energy into heat. In Fig. 1 is displayed
equivalent circuit representation of a resistor.

The interlead capacitance Cb is usually much smaller than the
internal or stray capacitance, and in many cases can be safely
neglected. For computing the external inductance of the straight
wire at high frequencies can be used formula (1), where l�2x
(length of single lead) to account for two connections. It should

be noted that the preceding formula for the computation of the
lead inductance is applicable only for frequencies where the skin
depth is smaller than the radius of a wire.

(1)

Knowing the inductance of the leads, the impedance of the
entire circuit can be computed.

(2)

The impedance of resistor at low frequencies is equal to the R.
With increase of frequency effect of the stray capacitance becomes
dominant, which causes the impedance of resistor to decrease.
Beyond the resonance the total impedance increases due to the
lead inductance. Impedance of resistor may be given by formula
(2).

Equivalent circuit representation of a capacitor
Fig. 2 represents equivalent circuit representation of a real

capacitor. Impedance of this model of real capacitor is then given
by formula (3).
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Fig. 1 Electric equivalent circuit representation of a resistor

Fig. 2 Electric equivalent circuit representation of a capacitor
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Equivalent circuit representation of an inductor
Although not employed as often as resistors or capacitors,

inductors generally are used in transistor biasing networks, for
instance as RF chokes (RFCs) to short circuit the device to DC
voltage conditions. Since a coil is generally formed by winding
a straight wire on a cylindrical former and the windings represent an
inductance in addition to the frequency-dependent wire resistance.
Moreover, adjacent wires constitute separated moving changes, thus
giving rise to a parasitic capacitance effect as shown in Fig. 3.

The equivalent circuit model of the inductor is shown in Fig.
4. The parasitic shunt capacitance Cs and series resistance Rs rep-
resents composite effects of capacitance Cd and resistance Rd
respectively. Impedance of model of real inductor is then given by
formula (4).

(4)

In the frequency response of the RFC impedance, the imped-
ance increases more rapidly as the frequency approaches resonance.
Second, as the frequency continues to increase, the influence of the
parasitic capacitance Cs becomes dominant and the impedance of
the coil decreases. If the RFC has zero series resistance, then the
overall impedance behavior at resonance would reach infinity, but
due to nonzero contribution of Rs, the maximum value is finite.
To characterize the effect of the coil resistance, the quality factor
Q is commonly used. This quality factor characterizes the resistive
loss in the passive circuit, and for tuning purposes it is desirable
for this factor to be as high as possible. The inductor Q generally
increases with frequency, levels off, and then drops close to the
self-resonance [3].
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2. Utilized Algorithm and Cost Function Construction 

Differential evolution is a stochastic parallel direct search evo-
lution strategy optimization method that is fairly fast and reasonably
robust. Basically, DE adds the weighted difference between two
population vectors to a third vector. This way no separate proba-
bility distribution has to be used which makes the scheme com-
pletely self-organizing [4].

Differential evolution is capable of handling nondifferentiable,
nonlinear and multimodal objective functions. It has been used to
train neural networks having real and constrained integer weights.

In a population of potential solutions within an n-dimensional
search space, a fixed number of vectors are randomly initialized,
then evolved over time to explore the search space and to locate
the minima of the objective function.

At each iteration called a generation, new vectors are generated
by the combination of vectors randomly chosen from the current
population (mutation). The outcoming vectors are then mixed with
a predetermined target vector. This operation is called recombina-
tion and produces the trial vector. Finally, the trial vector is accepted
for the next generation if and only if it yields a reduction in the
value of the objective function. This last operator is referred to as
a selection [5].

The modeling process is based on comparing values of imped-
ance and phase in measured frequencies with values computed with
differential evolutionary algorithm. Input parameters of algorithm
are values of impedance and angle in measured places of frequency
characteristic, and values for algorithm controlling like number of
individuals in generation, number of chromosomes of each individ-
ual, number of generations, recombination constant and minimum
and maximum value chromosome of individual. The output para-
meter of algorithm is the best individual with the best genes for all
of the frequencies in range. That gene is finally used as optimal
value for inductor representation.

Each chromosome consists of three genes, where the first
gene is used for resistance representation of inductor, second gene
describes inductor inductance and third is describing its capaci-
tance. 

The genes are represented as decadic numbers. Minimum and
maximum values of gene are vectors of least and highest parame-
ters of inductors resistance, inductance and capacity. 

Zero generation is generated, where each chromosomes gene
is filled with random number from minimum to maximum value
of interval at the algorithm start. After that, cost for every chro-
mosome in zero population is computed by “cost” function. Next,
the best chromosome with lower cost is considered as “best” chro-
mosome, and its placement is added to new variable. After these
steps function of algorithm is stochastic. For defined number of
iterations, which is limited by “number of generations” variable, the
body of algorithm is processed. There is a randomly generated

Fig. 3 Distributed capacitance and series resistance in the inductor coil

Fig. 4 Electric equivalent circuit representation of an inductor
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number, which is compared with recombination constant, in every
iteration. There is generated a new chromosome from the best
chromosome from previous iterations with recombination function,
if the value of generated number is greater than recombination
constant. Otherwise, the next generation chromosome is created by
chromosome from previous iteration. After this, the cost of a new
chromosome is computed and if this value is lower than the cost
of the best previous chromosome, a new chromosome is justified
as the best. If this cost value is higher than the cost of previous
chromosome, then this cost is written to the vector of the costs.  

Cost value is dedicated as difference between measured and
computed frequency response of the impedance and frequency
response of the phase in eighteen frequency points. Mathematic
formulation of cost value is presented in formula (5).

(5)

Stop condition of algorithm is bordered with a number of gen-
eration variable, where the number of iterations is defined as a real
number. In the end of algorithm, the frequency response of imped-
ance (Fig. 6) and frequency response of phase (Fig. 7) is displayed,
where values of resistance, conductance and capacity are consti-
tuted from the genes of the best chromosome with lower cost. The
black points in Figs. 6 and 7 are measured values of impedance and
phase of a real inductor. A pseudo-code implementation of algo-
rithm is displayed in Fig. 5. Entire algorithm was realized in Matlab
computing language. 
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Fig. 5 Pseudo-code implementation of DE algorithm
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3. Experimental Part

In this experiment there were computed parameters of a real
inductor. This inductor was constructed of 0.5 mm diameter copper
wire with air core. Input parameters such a frequency response of
impedance and phase was measured by impedance meter TESLA
BM 650 in eighteen frequency steps. Measured frequency range was
from 0.5 MHz up to 5 MHz. In Table 1 are displayed parameters
of differential evolutionary algorithm used in program [1].

Skin effect influence
Skin effect is a tendency for alternating current to flow mostly

near the outer surface of a solid electrical conductor, such as metal
wire, at high frequencies. The effect becomes more and more appar-
ent as the frequency increases. The main problem with skin effect
is that it increases the effective resistance of a wire for AC at mod-

erate to high frequencies, compared with the resistance of the same
wire at direct current and low AC frequencies (Fig. 8). The effect
is most pronounced in radio-frequency systems [6].

For calculation of skin effect influence formula (6) may be
used where R� is resistance of inductor with applying skin effect,
R is resistance of a wire, d is diameter and δ is skin depth (7).

(6)

The skin depth is defined by formula (7) where material para-
meters of a wire such specific resistance and permeability of copper
are used [4].

(7)

Total resistance of inductor is defined as addition of wire resis-
tance Rdc and skin effect resistance R�.

Frequency response of the impedance and frequency response
of the phase with applying skin effect influence are displayed in
Figs. 9 and 10. The black points in these figures are measured
values of impedance and phase of a real inductor. In Table 2 are
displayed results of algorithm like resistance, capacity and induc-
tance without and with applying skin effect influence.
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Parameters of algorithm Tab.1 

Parameter Value

Chromosome representation Decadic

Number of unknown coefficients 3

Differential mutation constant 1 0.5

Differential mutation constant 2 0.5

Crossing constant 0.9

Number of chromosomes in generation 600

Number of generations 50

Number of genes of chromosome 3

Calculating time 33 seconds

Calculating time (with skin effect) 72 seconds

W 1 1

W 2 0.25

Fig. 6 Frequency response of the impedance of an inductor

Fig. 7 Frequency response of the phase of an inductor 

Fig. 8 Skin effect influence
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4. Conclusion

The model of inductor with algorithm of differential evolution
based on measured values of impedance and phase of frequency

characteristic was created in this experiment. The resistance found
by DE algorithm was comparable with the resistance of real induc-
tor with applying skin effect influence to the model of this induc-
tor. By the similar advancement equivalent capacitor parameters
can be found. 
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Results Tab. 2

Skin effect
influence/component value

Without skin
effect

With skin effect

Resistance [Ω] 48.496 49,804

Inductance [mH] 14.61 14.61

Capacity [nF] 133.15 133.15

Fig. 9 Frequency response of the impedance of an inductor Fig.10 Frequency response of the phase of an inductor 
with skin effect influence
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1 Introduction

This study aims at providing the solutions and technologies
for the minor railway-tracks currently operated according to the
provision CD–D3 of the Czech Railways. The above mentioned
tracks are characterized by a minimum number of safety related
devices - as for the infrastructure, by the track offices not operated
by the railway personnel and by the absence of the communication
lines in the form of the track combined cables along the whole
length of the railway track.

2 Current State of Traffic Control on the Minor
Railway-Tracks

The current trend in the field of the safety related technologies
is aimed at their development and the subsequent introduction in
association with the main railway-tracks with the sufficient intensity
of the railway traffic frequency. As for the economic aspect, the
usage of these technologies on the low traffic frequency railway
tracks is too expensive and non–profitable. As a result, these tracks
are currently equipped with out of date safety related systems moni-
toring the railway, whose operation depends purely on human factor.
The latest railway accidents were reported just on these low traffic
frequency tracks.

Centralized controlling of the railway traffic on the integrated
sequences or areas of minor tracks is not possible due to the cur-
rently used safety related systems. In order to be operated, this
type of safety systems needs a high number of railway employees
whose working capacity is not fully applied. Meanwhile, the main-
tenance of the outdated safety systems is time consuming and eco-
nomically ineffective. Consequently, there comes the necessity of
the low frequency railway track safety system innovation. With par-
ticular respect to the facts mentioned above, the philosophy and

structure of the low frequency tracks safety system must be dif-
ferent from the system solutions used on the corridor tracks. The
safety system solutions on such tracks can be basically approached
in two different concepts.
� The first concept consists in building simple safety systems based

on the principle of track permissions among the particular track
offices, since frontal collisions of trains usually imply tragic
consequences. To apply this concept, it is essential to provide
and maintain the necessary infrastructure corresponding to the
minor railway tracks i.e. laying cables (or using the cables already
laid), and at least the minimal outside safety system (departure
signal devices, axle counters etc.). With reference to the fact
that the tracks, operated in accordance with the provision CD–
D3 of the Czech Railways, rank among those whose future is
disputable (i.e. the tracks are being closed, their owners are being
changed due to the assignments to private subjects, municipali-
ties etc.), the present owner is not definitely guaranteed the infra-
structure investment return. Since the afore-mentioned reasons
and the analysis of the issue are not considered to be the subject
matter of this study, they shall not be dealt with in the ongoing
chapters.

� The second concept consists in transferring the safety system
management from the infrastructure section to the vehicle section.
Due to the considerable technical advance in the fields of telecom-
munications and new technologies based on satellite navigation,
such concepts are prospective. The principle of these concepts
is based on the fact that the directives and track permissions
from the system operator are transmitted via available data net-
works directly to the vehicle in the front of the train, not to the
safety devices of the track infrastructure. The currently used
safety systems placed in the track offices are either operated or
can even be removed. The solution proposed obviously provides
the possibility of transferability to another track, in case the
current track is temporarily closed. The aspects of such approach
are dealt with in this study.

INCREASE SAFETY OF TRAFFIC CONTROL 
ON THE MINOR RAILWAY-TRACKS
INCREASE SAFETY OF TRAFFIC CONTROL 
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The study is based on the basic distinction of the two terms
“safety improvement” and “consequence elimination”, which is
a prerequisite of this study. While the notion of safety improvement
assumes that the device itself eliminates the risk of danger leading
to an accident, the notion of consequence elimination assumes that
the consequences of the risk accrued are relieved by means of tech-
nologies i.e. stopping the vehicle, or more vehicles (trains) if any
of the moving vehicles is involved in the accident with the track
of another vehicle. In terms of safety, the study does not deal with
the aspects eliminating the possible consequences, but it deals with
the technologies enabling a real safety improvement. However,
the usage of factors leading to the consequence elimination is con-
sidered within the safety improving devices.

3 Radio Block Descriptions

Radio block is a technical device enabling controlling and moni-
toring of the railway traffic within the defined area in the form of
authentic transport permissions reported to the leading railway
vehicle (VDV), i.e. the driving and pilot vehicles by means of
movable wireless network transferring data information and mon-
itoring the railway vehicles track according to the permissions
issued.

Radio block consists of the following subsystems:
RBC – radio block central
RBV – vehicle part of the radio block
Wireless transmission network 

According to the level of ability to monitor the vehicle move-
ment by means of radio block, the radio-block devices can be cate-
gorized to several levels, while the lowest RB 0 provides the mini-
mal functions as stated in the chapter 4.

RB 0	 level provides the functions equal to those of RB0.
The only difference detected consists in the fact that some of the
safety critical functions (answer-back signal, vehicle answering and
its movement in the area in compliance with the corresponding
permission) performed by only human operation on the RB0 level,
shall be completed by the functional check via the satellite navi-
gation (SN) on the 0	 level.

4 Basic Functions of the Basic Parts of the Radio Block

4.1 Radio Block Central

� RBC acquires information on the state of the single elements
and systems of the safety devices, it processes the information
to the form applicable in the process of checking and control-
ling the travel of the vehicle, it secures the data authenticity
conditions and their communication with the vehicle on the radio
block via wireless network. The information on the state of the
particular elements is provided by the safety system (YXL- station
interlocking system, LX- level crossing).

� RBC performs the information authenticity check (in compliance
with the EN 50 159-2) received from RBV via wireless transfer
system, the information acquired is further evaluated and used
in the process of controlling and securing the traffic.

� Displays the information acquired from RBV, YXL, LX, units
on the operator’s control board and enables to control the entire
process of traffic.

4.2 Vehicle Part of the Radio Block

� RBV performs the authenticity control of the information received
from the RBC via the specialized module

� RBV evaluates the information received from the RBC, safely
displays its importance to the engine-driver and sufficiently
ensures the vehicle travel monitoring with respect to the infor-
mation received, all of the aforementioned is provided in the
form of commands addressed to the vehicle control system.

� Receives the information on the vehicle position entered by the
engine-driver via driver machine interface (DMI) within the
vehicle localisation and transmits the information via the wire-
less data network to RBC.

� In the form of answer-back signals, the RBC provides the infor-
mation necessary for cancelling the planned drives and for check-
ing the availability of the particular track sections.

� RBC takes over the information on the movement (or waiting)
of the vehicle acquired from the vehicle system.

� In the defined modes of the VDV, the RBC checks the avail-
ability of the key in the radio-block locks.

4.3 Wireless Transmission Network

� The network mediates the data communication between the
RBC and RBV.

� It can as well provide voice connection between the operation
point and the other mobile receivers, or among the mobile
receivers themselves.

Note: In order to achieve voice connection, different wireless
transmission networks can be used. If constructed, the communi-
cation connection on the unswitched network is used in case of
wireless transmission network failure

Fig. 1 Principle of the radio block system
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A coherent coverage by the wireless transmission network
along the track in its whole length is not required by radio block.
Data communication is required in track offices. The availability
of the voice communication on the entire track as well, is not
a condition of the traffic on the track. The date authenticity in com-
pliance with the EN 50 159-2 shall not be ensured by the trans-
mission network, but by the safety communication modules of the
final receivers’ devices.

5 Possiblities of Radio Block Use

The radio-block device of the RB 0	 level is intended to use
on the minor tracks characterized in the chapter 6, it enables:

� Traffic safety improvement on the tracks equipped with the move-
ment permission for VDV monitor – in the form of the vehicle
movement permission delivery. The permissions are issued in
RBC on the ground of the information provided by the safety
devices (YXL, LX), the information from the driven vehicles
and the commands given by the dispatcher on the utility point.
In case of the track offices not equipped with signalling devices,
the permissions displayed to the engine driver on the DMI VDV
replace the signals of the system signalling devices. If the system
signalling devices are present on the track (signalling lights,
flashing lights of the cross switches…) they are considered as
effective.

� Displaying the reception and the range of the corresponding
permission (to drive or to shift) in the form of a text message,
and being confirmed by the engine driver, it enables the transi-
tion of the VDV to the appropriate mode of the vehicle move-
ment.

� Completing the displayed permission by text messages on the
restraints possibly occurring on the track the permission was
issued for. The danger of neglecting the handover of the command
is thus eliminated (as the information so far transmitted to the
engine driver in written via RB 0 is transmitted in this way),
and the RB qualities are considerably improved.

� Implementing at least a marginal test of the vehicle inquiring the
vehicle conduct in accordance with the given commands. The
vehicle command check consists in the following: VDV with an
active RBV is allowed to move only upon an authorization of
RBC, i.e. after receiving and accepting the corresponding com-
mand on the vehicle. If there appeared a vehicle movement in
the absence of such authorisation, the RBV issues the command
stopping the vehicle. RBV does not check if the real vehicle
speed corresponds to the actual speed limit, the speed limit in
the particular track sequences permitted by the command is even
not displayed to the engine-driver. The engine-driver follows the
traffic signals or the track signalling devices, if present. In some
case, when the different speed according to the track needs to
be distinguished, the defined speed is transferred to the vehicle
by means of restraints together with the permissions.

� The RB 0 level does not permit the check of the aim defined by
the permission issued. Whereas, such a check is permitted by
the RB0	 level within the extent as follows. In the SR (mod
Staff Responsible) and IS (mod Isolation) module, and in case

of vehicles without RBS, the currently transmitted data permis-
sion from RBC is commonly replaced by the dispatcher’s voice
permission – pursuant to the information on the VDV vehicles
provided to RBC by the dispatcher.

� In respect of the RB0	, the SN monitors if the vehicle with an
issued permission is moving in the area covered by the permis-
sion (MA-movement authority, SH–shunting, JOV� ride of the
service rail-switch), and if the data on the vehicle position entered
by the engine driver (answer-back signal) comply with the vehi-
cle’s position ensured by the SN devices. In case of any discrep-
ancy, the engine driver is given a warning by an acoustic or optic
signal.

� By means of the RBC point the vehicle movement is monitored
via the vehicle localisation referred by the engine driver entering
the numerical code of the position (number of the localisation
section). With respect to the answer back signals, the automatic
cancel of the given drives on the RBC.

� Issuing an emergency command to stop the VDV by the RBC,
this serves as a prompt solution of stopping the vehicle in case
of an impending danger.

� Minimizing the needs of the safety system infrastructure parts
by means of providing the technical check of the lockable cross-
switches key in the particular track offices in the RBC via the
lock on the VDV checked in the RBV.

6  Characteristics of the Tracks Suitable for the Radio
Block Usage

The radio-block technical devices must be selected in the way
enabling the radio-block application on the tracks conforming to
the characteristics as follows:

� Single track line in an arbitrary traction. 
Recommendation: The drive in the controlled sequence is enabled
mainly by the VDV equipped with RBV. The vehicles not equip-
ped with the RBV system are allowed only exceptionally.

� The traffic before the RB implementation is simple, defined by
minimal over-taking, the shifts being secured by the train crew.

� The maximum number of the track offices in the area controlled
by one RBC unit is 35, whereas there is a possibility of integrat-
ing up to 35 offices from four different tracks, however there
shall be the safe traffic organisation among the given track within
one RBC unit secured.

� Track speed: RB0 – max. 60 km/h, RB0	 – max. 90 km/h. The
given speed limit may be restricted due to the construction and
the cross-switches criteria and safety parameters.

� The number of VDV signed up in the system (within one RBC
unit) is max. 16.

� The monitored area (sequences between the stations, station
gridiron and the track point disposal’s tracks) does not imply the
necessity of being equipped with the signalling devices. In case
any of these track sequences are equipped with the signalling
devices, these can be integrated in the RBC functions.

� The trains shall not necessarily be equipped with the devices
securing the vehicle integrity, however such devices are recom-
mended.
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� In case the train involves more driving engines, or one or more
control engines, only one of the driving engines shall be con-
sidered VDV and therefore it shall be controlled by the RBC.

� VDV unit shall be equipped with the KBS (vigilance of driver)
device providing the edge to the electromagnetic valve of the
service brake.

Note: RB 0 ad RB0	 is therefore intended for the tracks used
with respect to the provision CD – D3, while the usage of RB0	
is recommended.

7 Radio Block Principles

The voice communication between the engine driver and the
operating dispatcher is replaced by the secured wireless data com-
munication of the terminal points – RBC and RBV, which brings
the elimination of errors in the process of the data transmission
and reception.

The RBC monitors the dispatcher’s activity and disables the
usage of conflicting driving tracks. GDV modifications, delays,
changes in the train crossings do not have any impact on safety,
while the RBC can command and check the external interlocking
systems factors.

RBV further monitors the engine driver’s activity and disables
the drive (shift) of the VDV without RBC permission. It provides
a continuous display of the permission including the LX restraints
in the field of vision. RBV addresses warnings to the engine driver
in case the engine leaves the authorised section defined in the given
permission (the train is stopped) and finally the RBV checks the
state of the cross-switch keys.

Principle of assignment movement authority and conferment
of an answer – back signal from train is illustrated on the figure
number 2. Chronology of award procedures is obvious from the
numbers in the picture.

8 Conclusion

The newly proposed RB system complying with the provision
CD–D3 of the Czech Railways represents a higher level of traffic
safety standards. The RBC and RBV devices are examples of safe
traffic. The dispatcher’s activity is continuously monitored by the
system (in the course of the data entering, through driving the

engine, shifting…). The communication between the dispatcher and
the engine driver as provided by the RB system shall be realised
mainly as data communication (the main technical medium of the
traffic safety systems as defined by the provision CD–D3 consists
in voice communication between the dispatcher and the engine
driver by means of wireless network directly from the engine cabin,
or on the line from the track office). The proposed RB system, as
well as communication in the system, considerably contributes to
the general traffic safety improvement.

List of  Abbreviations Used in This Publication

CD-D3 provision of the Czech Railways
DMI driver machine interface
IS mod of system radio block – Isolation
JOV mod of system radio block – ride of the service rail-switch
KBS vigilance of driver
LX level crossing
MA movement authority
RB system radio block
RBC radio block central
RBV vehicle part of the radio block
SH mod of system radio block –shunting
SN satellite navigation
SR mod of system radio block – Staff Responsible
VDV leading railway vehicle
YXL station interlocking system

Fig. 2 Principle of assignment movement authority and conferment of
an answer – back signal from train
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1. Introduction

Dysfunction of the heart valves is a common complication
after heart valve diseases. When the symptoms become intolerable
for a normal lifestyle, the normal course of action is to replace the
damaged valve with an artificial one. These prosthetic valves are
usually made from metal and are called – mechanical ones or they
are made from biological tissue. The special type of mechanical
heart valve prostheses is a Bjork-Shiley Convexo Concave (BSCC)
heart valve which was introduced in 1979. BSCC heart valve has
been used to replace the aortic or mitral valves and the design was
developed in order to improve the hemodynamic and to reduce the
risk of thromboembolism. This model of the heart valve became the
subject of a lawsuit because it was shown to malfunction, usually
fatally, in a number of cases. During the eight years that the valve
was on the market, approximately 86000 valves were implanted in
to patients. Six hundred and fifty valves experienced outlet strut
fractures. As a result, the opportunity to evaluate the state of the
BSCC heart valve, a non-destructive test of each individual valve

may help to detect the fractures presented in outlet strut and so
precede the damage of the valve.

The BSCC valves have a carbon occluder disc held in place by
two metallic struts. Of the two struts, the inlet strut is integral to
the valve suture ring, while the other strut called the outlet strut is
welded to the suture ring, Fig. 1 [3]. Artificial heart valves are
engineered devices which must be designed to survive more than
40 years of operation. Furthermore, the process of cyclic slamming
open and shut of the occluder disc during heart function subjects
the valve to percussive impact stress, which can cause fatigue failure.
These failures have been observed at the outlet strut flange junction
near or at the weld. The failure of both struts allows for dislodge-
ment of the occluder disc and embolization of the disc. A dual strut
failure results in abrupt onset of dyspnea, loss of consciousness, or
cardiovascular collapse due to embolization of the disc and acute
severe valvular regurgitation. Patient with strut fracture of aortic
prosthesis dies in minutes, but those with strut fracture of mitral
prosthesis may survive long enough to undergo valve replacement.
Several types of mechanical BSCC heart valve failure have been
reported in literature
1. An outlet strut fracture (OSF), fracture of both legs of the

outlet strut, the strut is completely separated from the flange
2. A single leg fracture (SLF), fracture of the one leg of the outlet

strut, both ends grate against each other
3. A single leg separation (SLS), fracture of the one leg of the

outlet strut, both ends of the fractured strut are separated,
Fig. 1.

Although the function of the valve can continue under these
conditions in points 2, 3, it increases the stress concentration on
the intact end of the welded strut and it is not clear how long the
other end of the strut can remain intact [1]. The period of the
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Fig.1 Typical design of the BSCC heart valve with fracture 
at the outlet strut [1]
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time between the first and the second fractures is highly variable.
Due to this fact there is a considerable interest, therefore, in devel-
opment of methods for assessing the state of the valve in general
condition of the outlet strut weld. In the present paper we propose
electromagnetic techniques – eddy current testing (ECT) for non-
destructive examination of the outlet strut of BSCC heart valve.
To investigate the given problem, it is convenient to realize it with
the aid of numerical simulation techniques. 

2. Eddy Current Testing – ECT

Non-destructive testing (NDT) of conductive materials requires
high reliability to detect cracks and defects in advance. ECT is one
of the non-destructive techniques often used to detect them. In EC
testing, the probe coil excited with alternating current is placed on
an electrically conductive material (metallic biomaterial), eddy
current are induced in the material. Presents of inhomogeneities,
defect, variations in electrical conductivity, magnetic permeability,
and geometry of the material, and lift- off, etc. disturb the eddy
current flow and in turn, alter the impedance of the pick up coil.
The change in impedance is usually measured and correlated with
defect dimension or the causes producing it. In order to detect the
defects sensitively, high frequency exciting currents or appropriate
lift-off have to be applied. This method is applicable for surface or
subsurface flaw detection because of significant decrease in mag-
netic flux and eddy current density with depth. The depth of pene-
tration of eddy current is limited by skin-effect, which depends on
operating frequency, material conductivity, and permeability [2].
The theoretical background of the ECT was given e.g. in [3] and
[4].

3. Numerical Evaluation Using ECT – Model
Configuration

Possibilities of the eddy current inspection of BSCC are inves-
tigated in the paper using numerical means. The commercially
available software OPERA-3D based on finite element method is
utilized for the purpose.

The problem deals with absolute coil type, placed above an
outlet strut of BSCC heart valve replacement. The probe coil with
dimensions, Fig. 2a, has axis-symmetric shape and has 10 turns. It
is supplied with current density J � 1 A/mm2. Simulations were
performed with various settings of lift-off s1 � 1 mm, s2 � 2 mm,
s3 � 3 mm, s4 � 5 mm (analogy to real motion of outlet strut in
the real human body). Frequency of the driving harmonic coil
signal was also changed from 10 kHz up to 500 kHz.

Properties of the investigated material, dimensions and elec-
tromagnetic parameters of the heart valve replacement were set
according to the real dimensions and electromagnetic parameters
of the heart valve replacements. The materials commonly used for
the conductive heart valves replacement are Stainless steel 316L,
CoCr -F 75, F 90 alloys and Titanium alloy -Ti-6Al-4V. For our
simulation the BSCC heart valve was made from titanium alloy Ti-

6Al-4V thus the conductivity was σ � 1.4.106 [S/m] and relative
permeability μr � 1. 

The defect was localized on the one end of the outlet strut,
Fig. 2b. The defect width was w � 0.1 mm, the defect depths were
changed during inspection. The depths of defect were following 
r1 � 0.1 mm, r2 � 0.3 mm, r3 � 0.5 mm, r4 � 0.7 mm, r5 � 0.9 mm.
The defects occurs in direction of the outlet strut diameter. The
diameter of the outlet strut was set d � 2mm. Material defect has
zero conductivity σ � 0 [S/m]. The dimensions, orientation and
depth of the defect were set up according to the real dimensions
and depth of defect that affects outlet strut of BSCC heart valve.
Such types of the defect can be presented as fatigue cracks. 

Numerical simulations of the developed model are carried out
to calculate the probe response signal. The finite element mesh of
the simulated problem has approximately 3 million elements of two
types, linear and quadratic ones. The following sections present
the results.

4. Numerical Evaluation Using ECT with Helmholtz
Coils – Model Configuration

The ECT with Helmholtz coils based approach was considered.
The problem deal with Helmholtz coils placed on each side of the
heart valve. These coils are configured to ensure the uniformity of
the generated magnetic field. The excitation coils with dimensions,
Fig. 3, are supplied with current density J � 1 A/mm2. Frequency
of the driving harmonic coils signal was changed from 10kHz up
to 500kHz. The EM field excited by Helmholtz coils was oriented
in parallel direction to the suture ring. The detection coil was posi-
tioned in distance lift-off � 1 mm above the outlet strut where the
crack arises. The coil detect the perturbation of the generated field
due to defect. The voltage induced in the detection coil was eval-
uated and the results are displayed on the Fig. 7.

5. Numerical Simulation Results the ECT Results

The material object (BSCC heart valve) and the coil with given
dimensions were used for numerical simulation of eddy current
evaluation. The depth of defect, lift-off and the frequency of the

a) b)

Fig. 2 a) Dimension of the coil, b) Dimension of the BSCC heart valve
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driving signal were changed during the simulations. It represents
124 simulations realized. The |∆Zm| represents the difference ampli-
tude impedance signal Zm from material with defect and without
defect. The graphs, Fig. 4, were made with lift-off s1 � 1 mm and
f4 � 50 kHz and the depths of defect were changed r1 , r2 , r3 , r4,
r5 (as was mentioned in the previous chapter).

From the obtained results in graphic form, Fig. 4, showing
dependence of maximum impedance module |∆Zm| on the defect
depth we can see that with increasing depth of defect also the
maximum of impedance module is rising. From the different values
of the |∆Zm| it is possible to determine the depth of defect. The
points on the waveform for individual depths of defects are well-
separated.

The following obtained results, Fig. 5 were calculated with
depth of defect r3 � 0.5 mm, exciting frequency f4 � 50kHz and
the lift-off was changed s1 � 1 mm, s2 � 2 mm, s3 � 3 mm and
s4 � 5mm.

As can be seen from the Fig. 5, with increasing lift-off the
|∆Zm| is decreasing. From the waveform, it is evident that the
|∆Zm| fall to zero-value. From these results it is possible to deter-
mine the lift-off value which is necessary for the sufficient informa-
tion value of the detected signal. The inductive component is domi-

nant in the probe response signal and thus the dependence of the
impedance phase does not show almost any differences for both
results graph.

Regarding to these results and to the design of the valve the
simulation of the heart valve evaluation for detection of SLF of
outlet strut was performed. Because of the complicated design of
the valve which does not enable to make a scan of the outlet strut
the sweep frequency technique was chosen. According to Fig. 4,
the simulations for different values of depth of defect were realized.
The choice of the defect depth r5 � 0.9 mm was given by largest
difference between gained response signals. Results presented in
Fig. 6 were performed for depth of defect r5 � 0.9 mm (it repre-
sents SLF) and for lift-off s1 � 1 mm. During the simulation the
exciting frequency was changed from f � 10 kHz to f � 500 kHz
(it represents the frequency sweep with discrete value of frequency).
Fig. 6 shows the results of the simulation where the signal from
SLF and IOS (intact outlet strut) represents two different wave-
forms.

The results show that the detected signal is different for the
IOS and SLF valve because of different eddy current flow. This
demonstrates that a SLF can be detected by the measuring of the
detected signal variation in dependence on frequency. As can be

Fig. 3 Geometry of the electromagnetic system

Fig. 4 Dependence of maximum impedance module on defect depth

Fig. 5 Dependence of maximum impedance module on lift-off

Fig. 6 Dependence of maximum impedance amplitude on frequency
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seen from Fig. 6, the difference in the dependences between the
IOS response signal and the SLF response signal is largest in a fre-
quency range from 70 kHz up to 150 kHz.

6. The ECT with Helmoltz Coils Results

Fig. 3 shows the simulation results of the electromagnetic
system with connected the ECT method with Helmholtz coils shows.
The obtained results, Fig. 7, were performed for lift-off s1 � 1 mm
and the excitation frequency of the Helmholtz coils was changed
from 10 kHz to 500 kHz.

The results, Fig. 7, show that in the vicinity of the outlet strut,
the magnetic field perturbations are different for the SLF and IOS
heart valve. As can be seen, the magnetic field generated by Helm-
holtz coils and also the Um response signal which was detected by
detection coil are of a higher intensity. These results demonstrate
that a SLF can be detected by measuring of the magnetic field
changes. 

7. Conclusion

This paper deals with two electro- magnetic techniques for
detection of the SLF in BSCC heart valve. The numerical simula-
tions results confirm that these methods are useful for this purpose.
Both methods were presented for both surface and sub-surface
cracks detection in conductive materials of the outlet strut. Mate-
rial defects that can be present in BSCC prosthetic replacement
were simulated and the obtained results were discussed. The main
inspection parameters such as lift-off, depth of the defect and fre-
quency of the driving coil signal were inspected and analyzed
regarding to the coil impedance changes.
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Fig.7 Dependence of the induced voltage amplitude on frequency
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1. Introduction

A specialized electro-optic remote-antenna system is under
development at our department. The system should be able to trans-
mit very weak and broadband analog signals via optical fibre. In
terms of the most critical parameters there is a necessity: a) to
cover the frequency range from virtual DC up to 2.5 GHz at least,
b) to ensure 50 Ω matched input and output, c) to ensure high
level of galvanic insulation between input and output, d) to achieve
positive gain of the system and e) to maintain a high fidelity of
transmitted signal. Probably the only way to achieve the features
mentioned above simultaneously is to implement the system by
using an external modulation technique. A simplified structure of
the proposed system can be seen in Fig. 1. The broadband external
modulating unit (Intensity modulator) forms its core and vital part.
The modulating unit shall be based on the analog intensity electro-
optic modulator of Mach-Zehnder type (MZM).

During the last few decades a lot of external electro-optic
modulators have been developed and upgraded. Nowadays, some of
them are even commercially available in integrated form. A mod-
ulator of Mach-Zehnder type belongs to the most mature ones.

Basically, it can be described as two-arm interferometer integrated
in convenient material. A LiNbO3 substance seems to be the most
widespread substrate in use, due to its good electro-optic features.
The waveguide arms are made of indiffused titanium for example.
Both the arms are connected by means of two Y-junctions, see
Fig. 2. The junction Y1 is the input one and ensures balanced split
of incoming light into the arms. The junction Y2 is the output one
and thus recombines the outgoing light-waves.

The integrated structure is equipped with system of electrodes
(E1, E2, E3) appropriately positioned above the waveguides. A vol-
tage Vin applied across the electrodes induces electrical field around
them and thus in the electro-optic material too. The field changes
refractive index of the active material. The phenomenon produces
the phase shift of the light waves travelling through the particular
arms. Due to the recombination of the light-waves in the Y2 junc-
tion, the interference of the light arises. If the phase difference
between the waves is zero, the recombination is constructive and
maximum amount of the light is leaving the output pigtail. If the
phase shift difference is exactly 180°, the recombination is destruc-
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Fig. 1 Electro-optic remote antenna system

Fig. 2 Basic configuration of MZM
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tive and thus the outgoing light is attenuated maximally. By means
of gradual transition between these two extremes, the smooth
change of light intensity can be achieved. That is the way, how to
modulate intensity of optical power by means of applied voltage.

2. Theoretical Background

Unfortunately, the MZM transfer function describing depen-
dency of outgoing optical power Po on driving voltage Vin is not
linear.

In accordance with Fig. 3, the transfer function of the MZM
can be described by means of cosine. The function (1) is periodi-
cal and the basic pattern (Fig. 3) repeats as the voltage Vin grows
up,

(1)

where Po and Pin are output and input optical power respectively,
Vin is input voltage and Vπ is so called half-wave voltage represent-
ing a value of Vin needed to change output power of MZM from
one extreme to opposite one. The α-coefficient represents inser-
tion loss of the modulator.

To operate the MZM properly, it is necessary to set-up the
operating point by appropriate value of DC component of Vin

(bias voltage Vbias). In case of analog optical link the desired value
corresponds to the point, where the electro-optic gain is ultimate.
The value of desired bias voltage can be found by substituting Vbias

for Vin in (1), solving the second derivative of the function and
putting it equal zero (2). 

(2)

From the equation (2) a condition (3) can be derived, pro-
vided k is an integer.
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As far as the input voltage Vin is obtained as a superposition
of DC bias voltage Vbias and modulating AC voltage Vmod (4) the
function (1) can be decomposed to formula (5) [1].

(4)

(5)

Provided the DC bias voltage Vbias is kept at optimal value
(3), the formula (5) can be simplified to the form (6). The partic-
ular, desired operating point is called the quadrature point of the
modulator.

(6)

A setting of the operating point to the quadrature one brings
next important benefit. Under the condition a supreme linearity of
transfer function is achieved. If the modulating voltage is a low
amplitude signal (Vmod �� Vπ), the function (6) can be rewritten
in the linearized form (7).

(7)

In fact, there are some important differences between a sim-
plified modulator depicted in Fig. 2 and a real, commercially avail-
able, integrated intensity MZM. The driving electrodes are usually
separated into two systems in order to facilitate the implementa-
tion of the MZM. Typically one system serves as a DC bias port
to adjust the operating point. The second system is connected to
RF input and it is adapted to process AC high frequency signals
up to several GHz or even tens of GHz (depending on particular
model). 

3. Problem Definition

In real situation the chart depicted in idealized figure Fig. 3 is
shifted to the left or right alongside the Vin axes. The disproportion
originates in difference between lengths of the waveguide arms and
is caused by technological limits. In real application it is necessary
to compensate the intrinsic offset Voff by additional adjustment of
DC bias voltage. The value of particular offset is not specified in
MZM data-sheet and has to be found by measurements.

Furthermore, even more severe problem originates in the fact
that biased operating point of MZM suffers from infinite time-drift.
The reasons for this behaviour are inherent in complex combina-
tion of pyroelectric, photorefractive and photoconductive phenome-
non taking action in electro-optic materials of MZM devices [2].

Despite of rapid progress in development of MZMs, the impact
of the phenomenon mentioned above has not been resolved in
a satisfactory manner yet. That is why, the operating point has to
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be monitored and adjusted from time to time. In case of long-term
operating MZMs it is felicitous to implement some automatic feed-
back to adjust the operating point continuously. There have been
developed various methods to keep the operating point at desired
position. One of them is depicted in Fig. 5. The method works on
principle of automatic adjustment of DC bias voltage in order to
keep the value of average output optical power at constant level.
For this purpose the optical power exiting the modulator must be
monitored. Traditionally an optical tap coupler with external pho-
todiode (PD) is used to sample small percentage of output optical
power. Thanks to the linearity of the monitor PD transfer charac-
teristic the current generated by the PD is proportional to the output
power. The current is used as an input signal for the bias controller
(Feedback circuit). The bias controller works as an efficient inte-
grator. The integrated value of the monitor PD signal is compared
to the desired predefined value and difference is used to adjust the
bias voltage in proper manner.

Nowadays, some of the manufacturers provide modulators with
integrated photodiode. The inner PD enables to monitor output
optical power and the external tap coupler is no longer needed
then. In that case the transfer chart of the inner PD as well as the
PD responsivity represents very valuable information for develop-
ment of prospective feedback system.

4. Experimental Part

The integrated intensity MZM, FA20 type [4] was chosen here
as a key component of the system. It is a typical LiNbO3 interfer-
ometric modulator with titanium indiffused waveguides. The device
is tailored to work in infrared range from 1525 up to 1615 nm. The
modulator is remarkable thanks to its low Vπ voltage, low inser-
tion loss and wide bandwidth (S21 13 GHz for �3 dB drop). The
model uses separated RF and DC bias ports and it is equipped
with monitor photodiode integrated in radiating mode. That means
the photodiode current decreases as the output optical power in-
creases. The input pigtail is single mode, polarization maintenance
(SM/PM) Panda fiber ended with standard, polished connector
(SC/PC). The output pigtail is single mode (SM) fiber ended with
SC/PC connector too.

There has been designed and developed testing base-board for
the external MZM. The block diagram of the device can be seen in
Fig. 6 and its final implementation is in Fig. 11. Its primary purpose
was to provide safe measurements of parameters of the particular
modulator because some of the parameters are not included in the
data-sheet. Simultaneously, the board was designed in such a way
it could be easily expanded in the future. It is expected that there
will be necessity to equip the base-board with additional circuitry
(broadband preamplifier of RF port, circuit for stabilization of
operating point, etc.).

The base-board includes linear voltage regulator, reference vol-
tage source, DC bias input buffer, the monitor photodiode trans-
impedance amplifier (TIA) with adjustable gain, protective circuits
for RF port and GPO to SMA connector adaptor. By means of the
appliance the value of responsivity of monitor photodiode, trans-
fer characteristic of the modulator, Po � f(Vbias) and monitor pho-
todiode characteristic, Ipd = f(Po) were measured.

Fig. 4 The MZM transfer chart affected by intrinsic offset and time-drift

Fig. 6 The block diagram of the base-board of the MZM

Fig. 5 Constant output power stabilizing method implementation [3]
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All of the measured charts and parameters were obtained
using optical source that is expected to be an integral part of the
future electro-optic remote antenna system. The optical source is
thermally stabilized DFB laser that was designed and manufac-
tured during the previous stage of the project. It generates output
optical power of 21.68 mW with long-term (3 hour) stability better
than �0.009 dB [5].

While measuring the characteristics the voltage Vin applied to
the DC bias input was considered to be the only independent vari-
able. In order to ensure mutual correlation among measured charts
it was necessary to measure all the parameters with sufficient velo-
city (rejection of the bias drift influence). The ideal method is to
measure all the charts in one go.

That is why the measurements were done by means of system
depicted in Fig. 7. The output optical power was measured by
means of optical multimeter OMM-6810B equipped with OMH-
6727B sensing head [6]. The multimeter disposes with analog output
generating voltage that is proportional to the value of measured
optical power. The output voltage was recorded by means of DAQ
system NI-USB-6221 and PC working under LabVIEW applica-
tion. Simultaneously, a signal from trans-impedance amplifier and
DC bias voltage were recorded too. The RF input of MZM was
unplugged. The measurements were done at the room temperature
of 23 �1 °C.

Consequently, charts depicted in Figs. 8, 9 and 10 were plotted
using recalculated and measured voltages. The transfer chart view
revealed that DC intrinsic offset is 1.55 V and output power related

Fig. 7 The measuring system designed for evaluation 
of parameters of the MZM

Fig. 8 The MZM transfer characteristic, Po = f(Vbias), provided 
Pin = 21.68 mW

Fig. 9 Dependency of inner PD current on output power, 
Ipd = f(Po), provided Pin = 21.68 mW

Fig. 10 Dependency of inner photodiode responsivity 
on set-up operating point, Rpd = f(Vbias)

Fig. 11 The base-board with the MZM and auxiliary circuitry
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to the quadrature point adjustment is around 5.2 mW. The depen-
dency in Fig. 9 can be easily described by linear regression (8),

, (8)

where η � �0.53 μA/mW represents monitor photodiode relative
gain and δ � 9.39 μA is photodiode current in case of fully destruc-
tive recombination, provided Pin � 21.68 mW. Using data from
Figs. 8 and 9, the chart describing dependency of absolute photo-
diode responsivity on position of operating point (represented by
Vbias value) was obtained (see Fig. 10). The chart proves the cor-
rectness of measurements. Regard to the data-sheet values there is
responsivity Rpd � 1.3 μA/mW at quadrature point. This value is
in accordance with value found in Fig. 10.

5. Conclusion

Important parameters and information necessary to carry-on
design of electro-optic remote-antenna system were acquired and
verified. There was found the value of intrinsic offset of transfer
characteristic. Furthermore, there was found average value of output
optical power for quadrature point set-up. Insertion loss value 
(α � 0.5) was verified too.

The measured transfer characteristic, Po � f(Vbias), helped to
specify demands on receiver of the electro-optic system. It is sup-

I Ppd oh d= +

posed that receiver should be designed as a passive one i.e. without
any post-amplification. This precaution should help to improve both
the flatness of the frequency response and the noise figure of recei-
ving unit as well. That is why the receiver PIN diode should have
capability to handle relatively high input optical power (up to 10
mW) and simultaneously be able to cover the desired frequency
range up to 2.5 GHz. This strict requirement is driven by the effort
to take a full advantage of high optical gain obtained by MZM
unit.

Thanks to linear regression (8) the value of relative sensitivity
of inner photodiode to changes of output optical power is well
known now. This parameter is very important for design of prospec-
tive DC bias feedback loop. Consequently, final result can be decla-
red: If the DC bias feedback system has to be able to keep oper-
ating point of the MZM with acceptable error, to say less than
�1°, it translates to necessity to maintain the photodiode current
at value of 6.67 μA with fluctuations less than �48 nA.
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1. Basic Conception of Inteligent Sensor Unit

The presented sensor unit is designed as an autonomous sub-
system which is able to inform the onboard unit (OBU) – about
concentration of LPG in ambient air. The sensor unit consists of
analog sensor elements whose output signals are processed by
microcomputer in real time (Fig. 1). The result values are trans-
ferred into master unit by using of CAN bus [1] and proprietary
communication protocol on the application layer.

For LPG concentration measurement the sensor Figaro TGS
813 [6] based on the SnO2 structure vapoured on aluminum sub-
strate was selected. The LPG influences the resistance of sensor.
This influence can be modeled by formula (1), where A, α are con-
stants for given type of LPG sensor, C is LPG concentration (in
ppm) and RS20 is sensor resistance at temperature 20 °C and rel-
ative humidity 65 %. Moreover, the value of sensor resistance
depends on air temperature and relative humidity. For compensa-
tion of their influences the sensor unit is equipped with temperature
sensor and relative humidity sensor. The compensation of LPG
concentration is being performed in real time by microcomputer
software which uses mathematical apparatus described in next text.

(1)

2. Measurement of LPG Concetration

The LPG sensor element is connected into the microcomputer
in accordance with schematics in Fig. 2. The LPG in ambient air
influences its resistance so that measurement of LPG concentra-
tion is changed to measurement of sensor resistance. Therefore the

R A CS20 $= a-

sensor element is connected as a part of voltage divider with vari-
able ratio of division together with resistor RM . Input of the divider
is connected to the supply voltage UCC . The voltage URM from
resistor RM is connected to the input of A/D converter whose ref-
erence voltage is connected to UCC, too. Therefore the resistance
of sensor element can be calculated from formula (2). Voltage URM

is measured by the A/D converter with resolution rb according to
formula (3) where RESAD0 is the result of A/D conversion. Com-
bining the formulae (2) and (3) the sensor resistance RS can be
calculated from formula (4). Note that the formula (4) is inde-
pendent on supply voltage UCC . This fact has positive influence on
precision of measurement.

(2)

(3)

(4)

The value of LPG concentration (in ppm) can be calculated
according to formula (5) which comes out from (1). In the formula
(5) the RS20 is resistance of sensor element after compensation of
temperature and relative humidity influence. This compensation is
given by formula (14). The constant R0 is resistance of sensor
element at C � 1800 ppm, TMEAS � 2 0 °C and RH � 65 %. K and
α are specific constants for the given type of sensor.

(5)
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3. Measurement of Relative Humidity

For measurement of relative humidity a capacitive sensor
element Philips 2322 691 90001 was selected. Capacity CS of this
sensor depends on the relative humidity. Inverse function of this
dependence is shown in Fig. 3 (points). This dependence can be
approximated by polynomial function of the second order which
is given by formula (6) – curve in Fig. 3.

Measurement of the relative humidity is converted to the mea-
surement of capacity. One of the simplest but sufficiently accurate
methods of capacity measurement is utilization of measured capa-
city as element which determines the frequency of oscillator. In
the described sensor unit the oscillator with well known CMOS
timer 555 was used. The signal of astable flip – flop circuit config-

ured according to Fig. 4 has duty cycle 1:1 and frequency is given
by formula (7) where aF � 1.4 is constant and Rt is timing resis-
tance (Fig. 4). The frequency of oscillator is measured by two
timers / counters which are built into used microcomputer. The
first timer/counter works as counter and the second one works as
time base generator. Resultant formula (8) which goes out from
(6) and (7) determines the relative humidity. Values of constants
for the described sensor unit are summarized in Table 1.

(6)

(7)

(8)RH a
a R f

a
a R f

a
1 1
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F t
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Fig. 1 Block diagram of LPG sensor unit

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the LPG sensor

Fig. 3 Dependence of relative humidity on the sensor capacity and its
approximation

Fig. 4 Convertor of capacity to frequency
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4. Measurement of Temperature

The temperature is being measured by linear temperature sensor
LM335 (product of National Semiconductor Corp.) whose output
voltage depends on absolute temperature linearly. This dependence
is described by formula (9) where aTS1 and aTS0 are constants for
the given type of sensor. The temperature sensor can be calibrated
by proper selection of these constants [5]. Measured temperature
can be calculated from formula (10). Taking A/D process into
account (11) the resultant formula for temperature calculation is
(12).

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

5. Compensation of Temperature and Humidity
Influence on the LPG Sensor

Since the temperature and relative humidity influence the LPG
sensor resistance it must be compensated. The real temperature

dependency of relative resistance (RS/RS20) of the LPG sensor with
relative humidity as parameter is shown in Fig. 5 as points which
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are taken from [6]. This dependency is approximated by function
of two variables RH and TMEAS according to formula (13) whereby
constants for given sensor unit a2, a1, a0, c2, c1 and c0 are listed in
Table 1. The result of approximation is depicted as curves in Fig.
5. The compensation function (14) is derived from the formula
(13). Then the compensated value RS20 from (14) enables to cal-
culate the LPG concentration from formula (5) if the temperature
of air TMEAS and the relative humidity RH are known.

(13)

6. Communication Protocol on the Application Layer

A simple communication protocol was designed for commu-
nication between sensor unit and the OBU. Standardized application
protocols working on the CAN bus (CANOpen, DeviceNet) were
not used for their complexity. The protocol is based on command
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Fig. 5 Dependency of LPG sensor relative resistance on temperature
and relative humidity

Fig. 6 Manufactured LPG sensor unit
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Values of constants for LPG sensor unit Tab. 1. 

α [–] K [–] aTS1 [V°C�1] aTS0 [V]

0.5413 57.82 0.01 2.73

aF [–] rb [–] aC2 [F�2] aC1 [F�1]

1.4 10 �3.77·1022 1.21908·1013

aC0 [–] a2 [°C�2] c2 [°C�2] a1 [°C�1]

�882.9328 4.382·10-5 5.359·10-5 �0.003517

c1 [ºC�1] a0 [–] c0 [–] R0 [Ω]

�0.007298 �0.1052 1.7970 1149

RM [Ω] Rt [Ω] UCC [V]

4700 8200 5
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– answer principle. Protocol data units are transferred by using
standard data frames with 8 octet data field in accordance to CAN
2.0A specification [4]. The PDU structure is given in Tab. 2. The
CAN message identifier (11 bits) is used to address group of sensor
units which measure the same quantity (000H – OBU, 010H –
inclination sensors, 020H – pressure sensors, 030H – gas sensors,
040H – temperature sensors). The sensor unit uses CAN filter to
select only the messages relevant for its group. The whole sensor
network is addressed by message with identifier 000H. Individual
sensors can be addressed on the application layer by the 16 bits
sensor unit number SENS_NBR.

The command, answer or alarm is identified by the CMD_ID/
ANS_ID field (Table 3). Command parameters or measured values
are transferred in the fields VAL1_L – VAL0_H. If longer message

must be fragmented the field MES_NBR gives number of fragments
(4 bits) and fragment order (4 bits). Fig. 7 shows an example of
communication.

7. Conclusion

The described intelligent sensor unit (Fig. 6) was manufac-
tured as a part of system for monitoring dangerous load transport
[1, 2] which was solved within the international project Connect,
subdomain 4.9 “Dangerous goods monitoring and information
system” [3]. The method of LPG concentration measurement in-
cluding compensation of temperature and relative humidity influ-
ences was implemented into firmware of the sensor unit.

Structure of the PDU Tab. 2. 

ID D0 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 

SENS_ID 
CMD_ID/
ANS_ID 

MES_NBR SENS_NBR_L SENS_NBR_H VAL_1_L VAL_1_H VAL_0_L VAL_0_H 

Fig. 7 Snapshot of CAN protocol analyzer
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Definition of commands, answers and alarms Tab. 3. 

CMD_ID/ ANS_ID TYPE Description 

00H CMD Get sensor unique identifier

01H ANS Number of sensor unit

02H CMD Set number of sensor unit

04H CMD Get sensor unit status

05H ANS Sensor unit status

06H CMD Get actual sensor data

07H ANS Actual sensor data

08H CMD Set sensor limit value

0AH CMD Get sensor limit value

0BH ANS Sensor limit value

0DH ALM Upper limit exceeded

0FH ALM Lower limit exceeded

11H ALM Sensor error

12H CMD Sensor reset

13H ANS OK

15H ANS Error

For the test purposes three sets of master units and sensor
networks (including sensor units for measurement of pressure,
inclination, and temperature) were manufactured. The tests were
performed on the territory of north Slovakia by staff of Transport
Research Institute, Inc. and University of Zilina. Results of the tests
prove full functionality of manufactured sensor unit prototypes.
Next development will be focused on design of new sensor units,
for example “black box” for road traffic accident analysis.
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1. Introduction

As known, induction motors are still the most commonly used
motors in the industry, thanks to their good performance and low
cost.

Kinds of dynamic control of Induction machines, like Vector
Control (Field Oriented Control) or Direct Torque Control have
become standard feature of industrial AC drives years ago. Original
structures require the using of mechanical speed sensors, but even
at that time, the need for mechanical speed sensor elimination was
important. During the last two decades many and many different
methods and algorithms of speed estimation for vector control have
been published; both for induction and synchronous machines [5].
But for high-performance control for speed or position systems
still rely on mechanical sensor – quadrature encoder, selsyn, etc.
And often it might be important to provide operation even in case
of mechanical sensor failure. 

In this paper we will focus on direct vector control with sensor
feedback and adaptive structures of sensorless vector control –
Model Reference Adaptive Structure (MRAS). Both of these struc-
tures share common flux model for providing continues, smooth
transient between sensorless and sensor vector control. 

2. Sensor vector control

Proposed sensor vector control is a light modification of “clas-
sical” indirect vector control oriented on rotor magnetic flux refer-
ence frame to direct vector control. Basic component of proposed
control structure is the current model for rotor flux estimation.
This model is based on equation originally formulated by Blaschke
(often known as Blaschke equation)[1]. This model is mostly used
in closed-loop systems where rotor speed is known or at speed
close to zero thanks to its reliability. Its main advantage comparing
to voltage model of rotor flux is absence of pure integrators.

Current model for flux estimation in stator reference frame
(α, β):

(1)

Current model for flux estimation in reference frame oriented
to rotor position (d, q):

(2)

Model for current estimation in stator reference frame (α, β):

(3)

where:

Using estimator oriented to rotor position gains several advan-
tages over estimator in stator reference frame. Main advantage is
the decoupling of both (α, β) components and processing of signals
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Dynamic control, like vector control is an essential feature of every modern AC drive. In some cases it might be very important to provide
continuous operation in case of encoder failure. It further means that the transient between sensor vector control and sensorless vector control
has to be smooth. To obtain that a modified vector and sensorless vector control algorithms were designed. To allow smooth transitions, both
sensor and sensorless control share common flux model. In this paper a novel robust MRAS-based speed estimator based on error between
current estimators output and measured current and modifications of direct sensor vector control are presented. Theoretical analysis of esti-
mators and design of adaptation loop is described. Finally, simulation and experimental results are shown.
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Fig. 1 Basic schema of proposed vector control structure
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rotating at the slip frequency only, which is usually not more than
a few of Hz. Furthermore park transform is non-dynamical trans-
form.

3. MRAS Systems

MRAS (Model Reference Adaptive System) estimators are
usually observing mechanical speed by using two different estima-
tors or observers, one of which is speed dependent. Basic schema
of MRAS model is shown in Fig. 4.

The difference between estimator outputs is used for speed
error reduction, commonly by PID controller, but recently many
papers describing adaptation by Fuzzy Logic / Artificial neural net-
works have been published.

There are several groups of MRAS speed estimators. We will
focus on the least known structure – structure based on the error
of stator current. This estimator was first described by Kowalska
[4]. Stator current vector is observed by stator current observers
and then compared to measured values. In MRAS terminology,
real motor is reference model. As mentioned above, main advantage
of this structure is absence of voltage flux model which is unreli-
able and, therefore unusable at speed close or equal to zero. 

Proposed stator current error based MRAS will be later marked
as MRASC in this paper.

Error signal is defined as:

(4)

(5)

Design of the adaptation loop
Adaptation loop was designed from the linearized mathemat-

ical model.

Under assumption that flux (1) is function of change of speed
only (6), flux model equation results to (7).

(6)

(7)

Model of stator current [2]:

(8)

Now the effect of voltage change is neglected, only flux and
speed changes are important:
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Fig. 2 Flux estimator in stator reference frame (α, β)

Fig. 5 Simplified schema of proposed MRASC system

Fig. 6 Detailed schema of proposed MRASC system

Fig. 3 Flux estimator in reference frame oriented to rotor position (d, q)

Fig. 4 General schema of MRAS system
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(9)

(10)

By combining together equations (7) and (10), following results
are obtained:

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

Adaptation loop controller
PID controller was chosen as the most appropriate controller

structure. Parameters were designed using pole-placement method.
By implementing an integrator into controller structure, simple
second order transfer function was obtained.

(15)

Final transfer function for calculating the controller parame-
ters:

, 

where 

(16)

Closed loop transfer function then results to:
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Reference (characteristic) polynomial: 

(18)

ω0 – system’s natural frequency
ζ – system damping ratio
k – shift pole index

By comparing closed loop denominator polynomial to refer-
ence polynomial, parameters for PID were gained. 

Transient between sensor and sensorless
Failure of the encoder can be detected in several ways. The

most simple and used in industrial applications is violation of the
conditions of complementary signals: A � A�, B � B� etc…

For ensuring the drive operation to continue, the transient to
sensorless control must be as smooth as possible. To achieve this
when switching from sensor to sensorless control, proper initial
values of sensorless control must be set. In our models we assume
that the sensorless estimators are in separate block and they are
not executed during the sensor control operation. Estimators are
executed during the sensorless operation only. In the model of
stator current, the discrete filters initial outputs have to be set to
actual values of isα, isβ respectively. Otherwise initial value of error
signal is unpredictable, thus a strong torque jerk or instability may
be caused, especially in high speed region.

The same has to be done in the adaptation PID controller –
initial output of last integrator has to be set for last known value
of electric angular speed from the encoder.

Moreover, it is worth to mention another issue. Usually the
knowledge of motor electric parameters for sensor vector control
does not need to be as exact as for sensorless vector control. As
a result, the transition to sensorless vector control could be unsta-
ble.
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Fig. 7 Control loop for controller design

Fig. 8 Structure of MRASC adaptation controller, including 
RESET signal to achieve smooth transient between sensor and

sensorless control
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Therefore, proposed sensorless vector control should be stable
and immune against minor parameters variation. To acquire infor-
mation about this immunity, several experiments have been done in
Simulink. By building a close-to-reality simulation model in Simulink
with intensive using of SimPowerSystems toolbox blocks, experi-
mental test to parameter variation was done. This test is a complex
test of behaviour, it does not only include stability analysis of the
adaptation control loop, because the parameter variation affects
the other loops, including current and flux controllers as well. 

Following tables demonstrate the overall performance and
stability of entire systems due to variation of electrical parameters
of the motor. These tables differ in dynamics of speed controller
(f0SC) and MRAS adaptation controller (f0MRAS).

Regarding the 4th parameter in the table:

(19)

As might be seen in the previous tables, proposed MRASC
does not suffer much from loss of stability or worsen performance
caused by small parameter change. Furthermore, this sensitivity is
strongly dependent on the dynamics of MRAS adaptation loop,
speed controller, sample time / PWM frequency, current loop, flux
loop and others, so it is hard to present any universally acceptable
results. Nevertheless, after implementing simple online estimation
algorithms the entire drive performance in the whole speed range
could be improved.

4. Results

To present excellent behavior of proposed sensor, sensorless
control and on-the-run transients between these control methods,
both simulation and experimental results are shown below. 

Sensorless benchmark test
Test consists of a simple speed reference signal containing

several steps to explore the dynamic properties of sensorless control
at various speeds. First is step to 50 Hz, then reverse to �50 Hz
followed by steps to lower frequencies down to zero.

L L L

L L

r r m

s r

= +

=

v

This test shows overall performance of proposed method,
including speed reverse possibilities and operation in the low speed
region at the end.

Transient from sensor to sensorless control, ramp-up.
This test verifies the quality of transient during the ramp-up.

No steady-state for speed reference. Time of transient, t � 0.6 s.

This test also proved very good response, although the dyna-
mics of adaptation is visible on the error between estimated and
measured speed. However, the real speed continues smoothly.

Transient from sensor to sensorless control – high speed region
This test had to verify the behaviour of transient from sensor

to sensorless control in high speed region under load. This tran-
sient is done in t � 2.2 s.

Fig. 9 Schema of model of stator current, including RESET signal to
achieve smooth transient between sensor and sensorless control

Experimental analysis of motor’s electric Tab.1 
parameters variation
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Fig. 10 Sensorless benchmark test: speed and torque

Fig. 11 Ramp-up transient test

Fig. 12 High speed region transient from sensor to sensorless control, t = 2.2 s
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Test also showed excellent dynamics and smoothness of the
transient between sensor and sensorless control.

Experimental tests:
Experimental verification was performed in a laboratory setup

with PC equipped with dSpace 1104 controller board which con-
trols frequency converter feeding the 1.1 kW induction machine.

Transient from sensor to sensorless control, low speed region
This test had to verify the behaviour of transient from sensor

to sensorless control in low speed region.

Previous test shows non-problematic transient from sensor to
sensorless direct vector control. 

Transient from sensor to sensorless control, medium speed region 
Following test shows the dynamics of a transient in medium

speed region. It can be seen that although sensorless control intro-
duces some ripple, the transition itself is smooth.

5. Conclusion

The primary objective of our project was to achieve continuous
operation of vector control of the drive even in case of encoder’s
failure. Transient between sensor and sensorless control must be
smooth without any significant torque or speed jerk. Moreover, the
modified indirect vector control method was described to allowFig. 13 Diagram of the laboratory test bench

Fig. 14 Low speed experimental results

Fig. 15 Medium speed experimental results
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using same flux model with sensorless control. Not very well known
approach of MRAS-based sensorless speed control method was
demonstrated. Proposed MRASC shows very good dynamic res-
ponse and appears to be very immune against parameters variation,
which is necessary in the industry, where stability and robustness
against disturbances is essential. The mathematical model of the
estimator including the design of adaptation loop controller was
described. Finally, the very good performance of sensorless vector
control and the transient between sensor and sensorless vector
control were proven by figures.
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Appendix
Motor data (rated values) – wye connection used:
Pn � 1.1 kW

Un � 230/400 V (delta, wye)
In � 5 / 2.9 A
Nn � 1380 min�1

Pole pairs � 2
Electric parameters:
Rs � 7.66 Ω – stator resistance
Rr � 5.12 Ω – rotor resistance
Lm � 0.386 H – mutual inductance
Lr � 0.421H – rotor inductance
Ls � 0.421 H – stator inductance
J � 0.005 kg.m2 – moment of inertia
Nomenclature 
x̂ – vectors
x~ – estimated quantities
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1. Introduction

The system with safety responsibility is a system whose incor-
rect function (failure) may have very serious consequences such as
loss of human life, severe injuries, large-scale environmental damage,
or considerable economic penalties [10]. Many safety-critical
systems are typically fail-safe systems, i.e. once a fault has occurred
the system must remain in the previous state (provided that this
state does not represent a hazard to the controlled system) or must
enter a pre-defined safe state.

Safety is then the freedom from unacceptable risk of physical
injury or of damage to the health of the people, either directly or
indirectly as a result of damage to property or to the environment.
Functional safety is a part of the overall safety that depends on
a system or equipment operating correctly in response to its inputs.

Systems with safety responsibility are applied in almost all fields
of modern technology today: nuclear power plant control, medicine,
space programs and transport, including interlocking systems for
control and command of train movements. In the next part we
will be interested only in the systems mentioned as last. 

The control tasks become more complex in railway and met-
ropolitan transport systems and their realization is hardly possible
without computer systems. Nowadays the computer controlled
systems with safety responsibility are applied in almost all the
fields of modern technology as well as in traffic (e.g. in signaling
and train control systems on the railway).

2. Background

The railway area has established a very strong safety culture
during its hundred years’ operation. Safety in electromechanical

railway signaling was based on simple fail-safe principles that rely
on impermeability of the mass and gravity attraction. By the con-
struction of this system it was ensured that any occurrence of a crit-
ical event brought a system to the fail-safe state (e.g. all signals to
stop). For example, the relay type N (safety relay) is constructed
in such a way that the force of gravity itself causes the relay arma-
ture to drop off if the relay is not powered, and also the contacts
are made of non-weldable materials.

These properties are taken into account by a relay system
design in such a way that a controlled circuit is in error case always
off (except for the unlikely case the attraction force does not
work).

Computer and SW based system required an adaptation of
safety approaches in order to use innovative technical systems on
a high safety level. The reason is that there are some problems
associated with using computers to control safety-critical systems.
It is generally much more difficult to demonstrate that a computer
program operates correctly than to demonstrate correct operation
of traditional engineering devices. For traditional engineering hard-
ware it is possible to use continuous analysis and rely on interpo-
lation of test results. For example, for modeling, analyzing and
predicting the track circuit properties it is possible to use mathe-
matics based on partial differential equations (which have been
studied for many years and there is a firm theoretical basis). But
for computer systems the discrete nature means that traditional
testing methods cannot be used: the smallest change in system state
(one bit) may have enormous consequences. One of the reasons
is the discrete nature of computer systems [10].

All software failures, however, are systematic. Software does
not wear out or break. Most software failures are the result of errors
in the software which themselves result from failures in the deve-
lopment process, such as incorrect specification (for instance spe-
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cifying the wrong behavior in the event of an error), or a mistake
when implementing this specification.Confidence in software in
safety-critical systems has to be built on the confidence in the soft-
ware engineering methods used, confidence in the personnel, con-
fidence in the management, and assurance through formal methods
as well as testing. These techniques which, when used effectively,
are considered to provide an appropriate level of confidence in
the realization of a system to a stated integrity level.

3. Formal and Semiformal Methods in Safety Standards

Existing software engineering techniques provide structured
methodologies for design, implementation, testing, verification and
validation of software. These methodologies were standardized.
The overriding world standard is IEC61508 – Functional safety of
Electrical / Electronic / Programmable Electronic safety-related
Systems. However, railway industry currently relies on the group
of CENELEC sector specific related standards. These standards
describe processes to be followed in order to be able to assure the
safety of a railway application in all life cycle phases: 
� EN 50126 Railway applications – The specification and demon-

stration of Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and Safety
(RAMS)

� EN 50128 Railway applications – Communications, signalling
and processing systems – Software for railway control and pro-
tection systems

� EN 50129 Railway applications – Safety related electronic
systems for signalling.

EN 50126 addresses system issues on the widest scale, while
EN 50129 addresses the approval process for individual systems
which may exist within the overall railway control and protection
system. This standard concentrates on the methods which need to
be used in order to provide system which meets the demands for
safety integrity which are placed upon it by these wider consider-
ations.

This standard recommends the use of semiformal and formal
methods, graphical description, structured specification, hierarchical
separation using formalized methods, automatic consistency checks,
and refinement down to functional level and model oriented pro-
cedures with hierarchical subdivision, description of all objects and
their relationship in system requirements specification phase.

EN50128 identifies requirements, life cycle issues and docu-
mentation. It gives detailed descriptions of objectives, input docu-
ments, output documents and software requirements specification,
as well as architecture, design and implementation, verification and
testing. It covers software/hardware integration, software validation,
quality assurance and maintenance. In Annex A, which is norma-
tive, it provides criteria for the selection of techniques and mea-
sures, depending on the safety integrity level. In Annex B, which
is informative, it gives descriptions of the techniques identified in
Annex A.

Also in this standard it is recommended to use semiformal
and formal techniques in the software requirements specification.

There is demand for a description of the problem in natural lan-
guage and any necessary mathematical notation that reflects the
application. Technique of formal proof is highly recommended in
the verification and testing phase of software. Semiformal and formal
methods are generally recognized as a fault avoidance technique
that can increase dependability by removing errors during the
specification of the requirements and design stages of develop-
ment. 

4. Semiformal and Formal Methods Generaly

Next, we will try to sketch what semiformal and formal methods
are. 

Semiformal methods are considered to be the methods that
for identification and domain problem analysis use phraseology
with precise defined structure and rules (syntax). They may include
many CASE methodologies, diagrammatic techniques, graphical
languages, pseudocode, and other systematic ways for describing
the requirements, specification, or operation of computer systems.
These methods eliminate disadvantages (ambiguity and impreci-
sion) of natural language when used for technical descriptions.

The topic of formal methods covers the development and
application of mathematically-based approaches in computing.
Techniques founded on formal methods can offer a rigorous and
an effective way for specification, modeling, designing and analy-
zing of computer systems and software. The idea of this approach
is in description properties and behavior we are concerned with,
in the terms of concepts from discrete mathematics sets, graphs,
partial orders finite state machines and so on. This kind of nota-
tion is identified as a formal language. Specification in the formal
language is very precise, with well defined syntax and semantic and
can be mathematically manipulated. Calculation in these domains
is based on the methods of formal (or mathematical) logic. Using
laws of mathematical logic, it is possible to make (calculate) proofs
of theorems and refutation checks, whether certain requirements
are satisfied by a given specification [12]. The advantage is, that
the correctness check can be performed automatically by machine
and avoid reliance on human intuition.

5. Practical Use

Formal methods have been a topic of research for many years
and during this research a lot of case studies of formal methods
application were made. However, they are rarely used in commer-
cial contexts, especially in area Slovak and Czech railways and
development companies. Admittedly there are some examples of
real use in the signaling industry, but not from whole lifecycle point
of view. In these examples, they are normally used only to a limited
extent (for example writing functional specification) and usually
taking prototyped, non standardized tools and notations (company
design language).

Incorporation of the formal methods in development process
from the whole lifecycle point of view is not an easy task to do and
some difficulties have to be overcome.

R E V I E W
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At first, people in railway signaling area are very conservative.
Rather than adopting new technologies, they use traditional, trusted
methods in development process. Each new technology is a priory
considered untrustworthy. Moreover, development and approval
of railway signaling systems without these methods are also pos-
sible, or, in accordance with safety standards.

Adaptation of formal methods assumes some level of educa-
tion in formal logic. As it was mentioned, these methods are based
on mathematics, more exactly, on mathematical logic. Formal
approach requires dealing with formal logic semantics indepen-
dently, although in a restricted form. People in railway practice
are not usually experts in this domain. Formal science training is
the way how to understand the fundamentals of these techniques.
The understanding plays a crucial role especially for assessors and
the supervising authority, because only then they can accept and
trust in the used techniques.

A necessary issue that has to be solved by introducing formal
methods into practice is to choose a kind of a method and a (formal)
language that should be used for solving the tasks. This choice is
not easy. Nowadays, plenty of individual notations, methods and
tools exist. Following an online internet resource [7] the count is
over one hundred. Probably, the real number can be higher. Formal
methods may be classified according to different criteria: according
to whether their primary purpose is descriptive or analytic (descrip-
tive and analytic methods), according to the level of formality (with
low, medium and high level of formality) and/or according to the
type of the used specification language (algebraic and model-ori-
ented) [11]. We have to take in consideration that it is obviously
suitable to use different approach or language for different purpose.
Probably, the annotation suitable for the system engineer describ-
ing an early lifecycle stage of the system might be less suitable for
a programmer describing data structures and program control.

Another obstacle is that not only one side is involved in the
development of railway signaling system. At the beginning of
a railway application development, system requirements specifi-
cations had to be prepared. According to the standards, this is
a duty of the railway operating authority (usually railway company,
in the Czech Republic it is SZDC – Sprava zeleznicni dopravni
cesty). The operating authority is the first side. The second side
involved in the development process is represented by developers
(manufacturers, suppliers). Their role is to develop the system on
the basis of the system requirements specification. The third side
is formed by the supervising authority (safety assessor, in the Czech
Republic it is for example VUZ – Vyzkumny ustav zeleznicni),
who have to inspect if the system was developed satisfying the
safety standards and if the system achieves a desired safety level.
A selected formal method has to be compatible with all the men-
tioned practitioners. Only then, the model made for specification
can be reused for development and approval process and takes the
advantage of the used method.

Another issue is that an appropriate computer tool suitable
for industrial usage has to be available for the chosen formalism.
The quality of the tool, as a software product, has to provide some

level of engineering, good documentation, user’s interface, the
support and customer specific consultancy by the supplier. 

Last but not least question is the cost of the new technology.
Industrial companies have established their own development
processes and introduction of a new technology within the develop-
ment process takes some effort. For example, the shape of a devel-
opment process using formal methods is rather different: a lot of
the effort is concentrated on specification and verification, while
rather less is devoted to coding and testing. The uptake of formal
methods into the traditional industrial development process is also
limited by cost/benefits ratio.

6. Possible Way to Introduce

Problems with introducing formal methods into practice are
considerable, but not insolvable. All in all “formal” development
process has to begin with formalizing system requirement specifi-
cation. This is what can be characterized as the basic level of formal
methods use. The development process itself may be non-formal,
but benefits are still gained since many bugs can be removed by
formalizing and discussing the system at an early stage. Translation
of needs and requirements into specifications is one of the most
delicate steps – if errors made during specification phases remain
undetected, they become potential sources of systematic faults
during the system operation. This is confirmed by a study performed
by the HSE (Health & Safety Executive, of United Kingdom) con-
cerning the primary causes of failures, based on 34 catastrophic
incidents, which shows the primordial proportion (44.1%) caused
by poor specifications [6].

Taking advice from the project aiming integration of tech-
niques used by railway-engineers with formal techniques from the
software-engineering area, it seems to be a good way to begin the
formalization process with formalization of functional specifications
using semi-formal notation or methods. The semiformal model
allows the team developing the model to eliminate possible ambi-
guities of the non-formal descriptions and works as a bridge between
the non-formal descriptions and the formal ones. One of the semi-
formal languages successfully applicable and suitable for making
functional specifications of railways systems is UML (Unified
Modeling Language). The UML is one of the most widespread and
often used modeling standards, based on the object-oriented par-
adigm, which does justice to engineers. The standard UML 2.0
offers various modeling and visualization elements to capture and
model functional requirements. Its means of description are based
on graphics and are easy to understand. The UML is implemented
and supported by many SW-tools that make it possible to gener-
ate the source code directly from the diagrams. Next advantage of
the UML is the animation capability of the model. Animation allows
verification of the functional correctness before producing a real
system.

From practical point of view, the character of the railway system
as such is that it is composed from smaller components with very
similar behavior. For example, a station interlocking system is
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composed of signals, track sections, switch points, etc. In practice,
in the railway domain, the system requirements specification usually
contains definition of the behavior of subsystems, the system struc-
ture and description of operational scenarios [1].

Subsystems and their parts can be regarded as objects. The
whole system is then defined as a set of interacting objects or
classes of the model. The relationships between these objects then
describe the relationships between the system components. In this
form, the static structure of a system can be grasped.

The dynamic system behavior is described by the local behav-
ior of single objects and by interactions between the objects. This
description defines the behavior of objects, including the various
states that an object can enter into over its lifetime and the mes-
sages or events that cause it to transit from one state to another.

The operation scenarios can be modeled in form of interac-
tions between the system components.

The way of UML application reflecting different aspects system
definition mentioned above is demonstrated in figures included. It
shows fragments (due to the limited size of the paper) of most
often used diagram types. The application domain is a part of the
station interlocking, in this case the control of a switch point. In
Fig. 1 there is a Class Model Diagram, describing static structure
of a station interlocking system. Included are only parts related to
the switch point, i.e. parts (class) which can, for example, ask for
changing point position etc.

Operational scenarios in this example are modeled by means
of the Use Case diagram Fig. 2. This kind of diagram shows typical
interactions between the system under design and external objects
that may want to interact with it. Dynamic system behavior is
described by the state diagram in Fig. 3. This diagram is present-
ing realization of one of the use cases – individual control. In this
diagram we can recognize the condition which has to be fulfilled
to change the point position (in form of guards of transitions
between states).

7. Functional Safety and Technical Safety

The given examples show that semiformal methods are good
tools for describing or modeling functional requirements of the
railway interlocking system. But, there are some additional factors.
Railway interlocking is a safety system and requirements of such
a system are considered in two parts: Safety functional requirements
(functional safety) and Safety integrity requirements (technical
safety).

Safety functional requirements are the current safety-related
functions which the system, sub-system or equipment is required
to carry out. These requirements concern correct operation of the
system/sub-system/equipment under fault-free conditions (that is,
with no faults in existence), in accordance with the specified oper-
ational and safety requirements.

Safety integrity requirements define the level of safety integrity
required for each safety-related function. The term integrity refers
generally to the probability of a system, or a piece of equipment,
satisfactorily performing the required safety functions. Fulfillment
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Fig. 1 Class Diagram

Fig. 2 Use Case Diagram

Fig. 3 Statechart Diagram
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of safety integrity requirements ensures that in the case of faults
occurrence in the system itself, the safety of the controlled process
is still not endangered. If we assume only one independent error/
failure can arise in a given instant, the technical safety requirements
can be briefly recapitulated as follows:
– No failure must jeopardize the train movement safety.
– Any failure must be conveniently and promptly, considering

failure frequency, detected so that it is possible to eliminate any
further failure that may arise and jeopardize safety in conjunc-
tion with the previous one.

– If a failure goes undetected, the possible emergence of other
failures is to be assumed.

– If a failure could possibly result in other subsequent failures, all
combinations of these must be taken into account.

– After a failure detection, the faulty equipment or part should be
shut down automatically without delay. At any rate, the output
of the equipment or the part must remain in, or immediately
change to, a state not jeopardizing operational safety.

– Equipment that was shut down because of a failure must not be
reactivated by another failure occurrence [9]. 

The use of semiformal or formal techniques for describing tech-
nical safety requirements or checking their fulfillment (in case of
formal methods) for concrete system is hardly possible and ques-
tion is, if ever possible. Fulfillment of technical safety requirements

is very important part of the development process and plays impor-
tant role by the assigning of certain safety integrity level.

8. Conclusion

The computer and SW based system required an adaptation
of safety approaches in order to use computer systems in railway
interlocking on a high safety level. Formal methods are one of the
ways of increasing confidence in computer systems in this area.
The design and verification of systems based on formal or semi-
formal methods give a chance to check functional correctness just
before creating the system itself (in term of functional safety).
This approach to a system design is in accordance with require-
ments of the European standards. But, some difficulties have to be
overcome to introduce these methods in the development process
and take advantages from their use. One of the possible ways to
begin the formalization process is using semi-formal methods for
the system specifications. It produces an environment suitable for
communication not only between development teams, but also
towards other subjects involved in the process of the system veri-
fication and approval. But, we have to keep in mind that the safety
systems have to be considered also from the technical safety point
of view. Semiformal and formal methods in this field are very hardly
applicable, if applicable at all.
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1. Introduction

Photovoltaic power plants (PV) have become nowadays a major
phenomenon. Progress in science, especially in semiconductor tech-
nologies, enabled the development of various types of photovoltaic
applications. In 70’s of the 20th century during the oil crisis large
number of photovoltaic power plants was built especially in Western
Europe and in the USA, of which many are still operating success-
fully. Advancements in this area quietened after decay of crisis.

Today, however, the situation is set that makes renewable
sources very attractive. Increase in the consumption of all non-renew-
able sources results in the raising pressure on the stocks of these
commodities. For example if we compare years 1999 and 2009 we
can see that the consumptions of fuels like oil, gas and coal increased
over 23%. When comparing years 1989 and 2009 we get 40% dif-
ference. Looking at the stocks of primary energy sources we get
next image. According to [4] the reserves of oil are in proportion
to today’s consumption available for 46 years, reserves of natural
gas are available for 63 years and reserves of coal are predicted for
119 years. These numbers are obviously predicted only for con-
stant consumption. But the rapid development of economies such
as China and India means that the reserves will decrease from year
to year. Not even reserves of uranium ore don’t look very opti-
mistically. These are predicted for 85 years [5].

Now we can return back to the photovoltaic energy. In the
past, a factor that limited development in this area was high cost
of acquisition of photovoltaic technology. An effort to relieve the
dependence on imported energy resources has led the governments
to adapt the legislation to increase the interest on technology of
photovoltaic power plants of potential investors. High values are
motivating and are increasingly evocating creation of projects to
use the energy almost unused till today. However, photovoltaic
brings with it many issues which have to be solved most effectively. 

2. Sun Energy in Slovakia

The sun is for the Earth unimaginable and for mankind endless
source of energy. The amount of solar radiation reaching the earth
is not changing and is approximately 118 000 TW, which is several
thousand times more than the current requirements for energy
consumption [6]. Distribution of solar energy is homogeneous, not
as is the case with fossil fuels, but energy density is hundredfold
lower in the comparison to conventional thermal or nuclear sources.
The impact energy on Earth’s atmosphere upper edge is at any
time around 1367.13 W on 1m2. This is so-called solar constant. It
must be said, however, that not all the energy that hits the surface
of the Earth’s atmosphere also hits the Earth's crust. Approxi-
mately 30% of energy is immediately reflected from the atmosphere
and goes back into space. The rest of it warms up the oceans,
makes the wind blowing or is diffused in atmosphere. So Earth's
surface is directly hit only with a portion of incident solar radia-
tion. Radiation which is diffused in atmosphere due to molecules
and suspensoids and radiation that is reflected from the Earth’s
crust and goes back to space or is re-diffused in atmosphere is
called diffuse sky radiation. Summary of direct and diffuse sky
radiation is the global radiation [7].

The big difference in amounts of hitting solar radiation is also
created due to different latitudes. In Europe, we are going to
compare two counterparts. Amount of solar radiation perpendic-
ularly incident in northern Sweden and Russia is reaching 400–
600 kWh/m2 per year but in the Mediterranean region it is approx-
imately 2000 kWh/m2 per year. In Slovakia, the value of the inten-
sity of solar radiation varies between 1000–1205 kWh/m2 per year
[6]. After some calculations we can determine that it is several
times more energy than we are nowadays able to consume. 

Solar power represents the largest potential source of renew-
able energy in Slovakia. Technically exploitable potential for elec-
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tricity production from photovoltaic power plants was for the
Slovak Republic established as 1540 GWh per year [8].

3. Exploitation of Sun Energy for Electricity Production

There are several ways of production of the electricity from
sunlight. We can distinguish between indirect conversion of sun-
light into electrical energy and direct conversion. For example the
indirect conversion includes concentrated solar power plants. These
are a tower-type plants or plants using trough mirrors. These plants
operate on the principle of mirror, which is turning against the sun
to warm up working medium, which flows through pipes that are
located in the focus of the mirror. This heated fluid drives the turbine
to produce electricity. Another way may be a solar power plant
that uses the stack effect. Sufficiently high tower – the chimney is
surrounded by a system of pipelines placed on the surface through
which the air flows. Air in the pipelines is thanks to the sun’s rays
heated and then due to stack effect rising through chimney upwards.
Wind turbine that is located in the chimney is spinning because of
upward wind blowing and produces electricity.

All of these mentioned methods are very difficult to be realized
in Slovakia and can be placed for instance in desert areas with
high solar radiation intensity and low pressure for land occupa-
tion.

Direct conversion means that the energy of sunlight is con-
verted by semiconductor materials into electricity. As it is direct
method, photovoltaic power plant is not a burden for environment,
it emits no gases and the only drawback is the production of pho-
tovoltaic technology.

We can nowadays distinguish several types of photovoltaic
cells. First types are cells made from crystalline silicon. These are
cells made from monocrystalline silicon referred as Mono c-Si,
whose efficiency varies from 12% to 19 %, polycrystalline or mul-
ticrystalline silicon (multi c-Si) whose efficiency varies from 11%
to 15 % and ribbon sheets (ribbon-sheet c-Si). These cells are most
prevalent, and their share is about 90% of the total quantity of
modules.

Moreover there are other materials in today’s market. For
example amorphous silicon, cadmium telluride (CdTe), copper
indium (di)selenide (CIS) or copper indium gallium (di)selenide
(CIGS) which is based on material CuInSe2 that absorbs 99 % of
light in its first micron. Another type of modules is based on multi
junction cells (a-Si/m-Si).

Maximum efficiency is achieved in concentrator solar cells.
These are using optical concentrators for example Fresnel lens.
Their disadvantage is that they can not use diffuse sky radiation and
must be constantly turned against the sun. Such systems, however,
reach up to 31% efficiency [6][9].

The essence of electricity production through semiconductor
solar cell is the fact that the impact of sunlight on the PN transi-

tion results in the emergence of direct electrical current between
P and N layers of semiconductor. Direct current can be consequently
changed by converter, strictly speaking inverter, to commonly used
AC supply voltage 230 V, 50 Hz. Thus equipped photovoltaic
power cell can be connected into the mains.

The amount of electricity E (kWh) produced by photovoltaic
system with a nominal power Pk (Wp / 1 000 Wm�2) and the total
efficiency rp , which is the ratio between real and nominal power,
can be derived from global solar radiation G (kWh/hm�2).

[kWh]  (1)

Real power is influenced by the size of the external tempera-
ture, solar radiation variability, cloudiness, which has a significant
impact and because of its local character is almost unpredictable,
by the cabling, by the voltage converters, etc. [6]

Increase of installed capacity can be shown on following
numbers. At the end of the year 2009 installed capacity of photo-
voltaic power plants was 22928.9 MWp worldwide and in Europe
it was 16065.8 MWp. In 2008 worldwide installed capacity was
15599.1 MWp and in Europe 10428.7 MWp. Regarding the installed
capacity in 2009 it means increase over 47% worldwide and over
54% in the Europe. Even more interesting numbers are obtained
in comparison with the year 1999. Worldwide installed capacity
was 1013.6 MWp and 143.4 MWp from that volume was in Europe.
So in comparison with installed capacity at the end of year 2009
it is worldwide increase over 2000% and in the Europe the increase
is over enormous 11000% [4]. The results are illustratively shown
in the Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

Further increase of the installed capacity of photovoltaic power
plants is expected in the next years. Currently the biggest photo-
voltaic power plant is the Finsterwalde Solar Park with installed
capacity 80.7 MWp [10]. However gigantic power plant is in
preparation in China. It is going to be built in the Ordos region
near border with Mongolia and its installed capacity should be 2
GWp. Its completion is planned in 2019 [11].

E t P r Gk p=_ i
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Fig. 1 Development of installed capacity of PVs in the World
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4. Photovoltaics in Slovakia

Photovoltaic power plants are dependent on the sunlight and
its intensity. This, however, varies considerably during the day. 

In Fig. 3, we can see the daily load curve of Slovakian power
system. As it can be seen the maximum load occurs from 19 to 20
o’clock. On the other hand the smallest load occurs at night around
4 o’clock in the morning. At six to seven o’clock a morning peak
occurs due to initiation of industrial plants operations and at lunch
hour the energy consumption decreases. 

Another important fact is also a great difference between the
system load in summer and winter months. Annual minimum of
consumption occurs in July, but increasing amounts of air condi-
tioning units are likely to increase energy demand in summer
months. On the contrary maximal energy demands are in winter
months. From the long-term observations it’s documented that
the maximum load of the system occurs in the January. As a result
of global warming winters are milder, but still there may be situa-
tions when the arrival of severe frosts results in significant energy
consumption increase.

When talking about behaviour of the photovoltaics, it is pre-
cisely the opposite. In the summer, the influence of stronger inten-
sity of solar radiation and the influence of longer day duration
causes the fact that the electricity production reaches its maximum.
In winter, resulting from shorter day duration and dominant diffuse
sky radiation, amount of electric energy produced by photovoltaic
power plants reaches minimum. As seen in Fig. 4 photovoltaic
power output varies greatly during twenty-four hours. At the dawn
it begins to raise from zero, at noon the sunlight intensity reaches
maximum values, which results in maximal electricity production,
and when the evening comes it starts to fall back till zero is
achieved.

By comparing these two curves, we find out that these wave-
forms are not similar at all. Although a photovoltaic power plant
is working during the daylight, its power performance during the
morning peak reaches the minimum values. In winter, the starting
point of photovoltaic power curve shifts to 8 o’clock and ending
point is moving already to 16 o’clock. As mentioned photovoltaic
maximum output power is achieved in the summer, but this does
not correspond with the system load which is lowest in summer.
Another important part of the daily load curve is the evening peak,
which cannot be covered from photovoltaic power plants. These
facts will create serious problems for operation of power system if
there is a massive deployment of photovoltaic power plants.

Nowadays there is only small installed capacity of photovoltaic
power plants in Slovakia in comparison with neighbouring coun-
tries. In 2006 there were installed according to [12] 64 kWp. By
the end of 2011 installed capacity of 120 MW is assumed. List of
36 power plants with allotted certificates was published already in
December 2009. Sum of their power performance is previously
mentioned 120 MW [13].

Most resources connected to the electricity system will have
installed power from 1 MW to 4 MW. Others are smaller sources
or sources operated in standalone mode, i.e. not connected to the
electricity system. These are autonomous resources in inaccessible
locations or telephones.
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Fig. 3 Daily load curve

Fig. 4 Map line of photovoltaic electricity production during the day
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Photovoltaic power plant in Cerenany is one example of pho-
tovoltaic power plants connected to the network with output of
500 kWp which was completed in May 2010. Another example is
photovoltaic power plant in the eastern Slovakia in the village of
Mala Domasa with the performance of 735 kWp. It is quite inter-
esting because 3000 panels are located here and are placed on
trackers which are tracking the movement of Sun and are moving
panels always perpendicular to the sun beams. Moreover it is the
largest photovoltaic power plant in eastern Slovakia.

In close connection with photovoltaic power plants there are
wind power plants. As photovoltaics, these are also sources, that
are helping to decentralize production of electricity, but with their
major properties, they are considerably influencing electrical power
system. Installed capacity of wind power in Slovakia is currently
3 MW.

Photovoltaic and wind power sources are hardly predictable and
therefore are referred as unpredictable renewable energy sources.
While the first are dependent on the intensity of solar radiation,
exterior temperature and also the cloudiness, the second depend
mainly on the speed of airflow, but the final production character-
istics are also affected by many other factors. Most of these factors
are very difficult to predict. Therefore the operation of these power
plants causes bigger pressure on the operation of power system. 

Until now there has not been installed any larger unpredictable
renewable energy source in Slovakia and this implies in lack of
experience with their operation. But from current experiences we
know what consequences may have the massive deployment of
wind power plants into electrical power system. 

In Germany, at the end of the year 2009, there was installed
25813 MW in wind power plants. Germany also holds the world’s
primacy in installed capacity of photovoltaic power plants. Situa-
tion in Europe in the amount of installed capacity is as following.
Installed capacity of photovoltaic power plants was in the Czech
Republic at the end of 2009 411 MWp [14], in Italy at the end of
2009 1181 MWp [15] and at the end of 2008 Spain had got 3354
MWp [16]. To compare, the sum of off grid installed and grid
connected applications in Germany was 9845 MWp at the end of
2009 [17].

Nowadays we are experiencing the impacts of this massive
installation. Germany is surrounded mostly by countries whose
energy balance is settled, in addition to the two adjacent exporters
France and the Czech Republic, and one smaller exporter Poland.
So the question raises what to do with the electric energy, when
there is a massive production from wind power and solar energy.
Forasmuch as in the south Europe there are mostly countries whose
energy balance is strongly deficit, there are efforts to send the gen-
erated energy to them. Of course this is happening through power
grid. This may cause serious problems, because the requirements
on the power lines such as these can eventuate in lowering relia-
bility. As a result of an accumulation of adverse factors there can
be disintegration into island operations and in the worst case so
called blackout.

The most serious problem is to adjust the production curves of
these resources to the needs of the power system. As the sources
are mainly small scaled, decentralized, it is very difficult to find
a suitable way to control their performance. In the case of photo-
voltaic power they are typically sources with installed capacity
around kW. It may seem that this is a small number, but due to
the massive deployment, and so the resulting numbers, the sum of
their installed capacity may be very large.

The big problem is that power performance is very variable due
to time. If we neglect other factors and we would count only with
the sun's movement their power performance would have been
easy to foreseen with a relatively high value of certainty. Thus the
Pvs can be used most efficiently. But the reality is different and
operating performance and the quantity of produced power are
under big influence of other factors such as temperature, and espe-
cially cloudiness. This means greater demands on the transmission
system operator and distribution system operators.

Another thing is daily power performance of photovoltaic
power plants. From that it is obvious that it would be necessary to
store the energy at the time of their maximal production. In the
present day the most effective way is to consume this energy by
pumping and so to store it in tanks of pumped storage plants, that
would commercialize it again in the morning and evening, espe-
cially when there is in shortage.

Here come the issues of effective utilization of pumped storage
power plants. In Slovakia there are 4 pumped storage power plants.
One is connected to the 400 kV level and three to the 110 kV level.
Most photovoltaic power plants will be connected to a 22 kV level.
Pumped storage power plants have the nature of centralized sources
and photovoltaic power stations are decentralized resources. But
this is not only about pumped storage power plants. The system
functions thanks to numerous regulators that will have to eventu-
ally regulate the power fluctuations caused by photovoltaic power
plants. These are issues of primary and secondary frequency reg-
ulation.

One possibility of best usage of solar energy is the establishment
of virtual power plant. It would involve the combination of a number
of energy sources into a single unit that would offer certain guar-
anteed parameters equal to required production diagrams.

Other fact is that in the winter, photovoltaic power plants
achieve low production levels and consumption is higher than in
summer. So the sources which can replace these power outages
are needed.

Another thing is that the production of photovoltaic power
plants depends not only on the season, but also on the ambient tem-
perature and mostly on cloudiness. Predictability of cloudiness is
very difficult, since its local character, and that’s why the conse-
quent prediction of electric energy production is not exact. This
again causes pressure on network operators. 

Given the rapid changes in power performance is necessary
to establish sufficient reserves of production capacities, especially
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in quickly starting sources, such as pumped storage power plants,
water power plants with peak-load operation and combined cycles. 

As mentioned above, only small number of unpredictable renew-
able energy sources was installed in Slovakia. The power system
was designed to operate with conventional thermal, nuclear and
hydroelectric power plants. All these are resources whose produc-
tion is easily predictable. Naturally the producer does not deter-
mine the amount of generated energy but the consumer does.
Therefore, Slovakia has installed capacities that can meet these
consumer demands.

With the arrival of photovoltaic power plants, however, new
problem rises. Requirements for the support services that can ensure
stability of power system operation will grow. These demands will
increase not only because of requirements on the consumption
side but also on the production side. All these changes will obviously
result in increased operating costs and maybe even in construction
of new production units. 

4. Conclusion

Installation of photovoltaic power plants signifies for Slovakia,
a country which imports about 90 percent of all energy sources,
a great potential. It is the way to relieve dependence on the energy
sources from other countries. Photovoltaic is also the cleanest way
how to get the electric energy. But its operation causes considerable
problems for the transmission power system operators and oper-
ators of distribution systems. Possible way to compensate these
impacts is to buy the high price regulatory electric energy from
other countries. Another possibility is to build new blocks of power
plants that will replace production of photovoltaic power plants
during their inactivity or on the other hand to use generated elec-
tric energy in time of its maximal production. Building of such
sources may however take several years.
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1. Introduction

At present, mostly hydraulic brakes are used in marshalling of
wagons. They are generally in the form of platforms, sometimes
poppet brakes. Maintenance of the hydraulic brakes is difficult due
to their outdated design. They also constitute a threat to the envi-
ronment. The threat consists in brakes utilising oil, which leaks out
to the environment, and both oil-feeding system and retarder shoes
generate noise, which is a nuisance to people living nearby. To
eliminate the said disadvantages, the Power Plant Rybnik has erected
a test installation of the electrodynamic wagon retarder system
type EDG. It is the first structure of its kind in Poland.

The article discusses applications and test results of electro-
magnetic radiation generated by the retarder, with emphasis on the
requirements regarding the protection of persons working near the
retarder.

2. Characteristic of EDG Retarder

The purpose of the electrodynamic wagon retarder (EDG)
(Fig. 1), considering the safety requirements and quality of mar-
shalling, is to reduce the speed of individual wagons and groups of
wagons in gravitational marshalling system. The system is already
proven, and it does not require frequent repairs and maintenance.
The major advantages of electrodynamic wagon retarders are low-
noise missions during operation, both during tests of retarding jaws
and during actual retarding of wagons. The symmetrical braking
force of the jaws (two-sided retarders) continuously affects wagon
wheels, eliminating the effect of wheel-set lifting while braking. The
smoothly applied braking force and additional magnetic effect on

the wagon wheel prevent the transfer of forces from a rolling wagon
onto the retarder and its foundation in pulses.

Basic features of the Electrodynamic Retarder EDG – 93 are
summarized below:
– It can be used as a service, group or an additional brake;
– It can be operated as a destination and distance brake;
– It enables manual, semi-automatic, or fully automatic control;
– Its installation length is of 5 m to 20 m (by 2.5 m);
– The maximum height of the situate retarder beams to the lateral

side of a railway wagon wheel ring is equal to 63 mm;
– It can function as a retarder when installed on both rails. Braking

forces are generated by 3 simultaneous factors: friction between
the wheels and the retarder beams, friction between the retarder
beams and the retarder body, caused by the cutting of the wheel
through braking beams and the eddy current;

– It is fitted with electric actuators of braking beams;
– It is fitted with electronic retarder control, including the Profibus

connection system;
– It is fitted with electronic controls.

The main elements of the construction (Fig. 2):
– Retarder (consists of a body of the retarder, the bearing beams

of retarder and excitation winding) (1);
– Container with the control devices and power (rectifier) (2);
– Operation place with a control panel (touch screen) (3).

Operating position:
– Locomotive passage position – in that position, braking beams

move freely in the bodies, and the retarder can be driven through
with no resistance whatsoever;
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– Braking position - DC voltage is supplied to the retarder, braking
beams are moved to the braking position.

Controls:
– Commands are sent from the control panel and via respective

controls;
– There is manual enforcement of indicated or calculated optimum

(target) speed of leaving the retarder; 

– The required braking force is reached by the electromagnetic
force field.

Brief characteristics of the installation

The purpose of the EDG retarder (Fig.3) at the railway siding
of the Power Plant Rybnik is to brake the wagons going down the
cradle of tippler 3 to one of the destination tracks. Tracks of the
remaining tipplers are fitted with ETH retarders. 

The EDG retarder is erected on the track. Between the retarder
and switch, there is a manual brake skids launcher acting as the
braking component in the event of EDG retarder failure.

The track where the EDG retarder is erected is an access
track to destination tracks for empty wagons. Leaving the tippler
(Fig.3 b, 4a), empty wagons pass through the cradle (Fig. 4b),
where the direction of wagon movement is changed. Wagons moving
from the cradle to the destination tracks (Fig. 5) need to have the
speed suitable for the active length of tracks, i.e. for wagons that are
supposed to park at the end of the destination track, such speed
is to be high enough to allow the wagon to travel the required dis-
tance; in the event when the track is already full, such speeds can
be lower. Until now, the brake skids launcher was used for that
purpose. The said solution features low accuracy in the selection

Fig. 1 Diagram of electrodynamic retarder installation at the Power Plant Rybnik;
EDG – Electrodynamic Wagon Retarder, AM – system providing detection of wheel load, KG1 – wheel detection sensor (on-switch), 

KG2 –wheel detection sensor (off-switch), GG – weight sensor, RG - radar, KRE – wheel detection sensor (entrance), 
KRRD – wheel detection sensor (entrance, reserve), TG – technical building, BQ – rectifier.

Fig. 2 Electrodynamic Wagon Retarder system at the railway siding 
of the Power Plant Rybnik.
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of speed of marshalled wagons, resulting in the need to push the
wagons further (in case of insufficient speed), or in wagons hitting
the buffers with excessive force, resulting in excessive buffer wear
and noise.

3. Assessment of Parameters of the Electrodynamic
Retarder EDG

The retarder manufacturer has a package of documents evi-
dencing that the EDG retarder meets the parameters referring to
electromagnetic compatibility, the requirements regarding electronic
traffic control systems, software for traffic control systems, as well
as safety and reliability.

Electromagnetic Compatibility
Pursuant to those documents, the EDG Wagon Retarder, includ-

ing the accessories, meets the requirements regarding electromag-
netic compatibility as per the scope of standards [4]. 

Software and hardware
The EDG Wagon Retarder meets the requirements of railway

standards [5], [6] and [7] with regard to reliability, availability,
maintenance susceptibility and safety, and the software for railway
traffic control systems, including electronic traffic control systems. 

Permanent way and structure clearance
It is to be noted that the EDG Wagon Retarder was fitted with

a diagnostic system of permanent way diagnostic system notifying

Fig. 3 a) EDG retarder, b) Tippler

Fig. 4 a) Wagon on tippler, b) Cradle

Fig. 5 Unloading rail tracks
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the operator on inter alia defective track sub-base, or material dif-
ferences in the condition of rail courses of both retarder rails. In
addition, the manufacturer is executing the retarder in all kinds of
rails, depending on local conditions, in order to avoid implemen-
tation of the intermediate rail.

A radar is used in the EDG Wagon Retarder to measure the
speed of marshalled wagons. The radar is erected so as to ensure
the keeping of structure clearance.

It is to be stated that the device meets the requirements of
Polish regulations regarding the permanent way and clearance as
per the scope of assessed requirements.

4. Measurements of the Electromagnetic Field Intensity
at the Retarder and Supply Point

Measurements of the electromagnetic field were carried out
to the requirements of standards [9] and [10]. The measurements
were carried out for the wagon retarder and the adjacent area, as
well as for the control room and control point. The layout of mea-
suring points at the retarder is shown in Fig. 6. The measurement
of the static magnetic field is shown in Fig. 7a and the rotating
magnetic field in Fig. 7b. Results of measurements for the wagon
retarder are shown in Table 1. During the measurements in the
control room and at the control point, no magnetic field exceed-
ing the background value was observed. 

Measuring points 1 to 6 are located, respectively, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5,
1, 2, 3 m from the rail, at the height of 0.3 m.

No variable electromagnetic radiation exceeding the background
level was observed at the retarder.

The zone limits for the work stations are:
– The limit between the safe zone and intermediate zone is 3.3 mT;
– The limit between the intermediate zone and the risk zone is 10

mT;
– The limit between the risk zone and the hazard zone is 100 mT. 

In the safe zone, workers can stay without any restrictions. In
the intermediate zone, workers can stay for 8 hours during work
shift. Measurements suggest that the range of the intermediate zone
is up to 1 m from the retarder, which means that during the occur-
rence of the magnetic field (passage of wagon), workers cannot

Fig. 6 Measurement zones

Fig. 7 Measurement of the a) static magnetic field b) rotating magnetic field
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stay in this zone. Regarding other measuring points, the respective
zones are considered safe.

5. Conclusion

The first wagon retarder installation in Poland was executed
at the railway siding of the Power Plant Rybnik. The retarder is used
to reduce the speed of empty wagons leaving the tippler cradle.
Such a location of the test field enables testing of the solution in
Polish conditions.

In case of this application, the risk connected with possible
brake failure is minimised since only empty coal wagons, the speed
and weight of which are low, are being retarded. As the investor
is aware of the fact that such a solution is new in Poland, the
brake skids launcher installation is maintained to increase the reli-
ability of operation. That shall increase the safety of the railway
siding at the Power Plant Rybnik.

The dimensions of the retarder (including weight) and require-
ments regarding supply parameters render the laboratory tests of
the device impossible. It was only the erection of the test installa-
tion at the facility that enabled the performance of the functional
tests of the device. 

The test installation enabled also the measurements of the
intensity of the magnetic field around the EDG wagon retarder and
in the control room. The said measurements carried out according
to relevant standards enabled to ensure that the solution examined
is safe to the operating personnel. In the control room and at the
control point, no electromagnetic radiation exceeding the back-
ground was observed, too.

Table 1

Results of measurements of magnetic fields around the wagon retarder

Item
Maximum
intensity

Characteristics of the location of measuring stack

[mT]

1
4.1 Idle run

200 Simulation of max. load

2

0.57 Idle run

11.2 Braking of wagon

12.1 Simulation of max. load

3

0.29 Idle run

2.8 Braking of wagon

3.3 Simulation of max. load

4

0.28 Idle run

2.2 Braking of wagon

3.2 Simulation of max. load

5

0.23 Idle run

1.2 Braking of wagon

1.4 Simulation of max. load

6

0.12 3 m from the rail (idle run)

0.21 3 m from the rail (braking of wagon)

0.4 3 m from the rail (simulation of maximum load)
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